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Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant Accident CIA, Department 
of Defense, Department of Energy, Congressional, GAO, 
and Foreign Press Monitoring Files 
 
4,010 pages of CIA, Department of Defense, Department of Energy, 
Congressional, GAO, and foreign press monitoring files related to the 
Chernobyl Nuclear Accident. 
 
On Sunday April 26, 1986, at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant near 
Pripyat, Ukraine, reactor #4 exploded. For the 25 years from 1986 to 
2011, this incident has been referred to as the world's worst nuclear 
power plant accident. 
 
 

THE ACCIDENT 
 
According to reports filed with International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 
on April 25, 1986, technicians at the Chernobyl plant launched a poorly 
executed experiment to test the emergency electricity supply to one of 
its Soviet RBMK type design reactors. The test was meant to measure a 
turbogenerator's ability to provide in-house emergency power after 
shutting off its steam supply. During the experiment the technicians 
violated several rules in place for operating the reactor. 
 
During the experiment, the emergency shutdown system was turned off. The 
reactor was being operated with too many control rods withdrawn. These 
human errors, coupled with a design flaw that allowed reactor power to 
surge when uncontrolled steam generation began in the core, set up the 
conditions for the accident. 
 
A chain of events lasting 40 seconds occurred at 1:23 AM on April 26. 
 
The technicians operating the reactor put the reactor in an unstable 
condition, so reactor power increased rapidly when the experiment began. 
Subsequent analysis of the Soviet data by U.S. experts at the Department 
of Energy, suggests the power surge may have accelerated when the 
operators tried an emergency shutdown of the reactor. According to Soviet 
data, the energy released was, for a fraction of a second, 350 times the 
rated capacity of the reactor. This burst of energy resulted in an 
instantaneous and violent surge of heat and pressure, rupturing fuel 
channels and releasing steam that disrupted large portions of the core.  
 
The surge destroyed the core of reactor unit four, containing 
approximately 200 tons of nuclear fuel. Some of the shattered core 
material was propelled through the roof of the reactor building. The hot 
core material of reactor 4 started about 30 separate fires in the unit 4 
reactor hall and turbine building, as well as on the roof of the 
adjoining unit 3. All but the main fire in the graphite moderator 
material still inside unit 4 were extinguished in a few hours.  
 
It was a day and a half before the people living in Pripyat were ordered 
to evacuate. The residents were told they would only be gone for several 



days, so they left nearly everything behind. They never returned. Soviet 
authorities made the decision not to cancel May 1, May Day, outdoor 
parades in the region four days later. 
 
The graphite fire continued to burn for nearly two weeks carrying 
radioactivity high into the atmosphere, until it was smothered by sand, 
lead, dolomite, and boron dropped from helicopters. Despite the wide 
spread of radiation, Soviet officials at first said very little publicly 
about what happened at Chernobyl. It was not until alarms from radiation 
detectors in other countries, many hundreds of miles away, forced the 
Soviets to admit to the Chernobyl accident. 
 
Radioactive material was dispersed over 60,000 square miles of Ukraine, 
Belarus, and Russia. Smaller amounts of radioactive material were 
detected over Eastern and Western Europe, Scandinavia and even the United 
States. The accident has left some nearby towns uninhabitable to this 
day. 
 
Radioactivity forced Soviet officials to create a 30-kilometer-wide no-
habitation zone around Chernobyl, sealing off Pripyat. Still, the power 
plant continued to generate electricity until it was finally shut down in 
December, 2000. 
 
During the first year after the accident, about 25,000 people, mainly 
Soviet Army troops, were dispatched to the site to clean up the accident. 
Thousands of workers, called liquidators, were employed during the 
following years of the cleanup. 
 
Around October, 1986 the construction of a 21 story high metal and 
concrete shelter was completed, enclosing the reactor and the radioactive 
material that remained. Almost 200 tonnes of melted nuclear fuel rods 
remain within the damaged reactor. This containment shelter was not 
intended to be a permanent solution for containing the radioactive 
material. Over time, the shelter has weakened; rain entering through 
holes and cracks has caused corroding. 
 
By 2006 the plans for a new shelter was about 7 years behind schedule, 
with a completion target date of no sooner than 2012. In February of 2011 
it was reported that construction of the shelter may have to be halted, 
due to a $1 billion dollar short fall in the funds needed to complete the 
structure. 
 
A United Nations report released in February 2011 estimates the disaster 
caused thyroid cancer in 7,000 children in the affected area. The report 
said despite the high rate of cancer, only 15 fatalities in these 7,000 
cases have occurred. 
 
 

THE DOCUMENTS 
 
CIA FILES 
 



215 pages of CIA files dating from 1971 to 1991.The files cover the 
Soviet Union's atomic energy program; The effect of the Chernobyl 
accident on the Soviet nuclear power program; and the social and 
political ramifications of the accident in the Soviet Union. 
 
A 1981 report covers the less publicized Soviet nuclear "accident" near 
Kyshtym in 1957-58. 
 
Media reporting of a nuclear accident near Kyshtym first appeared in 
1958. It was not until 1976, when the writings of Soviet dissent Dr. 
Zhores Medvedev began to appear, that wider attention was given to this 
subject. Medvedev, an exiled Soviet geneticist, claimed in several 
articles and books that a "disaster" occurred near Kyshtym in 1957/58. He 
alleged that thousands of casualties and widespread, long-term 
radioactive contamination occurred as the result of an explosion 
involving nuclear waste stored in underground shelters. 
 
The general consensus today is that a combination of events, rather than 
a single isolated incident at Kyshtym nuclear energy complex caused the 
radioactive contamination in the area. A study of the claims by Medvedev 
can be found in the Department of Energy section, in the 1982 report "An 
Analysis of the Alleged Kyshtym Disaster" 
 
 
U.S. GOVERNMENT FOREIGN PRESS MONITORING  
 
900 pages of foreign media monitoring reports from 1986 to 1992, produced 
by the U.S. government's National Technical Information Service's U.S. 
Joint Publication Research Service. They contain information primarily 
from Russian and Eastern Block news agency transmissions and broadcasts, 
newspapers, periodicals, television, radio and books. Materials from non-
English language sources are translated into English. 
 
The reporting includes firsthand accounts of experiences during all 
points of the Chernobyl disaster. Topics covering the accident and its 
aftermath including domestic and international politics, sociological 
affairs, nuclear plant fire, evacuations, sealing the reactor, 
cleanup mobilization, health implications, and people returning to 
region. 
 
 
DEPARTMENT OF ENGERY REPORTS 
 
1,244 pages of reports dating from 1982 to 2009 produced or commissioned 
by the Department of Energy. 
 
The agencies and institutions contributing to these reports include Los 
Alamos National Laboratory, United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Savannah River Nuclear Solutions, 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Argonne 
National Laboratory, and the Pacific Northwest Laboratory. 
 
Highlights include: 



 
The 1986 Report of the U.S. Department of Energy's Team Analyses of the 
Chernobyl-4 Atomic Energy Station Accident Sequence DOE/NE-0076. 
 
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) formed a team of experts from Argonne 
National Laboratory, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, and Pacific Northwest Laboratory. The DOE team provided the 
analytical support to the U.S. delegation for the August, 1986 meeting of 
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), and to subsequent 
international meetings. The DOE team analyzed the accident in detail, 
assessed the plausibility and completeness of the information provided by 
the Soviets, and performed studies relevant to understanding the 
accident.  
 
 
The 1987 report Radioactive Fallout from the Chernobyl Nuclear Reactor 
Accident 
 
The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory performed a variety of 
measurements to determine the level of the radioactive fallout on the 
western United States. The laboratory used gamma-spectroscopy to analyze 
air filters from the areas around Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
in California. Filters were also analyzed from Barrow and Fairbanks, 
Alaska. Milk from California and imported vegetables were also analyzed 
for radioactivity. 
 
Other report titles include: An Analysis of the Alleged Kyshtym Disaster; 
Workshop on Short-term Health Effects of Reactor Accidents; Preliminary 
Dose Assessment of the Chernobyl Accident; Internally Deposited Fallout 
from the Chernobyl Reactor Accident; Report on the Accident at the 
Chernobyl Nuclear Power Station; Radioactive Fallout from the Chernobyl 
Nuclear Reactor Accident; Radioactivity in Persons Exposed to Fallout 
from the Chernobyl Reactor Accident' Radioactive Fallout in Livermore, CA 
and Central Northern Alaska from the Chernobyl Nuclear Reactor Accident; 
Projected Global Health Impacts from Severe Nuclear Accidents - 
Conversion of Projected Doses to Risks on a Global Scale - Experience 
From Chernobyl Releases; The Chernobyl Accident - Causes and 
Consequences; Chernobyl Lessons Learned Review of N Reactor; 
Reconstruction of Thyroid Doses for the Population of Belarus Following 
the Chernobyl Accident; The characterization and risk assessment of the 
Red Forest radioactive waste burial site at Chernobyl Nuclear Power 
Plant; Estimated Long Term Health Effects of the Chernobyl Accident; and 
Environmental Problems Associated With Decommissioning the Chernobyl 
Nuclear Power Plant Cooling Pond. 
 
 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE REPORTS 
 
816 pages of reports dating from 1990 to 2010 produced or commissioned by 
the Department of Defense. 
 
The reports include: Chernobyl Accident Fatalities and Causes; Biomedical 
Lessons from the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant Accident; Nuclear 



Accidents in the Former Soviet Union Kyshtym, Chelyabinsk and Chernobyl; 
Retrospective Reconstruction of Radiation Doses of Chernobyl Liquidators 
by Electron Paramagnetic Resonance; Neurocognitive and Physical Abilities 
Assessments Twelve Years After the Chernobyl Nuclear Accident; Simulating 
Wet Deposition of Radiocesium from the Chernobyl Accident; and Radiation 
Injuries After the Chernobyl Accident Management, Outcome, and Lessons 
Learned. 
 
 
GAO REPORTS 
 
184 pages of reports from the United States General Accounting Office, 
whose name was later changed to the Government Accountability Office. The 
four reports are Comparison of DOE's Hanford N-Reactor with the Chernobyl 
Reactor (1986); Nuclear Power Safety International Measures in Response 
to Chernobyl Accident (1988); Nuclear Power Safety Chernobyl Accident 
Prompted Worldwide Actions but Further Efforts Needed (1991); and 
Construction of the Protective Shelter for the Chernobyl Nuclear Reactor 
Faces Schedule Delays, Potential Cost Increases, and Technical 
Uncertainties (2007). 
 
 
UNITED STATES CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS 
 
634 pages of transcripts from three Congressional hearings: The Chernobyl 
Accident Hearing before the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, 
Ninety-ninth Congress, 2nd session on the Chernobyl accident and 
implications for the domestic nuclear industry, June 19, 1986; The 
Effects of the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant hearing 
before the Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation, United States Senate, One 
Hundred Second Congress, second session, July 22, 1992; and The legacy of 
Chernobyl, 1986 to 1996 and beyond hearing before the Commission on 
Security and Cooperation in Europe, One Hundred Fourth Congress, second 
session, April 23, 1996.  
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SOVIET NUCLEAR PROGRAMS 

THE PROBLEM 

To review recent dev~lopments in Soviet nuclear programs and to 
estimate their course over the next five years or so. 

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS 

A. The nuclear energy program of the USSR has evolved over the 
years from an intensive effort devoted exclusively to the development 
of nuclear weapons to a diversified endeavor embracing a variety of 
peaceful applications as well. In the development of nuclear weapons, 
the Soviets have attained:an advanced level of technology enabling 
them to produce weapons of diverse types, weights, and yields, to 
meet their requirements for present and future delivery systems. They 
have produced exceptionally powerful nuclear propulsion systems for 
their submarines. In non-weapon applications, they have the largest 
program of research on controlled thermonuclear reactions in the world, 
and have carried out a more versatile program than others in the· 
peaceful use of nuclear explosions. 

B. The USSR has extensive facilities for the production of nuclear 
materials and nuclear weapons, and ample stockpiles of natural ura
nium. Although we cannot make a meaningful independent estimate 
of Soviet military requirements for nuclear weapons, we have no reason 
to believe that the availability of nuclear materials has imposed re
straints on the military program that the Soviets have chosen to carry 
out. Indeed, the Soviets have offered to provide uranium enrichment 
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services to others and to export nuclear power stations. We have no 
reason to believe that for the foreseeable future they will lack the 
capacity to meet their domestic needs, both military and civil, and 
to continue their international activities. 

Testing 

C. The Soviets have continued to test nuclear devices underground 
during the past two years, at about the pace characteristic of the pre
vious six years. They have apparently been willing to take greater 
risks than the US of venting debris to the atmosphere which might 
be detected beyond their borders. In 1969 and 1970, the percentage 
of tests producing debris that carried beyond the borders of the USSR 
increased over any previous two year period. This could suggest that 
the Soviets have recently given a higher priority to test objectives than 
to concerns over possible venting. 

D. There is no reason to believe that the Soviets intend to resume 
nuclear testing in the atmosphere. We believe that the Soviets plan 
to test underground for at least the next two years. Should the Soviets 
decide to resume atmospheric testing, intelligence sources would pro
vide little, if any, advance warning. 

Weapons 

E.[ 

JWe have a fair degree of confidence in our estimates of the 
general characteristics and performance of the nuclear weapons de
veloped during this period, but almost no information on the actual 
size and composition of the Soviet stockpile of such weapons( _ 

J F·r 
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I 

[ - . JThe limited 
number of underground tests of high-yield devices, and the spectrum 
of the yields, suggest that the technology incorporated in thermonuclear 
warheads of three megatons and above has not changed substantially 
since 1962'[ 

] 
G. We know little about the hardness of Soviet re-entry vehicles 

(RVs), i.e., their ability to withstand the effects of nuclear radiation. 
It is reasonable to assume that hardness has been considered by the 
Soviets in designing at least their more recent RVs, particularly in the 
light of their increasing concern for survivability and penetrability. 

Production of Nuclear Materials 

H. Soviet procurement of uranium has exceeded, by a considerable 
margin, current and past needs for the production of fissionable ma
terials. We estimate the cumuiative Soviet production of plutonium
equivalent as of mid-1971 at between 48 and 62 tons, with a best esti
mate of about 55 tons, and production for the year ending 1 July 1971 
at 5 to 6 tons. The methodology used is reasonably direct and we 
have confidence in the results. More indirect methods must be used· 
to estimate the production of weapons grade U -235 and the results 
are subject to greater uncertainty. Cumulative production through 
mid-1971 was probably not less than 240 tons nor more than 550 tons. 
We believe that actual Soviet production would probably be near, or 
in a region somewhere above a mid-range figure of 360 tons, rather 
than at, or near, either extreme. 

1. During the past several years the Soviets have apparently become 
less concerned with increasing the output of U-235 and more con
cerned with reducing costs, and probably have taken older gaseous 
diffusion buildings out of operation. We have seen no evidence of a 
shutdown of reactors for the production of plutonium. 

Power and Propulsion 

J. Nuclear power plants represent only a small portion of the 
total electrical generating capacity of the Soviet Union. Present ca
pacity is 2,250 megawatts of electricity (MWe), and the total planned 
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for 1977 is about 10,000 MWe. On a basis of past performance, the 
Soviets are unlikely to achieve this goal before the early 1980s. 

K. The reactors on the newer Y, C, and V classes of nuclear sub
marines have exhibited excellent operational characteristics, and the 
Soviets appear to have a high degree of confidence in them. The C- and 
V-classes probably have a reactor generating about 150 megawatts, 
and the Y-class a total reactor power of about 270 megawatts. Work 
has not yet begun on the two Arktika-class nuclear icebreakers which 
the Soviets plan to construct 

L. The USSR is making an active effort to exploit nuclear energy 
for use in space, but it has not yet launched a nuclear reactor for use 
there. The Soviets recently developed the world's first prototype 
thermionic reactor. In the last half of this decade, they could have a 
10 kilowatt thermionic reactor as a power source in space. 

M. The Soviets are continuing their efforts to find a practical way 
of producing electricity from controlled thermonuclear reactions. They 
are investigating many approaches, but their main effort is directed 
at toroidal (doughnut-shaped) plasma and laser-plasma devices. We 
expect that one of their Tokamak-type toroidal devices will succeed 
in demonstrating the technical feasibility of the controlled release 
of fusion energy late in the decade. 

Peaceful Uses and International Cooperation· 

N. The Soviets have a vigorous program for the peaceful use of 
nuclear explosions (PNE). Since it began in 1965, 15 nuclear detona
tions specifically for peaceful purposes have been detected, mostly 
in support of the Soviet oil and gas industry or for excavation projects. 
The Soviets clearly intend to cany out an extensive program in the 
future; they have mentioned projects intended to stimulate the pro
duction of oil and gas, to store oil and gas, to strip ores, to crush rock, 
and to create dams and canals. 

o. The USSR has provided limited nuclear assistance to its allies 
and to certain non-Communist countries since the mid-1950s. At first, 
its aid was primarily in the form of training and the supply of reactors 
and equipment for research, but more recently it has included the 
construction of nuclear power stations. The USSR is constructing nu
clear power stations in Eastern Europe and recently contracted to 
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supply two power reactors to Finland, the first non-Communist country 
to buy them from the USSR. 

P. The USSR has been an active member of the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) since its inception in the mid-1950s. 
At the IAEA meeting in 1970, the Soviets stated that they were pre
pared to negotiate contracts to enrich uranium for non-nuclear coun
tries that are parties to the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). The USSR 
recently concluded an agreement to enrich uranium for France and 
return it for use in power reactors. This marks a major step in what 
is probably a Soviet effort to become actively competitive in the world 
market for reactor fuel. 

TOP SECRET 
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DISCUSSION 

I. THE NUCLEAR WEAPONS PROGRAM 

A. The Nuclear Test Program 

1. The Soviets have continued underground 
testing during the past 2 years, with 18 tests 
detected in 1969 and 13 in 1970. These magni
tudes are about the same as those for the 
previous 6 years. By the end of May 1971, 
an overall total of 290 nuclear tests had been 
detected, 186 before the Limited Test Ban 
Treaty (LTBT) went into effect in 1963, and 
104 thereafter. At least 15 of the underground 
tests were part of the Soviet program 
for peaceful uses. { 

] 
2. Underground weapons-related tests have 

averaged about 1 per month since 1963. These 

1 See Annex A for a listing of Soviet underground 
tests since the L TBT went into effect. See Section V 
for a discussion of the tests for peaceful uses. 

tests have ranged in yield from less than 
1 kiloton (let) to up to 3 to 6 megatons 
(MT). Most if not all of the 18 tests with 
yields above 100 kt were probably for the 
development of thermonuclear weapons. Of 
the remaining tests, some were probably for 
fission weapon development, and some were 
tests of weapons effects[ 

3. Most Soviet underground tests occur in 
either the Semipalatinsk area of Kazakhstan 
or in the Novaya Zemlya area of the western 
Arctic. Since 1963, we know of a total of 15 
underground detonations which have taken 
place in other areas. In October 1970, the 
Soviets conducted their largest underground 
test at Novaya Zemlya, which yielded an esti-

[ 

] 
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mated 3 to 6 megatons. An area off the west 
coast of Novaya Zemlya was closed to ship
ping at the time of the test, indicating that 
the Soviets were less sure of the containment 
of debris from the test than for previous 
underground tests in the area. 

4. The Soviets are apparently willing to 
take greater risks than the US of venting 
debris· to the atmosphere which might be 
detected beyond their borders. Of the under
ground tests conducted since the LTBT went 
into effect, possibly 52 vented into the atmos
phere beyond the borders of the USSR. We 
are certain that 11 did--5 since October 
~9!0.[ 

lIn 1969 
and 1970, the percentage of tests .tn'at prob
ably or possibly vented beyond the borders 
of the USSR increased over any previous two 
year period. This could suggest that the So
viets have recently given a higher priority to 
test objectives than to concern over possible 
venting. 

5. We have no reason to believe that the 
Soviets intend to resume nuclear testing in 
the atmosphere. We believe that the Soviets 
plan to test underground for at least the next 
two years. Should the Soviets decide to re
sume atmospheric or exoatmospheric testing, 
intelligence sources would provide little, if 
any, advance waming.( 

J 
B. Weapons Developed During the 
Period of Atmospheric Testing 

6. Our estimates of the Soviet nuclear de
vices tested prior to 1963, when the L TBT 
went into effect, are made with a fair degree of 
confidence. On the basis of these tests, we have 
postulated models of Soviet weapons repre
sentative of those believed to be in the stock-

pile. These postulated weapons reproduce ~e 
yield observed in specific atmospheric testsl 

7.[ 
] 
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C. Weapons Developed Since the 
Beginning of Underground Testing 

13[ 

The infonnation available for analysis consists 
of only the estimated yields of the tested de
vices based on their seismic magnitude, and 
the evidence on underground nuciear test 
sites. We rely wholly on our understanding of 
what US weapons development has demon
strated to be technically feasible, and of what 
Soviet requirements might be for their new 
delivery systems. 

14. Despite the limitations of the data, we 
can at least place limits on the kinds of new 
developments that the Soviets may have 
achieved through underground testing. We 
believe the SovietS would have a military re
quirement to test new warheads for important 
weapon systems at, or near, the full yield. 
This becomes difficult and very expensive, 
however, in underground testing at· high 
yields. In any event, by the end of 1962, the 
Soviets had developed thermonuclear weapons 
which afforded very good yield-to-weight 
ratios in the yield range appropriate to most 
of the strategic delivery systems operational 
at that time. This, and the limited number of 
underground tests of high-yield devices, 
suggest that the technology incorporated in 
thermonuclear warheads with yields above 
about 3 MT has not changed substantially 
since 1962. 

15. We do not know specifically what re
quirements the Soviets might have for thermo
nuclear warheads of lower weight and yield. 
They might want small, compact warheads 
such as. would be required for multiple re
entry vehicles (MRVs) on the SS-11 intercon
tinental ballistic missile, or on submarine
launched ballistic missiles. 

TOP SECRET 
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16.C 

D. Other Weapon Developments 

17. In their high-altitude tests of 1961 and 
1962, the Soviets showed concern about the 
possible blackout of antiballistic~sile 

( ABM) radars by nuclear bursts. L ~ 

] 
18. The Soviets may have a requirement 

for an improved Galosh warhead. If so, they 
would have to undertake modifications of 
past weapon designs, or develop an entirely 
new type of thermonuclear weapon. We think 
that the Soviets would want to test the re
sulting weapon; it could account for some of 
the underground tests which have been de
tected. If so, the number, magnitude, and 
chronology of these tests suggests that an 
operational warhead could be available in a 
year or two. C' 

] 

19. Little is known concerning the ability 
of Soviet re-entry vehicles (RVs) to with
stand the effects of the radiation produced by 
nuclear blasts. It is reasonable to assume that 
the vulnerability of RVs has been considered 
by the Soviets in designing at least their more 
recent RVs. We are aware of the increasing 
Soviet concern for survivability and penetra
bility, as evidenced by the development of 
MRVs, higher ballistic coefficients, .and the 
use of penetration aids, and we w()uld expect 
a balanced program to include some degree 
of RV hardening. 

20. The need to insure survivability of their 
strategic weapons systems, and the cost of 
full-scale testing underground, have almost 
certainly caused the Soviets to implement a 
program to simulate ~eapon effects. We be
lieve the Soviets have made efforts to simulate 
the various forms of energy released from a 
nuclear burst (blast, thermal, and nuclear and 
electromagnetic pulse radiation) and the 
effects of this energy on materials, facilities, 
and weapons systems. 

21. We know that the Soviets have an ex
tensive research program to study the effects 
of high pressure on materials; their experi
mental and theoretical efforts in this area are 
probably sufficient to enable them to simulate 
the effects of blasts. The simulation of thermal 
effects poses no particular difficulty and 'is 
also within their capability. The Soviets are 
certainly aware of the electromagnetic pulse 
(EMP) produced by a weapon, and we be
lieve they are capable of simulating the EMP 
field to some extent. 

22. The high-altitude nuclear tests con
ducted in 1961-1962 were basically for other 
purposes and probably gave the Soviets lim
ited or no information on the vulnerability 
of nuclear components to the effects of radia-
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tion. They are probably expanding their 
knowledge in this area both through under
ground tests and the use of various simulation 
techniques. The Soviets are probably follow
ing the same techniques used by the US for 
simulating nuclear radiation. They have made 
significant progress through using plasma 
focus and laser-produced plasmas. They have 
numerous steady state and pulsed reactors 
suitable for simulating the neutron energy 
released by fission weapons, and we believe 
they have used them for this purpose. The 
Soviets probably have used various techniques 
to simulate the effects of low temperature 
x-rays and some high temperature x-rays. 
They also have high voltage flash x-ray ma
chines and reactors which provide them with 
a limited capability to simulate the effects of 
gamma radiation. 

E. Storage and Control of Nuclear 
Weapons 

23. The Soviets store their nuclear weapons 
in national reserve stockpiles, at regional 
storage facilities, at what we call "sensitive 
operations complexes", and at operational 
storage sites at military bases. Because they 
exist in large number and are of considerable 
size, the operational sites probably account 
for the bulk of the weapons inventory. 

24. The highly-secured national reserve 
stockpile sites are spread throughout the 
country. The regional sites are far smaller. 
than the national reserve sites, and apparently 
are used to serve remote areas. The storage of 
nuclear weapons is probably only one of the 
functions of the 12 so-called "sensitive opera
tions complexes". They differ from the na
tional reserve stockpile sites in several re
spects. We are not able to determine what 
other functions these complexes may have. 

25. The numerous· operational storage and 
handling sites are physically separated from 
the other facilities at the bases where they 

are located. They are found at airfields serv
ing naval, tactical, and strategic air forces; 
at strategic missile launch sites; at tactical 
surface-to-surface missile (SSM) support fa
cilities; near Moscow, for the ABM system 
there; and at naval bases. In general, the 
newer installations are less complex than the 
older ones, probably reflecting the develop
ment, over the years, of weapons that require 
less handling. The chronology of construction 
shows that the strategic forces have received 
priority in the allocation of nuclear weapons. 

26. The Soviets maintain a few nuclear stor
age facilities at Soviet tactical airfields in 
Eastern Europe. These sites were constructed 
in the mid-l950s in East Germany, Poland, 
and Hungary. It is possible that they provide 
some service to the ground forces as well as 
to the tactical air forces. It is not known 
whether nuclear weapons are actually stored 
there. 

27. We have very little information on So
viet procedures for preventing the accidental 
or unauthoriZed use of nuclear weapons. The 
information we do have is fragmentary and 
deals only with limited aspects of the overall 
problem. At the Strategic Arms Limitation 
Talks, the Soviets have showed great concern 
about preventing the accidental or unau
thorized use of nuclear weapons, but have 
addressed their comments to US procedures 
rather than to their own. 

28. We have no evidence as to how the 
unauthorized use of operational nuclear weap
ons--e.g., bombs on board aircraft or war
heads on ready missiles-is prevented. We 
assume that the Soviets employ some pro
cedure or system which they regard as effec
tive for this purpose, but we do not know 
whether they utilize authentication systems 
and! or permissive links. 
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II. PRODUCTION OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS 

29. Uranium is basic to any nuclear energy 
program. It is found in nature as an ore; 
the uranium in the ore consists mostly of 
U-238 (99.28 percent), which is not readily 
fissionable, and only in small part of U-235 
(0.72 percent), which is. By itself, natural 
uranium will not produce the chain reaction 
of fission which is required to achieve a 
nuclear explosion. There are two ways to use 
uranium to produce materials that will. The 
first involves the creation of plutonium-239 
from uranium-238 within a nuclear reactor. 
The second is an enrichment process which in
creases the ratio of U-235 to U-238 in the 
uranium, and thereby enhances its explosive 
potential. This section looks at Soviet produc
tion in each of these areas, and at the amount 
of natural uranium available to the Soviets. 

A. Production of Plutonium-Equivalent 

30. Plutonium, one of the fissionable mate
rials used in nuclear weapons, is produced 
by bombarding U-238 with neutrons in nu
clear reactors (the irradiation process). The 
uranium that served as fuel for the reactor 
contains both U-238 and U-235; the two iso
topes may appear in the same ratio as in 
nature, or the fuel may be enriched in U-235. 
The latter supplies the neutrons which bom
bard the U-238. After the fuel has been irradi
ated, it contains a mixture of uranium, plu
tonium, and many fission products. The plu
tonium is separated from the irradiated fuel 
by a chemical process. in "chemical separa
tion plants". Reactors can also be used to 
produce other nuclear materials, such as trit
ium and U-233. We use the term "plutonium
equivalent" to describe the output of nuclear 
reactors. It encompasses all the products of 
the process of irradiation (principally plu
tonium, uranium-233, and tritium) expressed 

in terms of equivalent amounts of plutOnium; 
we have no means of determining the actual 
amounts of each. . 

31. The Soviets have reactors, for the pro
duction of weapons grade plutonium (or other 
reactor products) and chemical separation 
plants at Kyshtym in the Urals, and at Tomsk 
in westeril-Siberia. 

32. Plutonium is also produced by reactors 
at nuclear power plants and by the propul
sion reactors used on nuclear submarines. The 
Soviets have stated that the plutonium pro
duced in power reactors has not been sepa
rated and is still contained in the irradiated 
fuel; we believe that this is true for the plu
tonium produced in the propulsion reactors 
as well. They have further stated that the 
plutonium produced in power reactors would 
be used in their power reactor program. We 
do not know when the Soviets will actually 
start processing this irradiated fuel, but we 
estimate that it will be in 1972 .. 

33. We estimate the cumulative Soviet pro
duction of plutonium-equivalent as of mid-
1970 to be about 50 metric tons with a range 
between 43 to 56 metric tons. Comparing this 
amount with the amount estimated for a year 
earlier, we derive a Soviet production of about 
5,500 kilograms of plutonium-equivalent for 
the year ending 1 July 1970 (see Table III). 

34. In estimating the future production of 
weapons grade plutonium through 1976, we 
assume, on the low side, continuing production 
at present levels from the production reactors 
now in operation, and, on the high side, addi
tional production at new production reactors 
of about 750 kilograms a year beginning in 
early 1972. We of course have considerably 
less confidence in our projections of plu
tonium-equivalent production than in our 
estimates of past production. On the one hand, 
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TABLE III 

ESTIMATED 
CUMULATIVE PRODUCTION AND AVAILABILITY OF SOVIET 

PLUTONIUM-EQUIV ALENT 
(Metric Tons At Mid-Year)' 

CUMULATIVE PRODUCTION 

Production Reactors c 

AVAILABLE FOR WEAPONS IN 

STOCKPILE d 
Power and 
PropUlsion Best Best 

Year Reactors b Minimum Estimate Maximum Minimum Estimate Maximum 

1966 ................. 0-1 24 29 34 22 26 30 1967 ................. 0-1 28 33 38 25 29 34 1968 ................. 0-1 33 39 44 29 34 39 1969 ................. 0-1 38 44 50 33 39 44 1970 ................. 0-1 43 49 56 38 44 49 1971 ................. 1-2 48 55 62 42 48 55 1972 ................. 1-2 53 61 69 46 53 60 1973 ................. 1-3 58 67 75 51 58 66 1974 ....... : ......... 2-4 63 73 82 55 64 72 1975 ................. 3-5 68 79 89 60 69 78 1976 ................. 5-7 74 85 96 64 74 84 

• Cumulative production figures have been rounded. 
b We believe that the plutonium produced in power and propulsion reactors to date is still contained in the irradiated fuel. The Soviets have stated that the plutonium produced in power reactors has not been processed. The Soviets have also stated that plutonium produced in power reactors is to be used in the power reactor program. We believe that the same will be true of plutonium produced in propulsion rea .. tors. Therefore neither has been included as available for weapon use, although a portion could be diverted for this purpose. 
c This plutonium has been processed through chemical sep'lration plants. 
d This column takes into account the loss of plutonium-e'-!uivalent due to radioactive decay of the tritium. The production of tritium is believed to constitute 10 percent of tl:e total plutonium-equivalent production. An additional 10 percent has b .... n d .. duct .. d for th .. material contain .. d in a production and r .. working ;.>ip .. lin ... 

the Soviets could be building additional re
actors. They could, conceivably, increase out
put at existing production reactors, or they 
could also optimize the operation of some of 
their power reactors to produce weapons grade 
plutonium. On the other hand, the production 
of weapons grade plutonium could slow down 
as military requirements are met. Moreover, 
plutonium will become increasingly available 
from power and propulsion reactors. We es
timate that this output will increase to two 
metric tons a year by 1976, on a basis that 
all the power reactors in Table V, page 20, 
are completed as estimated there, and that 

the Soviets build nuclear-powered submarines 
at the rate we now project. 

35. The estimate of plutonium-equivalent 
available for weapons in stockpile is derived 
from the estimate of the cumulative output of 
production reactors. In estimating the amount 
available, we have assumed that about 10 
percent of cumulative production is in a pro
duction and reworking pipeline, or undergo
ing quality control check. We also subs tract 
the small quantities of plutonium estimated 
to be used in weapon tests. Finally, we make, 
allowance for the production and decay of trit-
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ium. Ten percent of the plutonium-equivalent 
produced in, or after, 1955 was assumed to 
be tritium. This is about the maximum amount 
that can be obtained from the graphite-mod
erated type of reactors that account for most 
of the Soviet production, when they are fueled 
with natural uranium. The cumulative t,ritium 
stockpile so derived was reduced each year by 
the amount of tritium decay. 

B. U-235 Production 

36. Natural uranium contains only some 
0.72 percent U-235, the isotope which is essen
tial for nuclear weapons utilizing uranium as 
the source of an explosive chain reaction. The 
USSR, like the US, uses the gaseous diffusion 
process to enrich natural uranium, i.e., to in
crease the U-235 content to some 90 percent 
of the total uranium content, a ratio necessary 
for weapon grade material( . 

37.[ 
] 

] 

38. Gaseous diffusion plants are found at 
four places in the USSR-Verkh-Neyvinsk in 
the Urals, Tomsk in western Siberia, and An
garsk and Zaozerniy in central Siberia. Some 
of the older gaseous diffusion buildings prob
ably have been shut down either permanently 
or for the purpose of effecting improvements. 

39( 
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49. Future Production. Annual Soviet U-235 

production could change significantly in the 
next few years. There is even a question as to 
the processes that may be used: available 
evidence can be construed as being consistent 
with substitution of gas centrifuge equipment 
in the older gaseous diffusion buildings. Be
cause of the massive quantities of U-235 ac-

TABLE IV 

ESTIMATED 
SOVIET U-235 PRODUCTION 

(Metric TOTL$)' 

CUMULATIVE PRODUCTION b 
AVAILABLE FOR WEAPONS USE b < 

Year Minimum Mid-Range Maximum Minimum Mid-Range Maximum 

1966 .............. . 
1967 .............. . 
1968 .............. . 
1969 .............. . 
1970 .............. . 
1971 .............. . 
1972 .............. . 
1973 .............. . 
1974. ............. . 
1975.. . ........ . 
1976 .............. . 

140 210 300 120 185 265 160 240 350 130 200 300 180 270 400 145 225 345 200 300 450 160 250 385 220 330 500 165 265 .20 240 360 550 170 280 .50 260 390 600 175 290 480 280 420 650 180 305 515 300 450 700 185 320 545 340 480 750 190 335 575 340 510 800 195 350 610 

• In terms of uranium enriched to 93 percent of U-235 content. 

b The actual. Soviet U-235 production is more probably near, or in a region somewhere above, 
the mid-range values than at or near either extreme. 

< Cumulative production less 10 p('rc('nt for a production and reworking pipeline, and for the 
amount required for w('apons t<'.sL~ and r('actor program~. 
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cumulated over the past 22 years and the pro
longed outages required for major moderniza
tion or equipment replacement, it is unlikely 
that resulting changes in annual production 
rates could affect cumulative production sig
nificantly during the next 5 years. For this rea
son, and because we lack a basis for estimating 
the effects of changes that may now be under
way, we have projected future production esti
mates on the basis of the[ 

JWe have reasonable confidence, 
through mid-1976, in the resulting range of 
cumulative production estimates; but extra
polation thereafter based on the implied an

nual production may become increasingly er
roneous in either direction after 1976. 

C. Uranium Procurement 

50. We estimate that the Soviet procure
ment of natural uranium has exceeded. by a 
considerable margin, current and past needs 
for the production of fissionable materials. 
The Soviets are believed to maintain large 
stockpiles of uranium concentrate (uranium 
oxide). The stockpiles are probably explained 
by the ability of the Soviets to procure large 
amounts of concentrate from East European 
sources at relatively low cost, and by their 
desire to conserve their own uranium deposits. 

51. Our information on Soviet domestic 
uranium resources is scanty, hut we believe . 
that reserves are ample for probable future 
Soviet needs. We know that several areas of the 
Soviet Union have been designated for future 

uranium exploitation, but the Soviets appear in 
no huny to go ahead with the work. 

52. Each year, the Soviet Union produces or 
processes uranium concentrate containing an 
estimated 17,000 metric tons of uranium. The 
total, representing domestic and East Euro
pean sources combined, has changed little 
over the past decade. Since 1946, concentrate 
with an estimated total of 295,000 metric tons 
of uranium metal has been processed or . 
produced4 

53. Our estimate of the cumulative produc
tion of fissionable materials could be satisfied 
with a cumulative uranium supply somewhere 
within a range of 100,000 to 140,000 metric 
tons. The annual uranium requirement needed 
to meet the current estimated fissionable ma
terial production rate faIls within a range 
of 9,000 to 13,000 metric tons. 

III. NUCLEAR POWER AND PROPULSION 
PROGRAMS 

A. Nuclear Power Stations 

54. Nuclear power plants represent only a 
small portion of the total electrical generating 
capacity of the Soviet Union. Because of the 
abundance of relatively cheap fossile fuels and 
hydroelectric power, it will probably be well 
into the 1980s before the Soviets feel the need· 
to rely upon nuclear power sources to a greater 

4 A potential error in our estimate of procurement 
from East European sources arises from the uncertainty 
of defectors about whether they are referring to con
tained uranium metal or uranium oxide in their reports 
of East European production. If, in all cases, the de
fectors were referring to uranium oxide this would 
have the effect of reducing the East European portion 

of our estimate on the order of 20 percent Uranium 
oxide contains 85 percent uranium and 15 percent 
oxygen. In addition we assume that the Soviets lose 

5 percent of this uranium during processing. 
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degree. When they begin to do so, we believe 
that they will concentrate on breeder-type 
power reactors; Ii the Soviets have stated, in 
the past, that this is their intention. 

55. The Soviet nuclear power program an
nounced in 1956 called for the generation of 
2,000 megawatts of electricity (MWe) by 
1960, but this goal was not achieved until 
last year. The total Soviet nuclear power gen
eration capacity at the present time is 2,250 
MWe. Construction presently planned will 
result in an overall capacity of about 10,000 
MWe by 1977. Because of their history of poor 
pedormance in meeting reactor construction 
schedules, we believe that the Soviets are un
likely to achieve this goal before the ~ly 
1980s. 

56. The Soviets have indicated that they in
tend to standardize on two types of power re-

• Breeder reactors produce more fissionable ma
terial than they consume. This is accomplished by 
placing fertile materials, such as U-238, in the reactor 
to absorb neutrons which are in excess of those needed 
for maintaining the fissioning process. The absorption 
of neutrons converts fertile material into fissionable 
material which can serve as fuel for reactors. This 
process is called 'breeding". 

actors during the next 10 years. These are 
440 and 1,000 MWe pressurized water reactors 
(PWR), and a 1,000 MWe water-cooled, 
graphite-moderated, pressure tube reactor 
( GMPTR). In addition, two experimental 
liquid metal fast-breeder reactors (LMFBR) 
are under construction, which are scheduled 
to contribute a total of 750 MWe of power by 
1975, or 10 percent of the total nuclear power 
capacity at that time. These reactors are to 
provide the basis for designing the large fast
breeder reactors to be installed in the 1980s. 
(See Table V for a list of Soviet nuclear 
powe~ stations and their characteristics.) 

57. It is difficult to compare the technology 
of Soviet and Free World reactors because 
of basic differences in design and in safety 
philosophy. A Soviet nuclear power station 
would not be acceptable in the Free 'World 
because in designing for' the containment of 
radioactive materials released during a nuclear 
accident, the Soviets do not meet Western 
standards. The Soviets believe that there can 
be no accidents involving an uncontrolled 
chain reaction or total loss of coo~ant. Their 
design is concerned mainly with coping with 
what they regard as the most serious accident 
that can happen, i.e., the loss of site power. 
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TABLE V 

SOVIET NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS' 

Location and Units 

Tomsk C 

I. ................ . 

2 ................ . 
3 ................ . 
4 ................ . 

Beloyarsk 
1. ............... . 
2 ................ . 

3 ................ . 

Novovoronezh 
1. ............... . 
2 ................ . 
3 ................ . 
4 ................ . 

5 ................ . 
Shevchenko 

Moderator/Coolant 

Graphite/Water l 
Graphite/Water 
Graphite/Water 
Graphite/Water 

Graphite/Water 
Graphite/Water 
Sodium 

Fast Breeder Reactor 

Water/Water 
Water/Water 
Water/Water 
Water/Water 
Water/Water 

1................. Sodium 
Fast Breeder Reactor 

Bilibino 
4 Units.... .. .. .. .. Packaged Power 

Reactor < 

Kola 
1. ............... . 
2 ................ . 

Yerevan 
1. .............. ; . 
2 ................ . 

Leningrad 
1. ............... . 
2 ................ . 

Kursk 
1 ................ . 
2 ................ . 

Water/Water 
Water/Water 

Water/Water 
Water/Water 

Graphite/Water 
Graphite/Water 

Graphite/Water 
Graphite/Water 

Power Level 
MWe/MWt b 

625/8,700 

350/1,900 
350/1,900 

100/286 
200/530 

600/1,430 

240/760 
365/1,400 
440/1,370 
440/1,370 

1 ,000/2,550 

150/1,000 d 

12/60 each 

440/1,370 
440/1,370 

440/1,370 
440/1,370 

1 ,000/3, 200 
1,000/3,200 

1,000/3,200 
1,000/3,200 

Estimated Year in Operation 
(At Full Power) 

At 100 MWe in 1958; modified 
in 1963 

1961; modified in 1964 
1966 
1968 

1964 
1967 

By 1975 

1965 
1969 
1971 
By 1973 
1975 

1972 

1972 

1974 
1975 

1975 
1977 

1973 
1974 

1976 
1977 

• The Soviets recently announced that two new power stations will be constructed, one in the 
Ukraine at Chernobyl', and the other at Smolensk. We do not know what type of reactor is to be 
built, nor do we know what the power level will be for these stations, and therefore have not included 
them in this table. 

b M We: capacity of the electric power generating equipment in megawatts of electric power. 
M WI: capacity of the reactor in megawatts of thermal power. 

c These are dual purpose reactors which also produce weapons grade plutonium. 
d This reactor could generate about 350 MWe, but most of the thermal power is for a desalination 

plant. 

<, The sections of this type of reactor are transported to the reactor site for assembly. 
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B. Marine and Naval Nuclear Propulsion 
58. The Soviets first designed nuclear sub

marines and icebreakers in the early 1950s . 
. After a decade of development, three classes 
of nuclear submarines and one icebreaker were 
operational. These first-generation submarines 
all utilized the same power plant. In the late 
1960s, new classes of submarines appeared, 
five of which are nuclear powered, and the 
Soviets have announced that they will build 
two new nuclear icebreakers. 

Submarines 

59. The first nuclear submarines were the 
H-class, a ballistic missile submarine; the 
E-class, armed with cruise missiles; and the 
N-class, an attack submarine. We believe that 
the nuclear power plant used in these boats is 
capable of generating about 30,000 shaft 
horsepower from a reactor whose power is 
on the order of ISO megawatts. The reactor 
core originally had an average lifetime of 
about 3 years. Current overhauling schedules 
indicate that the average lifetime is now 4 
to 5 years. 

60. In about 1965, the Soviets began con
structing a second generation of nuclear sub
marines, represented by the Y, C, and V 
classes.6 These submarines have exhibited ex
cellent operational characteristics during the 
few years that they have been in service. The 
Soviets have employed them on extensive long
range patrols and thus appear to have a high 
degree of confidence in their reliability. 

61. We estimate that a reactor generating 
about 150 megawatts is required to attain the 
speeds (30 to 32 knots) of the C- and V-class 
attack submarines. We estimate that the pro
pulsion system of the V-class ballistic missile 

• More recently, we·have detected two additional 
classes, the P and the A, which are nuclear powered, 
but we know little about their propulsion systems. 

submarine, and the boat's maximum observed 
speed of 30 knots, require a total reactor power 
of about 270 megawatts. 

Icebreakers 

62. The first Soviet icebreaker, the Lenin, 
was commission'ed in 1958. It experienced 
early operational problems and was out of 
service f.or lengthy periods, one lasting 4 years. 
A Soviet official has stated that the 3 original 
reactors of the Lenin were removed and re
placed by a system containing 2 reactors. It 
is likely that the new reactors generate about 
ISO megawatts of power each and have an 
increased lifetime of about 10,000 full power 
hours. The Lenin resumed operation during 
the Arctic navigation season which began in 
the spring of 1970. 

63. There is no evidence that work has 
begun on the two Arktika-class nuclear ice
breakers which the Soviets plan to construct. 
The Soviets have stated that the reactors of 
these ships will have an effective lifetime 
2.5 times that of the original Lenin reactors, 
and that they will be similar to those of the 
"reconstructed Lenin". 

IV. ADVANCED NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT 

64. The Soviet program of advanced nuclear 
research and development (R&D) includes an 
active effort to exploit nuclear energy for use 
in space. It also includes the world's most ex
tensive effort to demonstrate the feasibility of 
producing and controlling energy through 
nuclear fusion. 

A. Aerospace Applications of Nuclear 
Energy 

65. The Soviets have relied on solar cells 
and batteries almost exclusively for electric 
power on their spacecraft. They have used 
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radioisotopes as a power source on a few 
Cosmos satellites and as a heat source on the 
Lunakhod-1 vehicle. The USSR could make 
extensive use of nuclear sources for electric 
power if it chose to do so, since it has the 
necessary technology in thermoelectrics. The 
Soviets are doing extensive research on vanous 
other energy conversion processes including 
thermionics, magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), 
and various heat engine cycles employing 
turbogenerator machinery. 

66. Technical literature indicates that the 
Soviets have established the materials tech
nology for solid-core, nuclear rocket engines 
(i.e., engines utilizing solid fuel in their re
actors). Rockets of this kind would enable the 
Soviets to transport very large payloads over 
interplanetary distances. There is no direct 
evidence, however, that a program is imder 
way. A Soviet scientist working at a scientific 
institute in Moscow stated recently that he was 
involved in a project to study the feasibility 
of a rocket using a gas-core nuclear engine, 
i.e., one using gaseous fuel. Although the de
velopment problems are much more difficult, 
the temperature of the gaseous fuel can be 
made considerably higher than that of solid 
fuel. The gas-core rocket, therefore, can have 
a higher specific impulse. We believe that a 
solid-core rocket engine could be developed 
in the next decade, but considerably more 
time would be required to develop a gas-core 
rocket engine, or to make either system 
operational. 

67. The Soviets have not yet launched a 
nuclear reactor into space, and they are un
likely to do so until the late 1970s. They op
erated a developmental reactor (called "Ro
mashka") for about 15,000 hours a few years 
ago to test thermoelectric conversion, but it 
was then dismantled. Because of inherent 
power limitations and excessive weight, this 
reactor was not well suited for use in space. 

68. The Soviets must overcome major tech
nical problems to achieve success in their R&D 
work on the use of a large MHD 1 power 
source. These problems mostly involve the 
coupling of the nuclear reactor to the MHD 
generator. There is no evidence that the Soviets 
plan to use heat cycles employing turbo
generators in space. 

69. The Soviets have been conducting an 
aggressive research program for the develop
ment of thermionic reactors.s Recently, they 
successfully operated the world's first proto
type thermionic reactor. We estimate that the 
Soviets could have a 10 kilowatt thermionic 
reactor as a power source in space in the last 
half of this decade. 

70. The Soviets are continuing research on 
new materials suitable for use in nuclear en
gines for aircraft. There is no evidence, how
ever, that they are engaged in the develop
ment of nuclear-powered aircraft. 

B. Controlled Thermonuclear Reactions 

71. The Soviets are endeavoring to demon
strate the technical feasibility of a reactor 
which can produce and control the energy 
released by nuclear fusion.9 Their program is 
the largest in the world. They are investigating 
many approaches to the control of fusion re-

, Electricity produced by MHD conversion involves 
the passing of an ionized fluid at extremely high 
temperature through a magnetic field. The reactor 
is the source which heats the fluid. 

S A reactor that converts atomic energy into electric 
power directly. Heat from the reactor fuel causes 
electrons to move from the emitter to the collector of 
a diode thereby generating an electric current. 

• In fusion re~ctions, light atoms, such as those of 
hydrogen, are combined to form heavier ones. As in 
fission-where heavy atoms, such as uranium, are 
split-a small amount of matter is converted to 
enormous quantities of energy. Since fusion uses forms 
of hydrogen, which can be derived from sea water, 
as fuel, it could provide a virtually unlimited. source 
of energy. 
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actions, but their main effort is directed at 
toroidal (doughnut-shaped) plasma and laser
plasma devices.1o The most promising results 
to date have been achieved with Tokamak 
T-3, their large toroidal device. A larger To
kamak machine is now being designed. We 
believe that in the late 1970s, this machine 
will demonstrate the technical feasibility· of 
the controlled release of energy produced 
from fusion. If the approach used in the To
kamak device does not prove successful, the 
Soviet program will have suffered a consider
able setback, because of the heavy emphasis 
on this particular method. 

V. PEACEFUL USES OF NUCLEAR 
EXPLOSIONS 

72. The Soviets have a vigorous program 
for the peaceful use of nuclear explosions 
(PNE). Since the program began in January 
1965, 15 nuclear detonations specifically for 
peaceful purposes have been detected, mostly 
in support of the Soviet oil and gas industry, 
or for excavation projects. Soviet officials 
have provided considerable information on 
these shots, including the dimensions of 
craters and yields of the devices used, but 
have consistently withheld information on the 
time and place of the explosions.ll 

73. The first Soviet PNE experiment was 
a cratering test conducted in January 1965, 
that involved the formation of two reservoirs 

10 The. problem in achieving fusion is to push the 
atomic nuclei close enough together to fuse, despite 
the strong positive electric charges by which . they 
repel one another. This can be done in a very hot 
gas, or plasma, in which the atomic nuclei have 
been stripped of their electrons. 

11 In discussing some of their PNE tests, the Soviets 
have mentioned yie!4s at variance with what we 
estimate them to bel 

] 

through the damming of the Shagan River. 
The device used for this experiment yielded 
250 kt. Four other cratering tests have been 
conducted for experimental purposes, one a 
row charge and another designed to investi
gate the contamination and the radioactive 
fallout produced by cratering shots. Other 
PNE shots have been used successfully to 
plug runaway gas wells, to stimulate the pro
duction of oil and gas, and to produce under
ground storage cavities. 

74. The most recent PNE experiment, in 
mid-March 1971 (with a total yield of 
about 140 kt), was associated with a plan 
to create a canal, in the North Urals, connect
ing the Pechora and Kama Rivers. The canal 
project is intended to draw water from the 
Pechora, which flows north, into the Kama, 
which flows south, and thus ultimately in
crease the amount of water moving down the 
Volga to the Caspian Sea. The water would 
be used for irrigation and the production of 
hydroelecmc power, and would help restore 
the falling level of the Caspian Sea. The So
viets plan eventually to detonate a series of 
250 devices totaling 36 megatons in yield. The 
initial test vented particulate debris which 
carried beyond the borders of the' Soviet 
Union. Subsequent explosions almost certainly 
will also. 

75. Statements about future projects show 
that the Soviets intend to remain active in a 
large way in the PNE field. They have dis
cussed projects intended to stimulate the pro
duction of oil and gas, to store oil and gaS, 
to strip ores, to crush rock, and to create dams 
and canals. 

VI. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 
76. The USSR has proVided limited nuclear 

assistance to its allies and to certain non
Communist countries since the mid-1950s. At 
first, its aid was primarily in the fonn of train-
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ing and the supply of reactors and equipment 
for research. More recently, it has included 
the construction of nuclear power stations. One 
station is in operation in East Germany, and 
other large power stations are under construc
tion in East Germany, Czechoslovakia, and 
Bulgaria. The Soviets have agreed to provide 
nuclear power stations to Hungary and Ro
mania, and plan additional stations in Czech
oslovakia. Finland, the first non-Communist 
country to do so, has purchased two power 
reactors from the USSR. Preparation for the 
construction of one of these reactors is already 
under way. Various kinds of safeguards have 
been imposed by the Soviets in their agree
ments on nuclear assistance. The spent fuel 
of the power reactors provided to Czechoslo
vakia and East Germany is to be returned to 
the USSR. 

77. The Soviets have in general done a good 
job of meeting their commitments to the coun
tries of Eastern Europe. The construction of 
nuclear power reactors in East Germany and 
Czechoslovakia has run into difficulties and 
delays, however, largely because of the in
ability of these two countries to meet their 
commitment in cooperative projects, and the 
inability or unwillingness of the Soviets to 
take up the slack. The Soviets should be able 
to meet their commitments for future nuclear 
power reactors in Eastern Europe because 
they involve the construction of the stand
ardized pressurized-water type. 

78. The Joint Institute of Nuclear Research 
(JINR) at Dubna, USSR, is the primary So-

viet vehicle for conducting multilateral co
operation with other Communist countries in 
nuclear research. Most Communist countries 
are . members of JINR and contribute to its 
support (Communist China and Albania have 
·withdrawn). Dubna provides advanced re
search and training for the member countries 
in such fields as high energy physics, which it 
would normally not be feasible for the smaller 
countries to conduct individually. JINR also 
cooperates with CERN, the European Organi
zation for Nuclear Research. 

79. The USSR has been an active member 
of the International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA) since its inception in the mid-1950s, 
but it has allowed the IAEA no access to 
its facilities for producing weapons grade nu
clear materials, and only limited access to 
power reactors and research facilities. At the 
IAEA meeting in 1970, the Soviets stated that 
they were prepared to negotiate contracts to 
enrich uranium for non-nuclear countries that 
are parties to the Non-Proliferation Treaty. 
The Soviets stipulated that the countries tak
ing advantage of this service must furnish 
their own uranium. 

80. The USSR recently agreed to enrich 
uranium for France in Soviet gaseous diffusion 
plants and to return it to France for use in 
power reactors. This is Ii major step "in what 
is probably a Soviet effort to become actively 
competitive in the world market for reactor 
fuel. 
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GLOSSARY OF NUCLEAR ENERGY TERMS 

The tenns in this glossary are provided 
primarily for those who do not deal routinely 
with the subjects covered and who may there
fore desire simplified definitions. No attempt 
is made to provide a truly rigorous definition 
of the terms; the objective is to give their 
meaning as succinctly as possible. 

Cratering Test-A nuclear test which is 
conducted to displace great quantities of earth. 

Enriched Uranium-Uranium containing 
more of the U-235 isotope than the uranium 
found in nature. 

Fertile Material-A material that can be 
transformed into a fissionable material. The 
two principal fertile materials are Uranium-
238 and Thorium-232, which respectively fonn 
Plutonium-239 and Uranium-233. 

Fissionable Material-A material which will 
sustain a chain reaction in a nuclear weapon 
or reactor. The three primary fissionable ma
terials are Uranium-235, Plutonium-239, and 
Uranium-233. Uranium-238 will fission, but it 
will not by itself sustain a chain reaction. 

Fusion-The process by which nuclei of 
light-weight elements combine to fonn heavier 
and more tightly bound nuclei accompanied by 
the release of a great amount of energy. 

Gaseous Diffusion-A process of isotope 
separation used for the production of enriched 

uranium. A gaseous diffusion cascade is an 
arrangement of thousands of diffusers whose 
purpose is to increase the enrichment of U-235 
in quantity. 

Irradiation-Exposure to radiation (the 
propagation of energy through space or mat
ter), whether in the fonn of electromagnetic 
rays, charged particles, or neutrons. 

lsotope-A fonn of an element belonging to 
the same chemical species, e.g., U-235 and 
U-238 are both isotopes of uranium. Isotope 
separation is designed to change the propor
tions in which the isotope of a given chemical 
element appear and hence to produce a form 
of the element enriched in one or another 
isotope. 

Nuclear Rocket-A rocket employing a nu
clear reactor to provide heat to ~e propel
lant. A gas-core rocket is one in which the 
fuel in the nuclear reactor is in a gaseous fonn. 
A solid-core rocket uses a reactor whose fuel is 
in a solid state. 

Oralloy (Oak Ridge Alloy)-Uranium 
highly enriched in the isotope U-235. 

Plutonium-Commonly refers to Plutonium-
239, a heavy element which undergoes fission 
under the impact of neutrons. Plutonium does 
not Occur in nature, but must be produced in 
a reactor. 
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Power Utilization Index (PU1)-The ratio 
of separative work to the input of power to 
a gaseous diffusion cascade. 

Reactor-An assembly of nuclear fuel and 
other components capable of sustaining a con
trolled chain reaction based on nuclear fission. 

A production reactor is used to produce 
fissionable materials by the irradiation of 
fertile materials with neutrons. 

A power reactor is used as the energy 
source for the generation of electric power, 
and a propulsion reactor as a source of 
energy for propulsion. 

In pressurized water reactors, natural 
water is used both to cool the reactor and 
to moderate (slow down) the neutrons. The 
term «pressurized" indicates that the pres
sure of the water is kept high enough to 
prevent its boiling. In graphite-moderated, 
pressure-tube reactors, graphite is used to 
moderate the neutrons, and water is used to 
cool the reactor. The liquid metal fast
breeder reactor uses liquid metal ( e.g., 
sodium) as a coolant because it requires a 
high-temperature coolant with good heat 
transfer properties. No moderator is used in 
this type of reactor and the velocity of the 
neutrons therefore remains high. The term 
«fast" refers to this fact. 

Separative Work Unit-A measure of the 
effort expended in an isotope separation plant 
to separate a quantity of uranium into a por
tion enriched in U -235, and a portion depleted 

in- U-235. The number of separative work units 
required to produce a given quantity of en
riched" uranium depends upon the concentra
tion of U-235 required, the concentration of 
the feed material, and the concentration of the 
waste (tails). 

Toll Enrichment-The enrichment of ura
nium on a commercial basis. The customer 
supplies uranium for feed and gets back as 
product a lesser amount of uranium contain
ing a greater concentration of U-235, a"nd 
optionally, the rest of the uranium (tails) con
taining a lesser concentration of U-235. For 
this service, a "toll" is levied on the customer 
expressed in terms of the price per unit of 
separative work performed. 

Uranium-A heavy, slightly radioactive 
metallic element. U-235-0ne of the two prin
cipal isotopes of natural uranium. It is the 
only readily fissionable material which occurs 
in appreciable quantities in nature-hence its 
importance as a nuclear fuel. Only one part in 
140 (.72 percent) of natural uranium is U-235. 
The other principal isotope of natural ura
nium is U -238, a fertile material; it makes 
up 99.27 percent of natural uranium. 

Yield-The energy released by a nuclear 
weapon expressed in terms of the quantity of 
TNT that would be needed to generate the 
same energy release. The usual units are kilo
tons (thousands of tons) or megatons (mil
lions of tons) of TNT equivalence abbreviated 
as kt and MT, respectively. 
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Number 

187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 be 

195 
196 
197 
198 b 

199 
200 
201 
202 
203 b. 

204 
205 

206 • 
207 
208 
209 b 

210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 b 

218 • 
219 c 

220 
221 c 
222 

TOP ·SECRET 

ANNEX A 

SOVIET UNDERGROUND NUCLEAR TESTS 

MARCH 1964-MAY 1971 

Date Location 

15 March 1964 Degelen Mountain Test Area (DMTA) 
16 May 1964 DMTA 
6 June 1964 DMTA 

19 July 1964 DMTA 
18 September 1964 Novaya Zemlya Test Area (NZTA) 
25 October 1964 NZTA 
16 November 1964 DMTA 
15 January 1965 Shagan River Test Area (SRTA) 
4 February 1965 DMTA 
3 March 1965 DMTA 

11 May 1965 DMTA 
10 June 1965 Ufa 
17 June 1965 DMTA 
29 July 1965 DMTA 
17 September 1965 DMTA 
8 October 1965 DMTA 

14 October 1965 Konystan Test Area (KT A) 
21 November 1965 DMTA 
24 December 1965 DMTA 
13 February 1966 DMTA 
20 March 1966 DMTA 
21 April 1966 DMTA 
22 April 1966 Azgir 

7 May 1966 DMTA 
7 May 1966 DMTA 

29 June 1966 DMTA 
21 July 1966 DMTA 
5 August 1966 DMTA 

19 August 1966 DMTA 
7 September 1966 DMTA 

30 September 1966 Karshi 
19 October 1966 DMTA 
27 October 1966 NZTA 
.3 December 1966 DMTA 
18 December 1966 KTA 
30 January 1967 DMTA 

FootIlClt(·s at ('fl(l uf table. 
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Estimated 
Yield (kt)a 

50 
50 

2 
30 

2 
9 

50 
250 

75 
40 
6 
2 

20 
3 

15 
30 

2 
60 
8 

450 
200 
30 
7.5 
4 
3 

40 
35 
33 

4 
5 

16 
85 

1,200 
4 

140 
5 
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ANNEX A (Continued) 

Estimated 
Number Date Location Yield (kt)· 

U3 26 February 1967 DMTA 220 
224 25 March 1967 DMTA 24 
225 20 April 1967 DMTA 60 
226 < 28 May 1967 DMTA 33 
227 29 June 1967 DMTA 20 
228 15 July 1967 DMTA 30 
229 4 August 1967 DMTA 25 
230 2 September 1967 DMTA 
231 16 September 1967 KTA 18 
232 22 September 1967 KTA 15 
233 b 6 October 1967 Tyumen 8 
234 17 October 1967 DMTA 62 
235 21 October 1967 NZTA 170 
236 30 October 1967 DMTA 32 
237 22 November 1967 KTA 2 
238 8 December 1967 DMTA 20 
239 < 7 January 1968 DMTA 9 
240 24 April 1968 DMTA 8 
241 b 21 May 1968 Karshi 40 
242 11 June 1968 DMTA 16 
243 19 June 1968 SRTA 45 
244 b 1 July 1968 Azgir 65 
245 12 July 1968 DMTA 18 
246 20 August 1968 DMTA 6 
247 5 September 1968 DMTA 33 
248 29 September 1968 DMTA 125 
249 b < 21 October 1968 Taylan Test Area (TT A) 1 
250 29 October 1968 DMTA 3 
251 d 7 November 1968 NZTA 260 
252 9 November 1968 DMTA 4 
253 b d 12 N.ovember 1968 TTA 2 
254 18 December 1968 DMTA 13 
255 d 7 March 1969 DMTA 65 
256 4 April 1969 DMTA 0.3 
257 13 April 1969 DMTA 2 
258 16 May 1969 DMTA 20 
259 31 May 1969 KTA 16 
260 4 July 1969 DMTA 23 
261 23 July 1969 DMTA 35 
262 b 2 September 1969 Osa 9 
263 b 8 September 1969 Osa 9 
264 11 September 1969 DMTA 8 
265 b 25 September 1969 Stavropol 100 
266 I October 1969 DMTA 20 
267 d 14 October 1969 NZTA 450 
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ANNEX A (Continued) 

Estimated Number Date Location Yield (kt)a 

268 27 November 1969 DMTA 
I 269 30 November 1969 SRTA 270 270 6 December 1969 Kushata 160 271 d 28 December 1969 KTA 120 272 -29 December 1969 DMTA 2 273 d "29 January 1970 DMTA 55 274 27 March 1970 DMTA 9 275 27 May 1970 DMTA 1 276 b 25 June 1970 Sovkhoz 10 277 28 June 1970 DMTA 120 278 21 JUly 1970 KTA 21 279 24 July 1970 DMTA 23 280 d 6 September 1970 DMTA 50 281 < 14 October 1970 NZTA 

282< 4 November 1970 KTA 50 283 12 December 1970 Kushata 350 284 < 17 December 1970 DMTA 40 285 23 December 1970 Kushata 450 286 29 January 1971 DMTA 1.5 287 < 22 March 1971 DMTA 90 288 b < 23 March 1971 North Urals 140 289 25 April 1971 DMTA 200 290 25 May 1971 DMTA 10-15 

a Except for test number 281 (see footnote 0, estimated yields are based on full tamping in hard 
rock. The margins of error are -50 percent and + 100 percent, thus the actual yield may be twice 
as large as that estimated, or half as much. (See Annex B.) \ 

b These tests are believed to have been for peaceful purposes. (See Section V, "l!'eaceful Uses of 
Nuclear Explosions. ") 

] 
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i~CRO; ONLY Tho Soviet N.lcle.!lr Power Program 

The Soviet nuclear power program has two basic types of . 
nuclear power reactors in.its inventory at the present time-

tho pressurized-water reactor (PWR) and the channel-type 

boilinq water renctor (m~R). In' adJi tion, tho Soviets are 

currently in the process of introducing the liquid-metal fast 

breeder reactor (LMFBR) into their reactor inventory. 

The current Soviet nuclear reactor construction program 

is based on three reactors. The VVER-440, a mediunl-sized PWR, 

is in serial production in the Soviet Union. The VVER-440 has 

a gross electrical capacity of 440 megawatts (MWe) and is the 

standard Soviet PWR design both for export and for domestic 

pow~r production (fiquro _I). The Soviets have Bold 2G of 

these reactors for export, almost entirely ~o the Eastern 

European countries. The VVER-1000 is a large-sized PWR which 

incorporates more sophisticated ·technology and safety features 

than does the VVER-440. The VVER-1000 is a s~aled-up version 

of the WER-440 PWR and has,a gross electrical capacity of 1.000 

MWe. The Soviets are obviously making some concessions to 
'. 

Western reactor safety standards. This is demonstrated by.the 

fact. that the .WER-1000 will :be the first Soviet PWR to utilize 
: i; : 

a western-style secondary containment building and an emergency 

core ~ooling system' (ECCS). !i :serial prod~~tion of the WER-1000 
, .: . .' Ii; ·i:!· ' .. ";:" ' " " 

is begi.nning, : and this reac~()r pro~ably will become the standard 
;' : Ii, 
I ! ' 
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Soviet PWR in the near future. The RBMK~lOOO is a large 

channel-type BWR and is the most sophisticated reactor of this 

type in the Soviet Union. It has a gross electrical capacity 

of 1000 MWe. One ol the pr.inciple advantages of this type of . : 

reactor is that it allows for on-line refuelingl i.e. the 

RBMK-1000, unlike Soviet PWRs, can ope~ate at full power while 

its nuclear fuel is recharged. 

Although the USSR was the first country in the world to 

; build a power reactor, the Soviet nuclear power program has riot 

!progressed as rapidly as one would have expected. As of July 

;1977, the Soviet Unio~ had ~n installed nuclear-electric 

!generating capacity of only,7073: megawatts-electric. The 

:Soviets have some 19,800 MWe of nuclear-electric generating 

·capacity in various stages of construction at the present time 

and at least 11,000, and perhaps' as much as 23,000, MWe of 

nuclear capacity is in an advanced st~ge of planning (table 1/). 

the locations of all the Soviet,nuclear power stations--either 
. . . ; 

operating under construction~ or planned for construction to 

:begin during the current Five-Year Plan--are shown in figure 2. 
, 

:An additional 13 nuclear power stations (26,000-30,000 MWe) are 
. . 

iknown to be in the planning 'stage but construction at these 
I 

sites is not expected to begin until the next Five-Year Plan 
I 

I 

:(1981-1585). 

-In addition to the reactors which are in operation or 
, 

'under construction, the USS~. 'has: a number of other reactors 

- 2 -
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. under development. These include larger, ISOO-MWe versions of 

. the channel-type BWRs (RBMK-lSOO) and PWRs (VVER-1SOO) and 

: large bMFBRs. Construction of the first nuclear power plant 

!utilizing a RBMK-1S~0 rea~tor has begun in Lithuania. The 

design of the VVER-1SOO is not as far along. The USSR has one 

:LMFBR in operation, the BN-3S0, near Shevchenko on, the Caspian 

, : Sea. A larger LMFBR with an alt~rnate design is under con

:struction near Beloyarsk. Soviet LMFBR research work isdi

:rected towards the production of: a large, 1000 to 1600 MWe 

iLMFBR •. 

The .. Soviet Union i.samong the many nations concerned about 
I ' 

iimeetingtheirlOng-range energy needs. 'To. meet the growing de-
I .;., . 

!mands for elec'tricity in the, USSR,: especially in the European 
I " t!' 

: i . ~ " :,~. ;. . i: ; 
!part of the country, nuclear.power stations are planned to off-
I . " ' 
I • I !' : , 
I set' a possible: depletion of i !fuel for conventional power stations. 
i ..: I",' 

IAt present,·· the Soviets" prl~ary. energy problem is· one of 

' .. '. :ldistrib~tion."i,Aboti~~s ipe·rJ~Jnt.Of:the,~oYi~t fuel' and: hydro 
. . ~<;I.::' '·.";','il<',·\'J , ... J i:.; ;',: '.' II.: .' Ii!, " i,' ".: '::i: ;",': :.. ':' ,;< 
',' . resources, lie 'in Siberia,: while about 80 percent of the electric 
. '. " . ,::; ... :',;'j ·:,;;,,:I[!. ! ii ,::.':' . .' .. 

. 'power·,ie: consumed in the European ; part of;,:the USSR. As the 

IfO~sil>f~el ·r~~erve8in· :~h~ i~ur~~~~n ~~~~'::~f the USSR become 

.. "ldePl~t;~!; ::ri~~~~ar'pow~r !~~~J~onsl ~~llb~~~~e'm~re' competitive 
l : : ';,~ ',:.\; ",;'; . !. .',:., ',:': ,:; ',; 11 i' 1 . ;. :',. t: : . . 

.:with~'conventional'power'.tatlone, :and the,::emphasis on nuclear 

·:H+~~R~~t.~~a~ia+.;',i;\I'i ,II. I:! .,li",' , · 
" i' .: .. : By,: ,the': end: of' 1975, ::the .Soviet Union had an installed 

I ·r:· .. ' .. ' hi:~, ':,., • ' . .... . .' ,;: :1':: :i' ;: i I: . ,'",.j' i 

hi :nuclear-'eleatric generating 'capacity of' 5,'621 MWe.Tha Tenth 

, ! c' ': ", ,:J
3 
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Five-Year Plan calls for the completion of'an 1 ~ditional 
! 

l3,800 MWe of nuclear-ele9tric generating capacity by the end 
I I, I ' 

I, .' .:1.., .' , 
I of 1986 •. An installed capacity of 100,000 MWe is planned for 

" 1990.' The Soviets predic.t ,that:by the year 2000, nuclear poW6r 
, , ;: ;! , 

will account for 30 to 35 percent'of total Soviet electric 
" 

I power generating capacity. :, This represents about 255,000 MWe 

of nuclear~electric generating capacity at that time (figure 3/). 
, -
i 

Soviet projections for'nuclear power appear to be rather .. 
optimistic. It is likely that future Soviet projections will 

be scaled down, and it would not be surprising if the Soviet 
I 

projected nuclear powerpro9ram:f~11 several years behind 

: schedule. 
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Nuclear Power Reactors in Oper_tion, under construction, 
\ 

~ il' . 

Item 
~ Plant Desiqnation 
I .; " :,. , 

1 •• T'roitsk 1-
,2 : . Tt'oitsk 2' 
3 . Troitlk 3' 
4 Troitsk 4 
5 Troitsk 5 
~ , Troitsk 6 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

15 

16 
17 
18 

" '19 

20 
21 
22 ,; 
23 

Beloyarsk 1 
Beloyarsk 2 
Be1oyarsk3 (BN-600) 

Novovoronezh 1 
Novovoronezh 2 
Novovoronazh 3 
Novovoronezh 4 
Novovorone .. h ~ 

BN-350 

Bili.bino 1 
Bilibino 2 
Bilibino 3 
Bilibino'4 

" RQla 1 
.I\ola 2 
)(ola 3 

'.: Kola,:,4 

, , ~ 

" , 

:~' . 

~. i :., " . 

.1 
i 

LocAti~ 

Siberia 
Siberia 
Siberia 
Siberia 
Siberia 
Siberia, 

Beloyarsk 
Beloyarsk 
,Beloyarak 

, , 

Novovoronezh 
Novovoronezh 
Novovoronezh 
Novovorenezh 
Novovoronezh 

" Shevchenko, :' 

, Chukotka 
'. Chukotka 

Chukotka 
': :ChuJ;otka 

Peninsula 
Peninsul,ll 
Peninsula 
Peninsula 

Bor,": ~' 
Bor';' ' 
Bor 

Type ot ~1ant . 

Graphit.e/Water 
Gr"phite/Water 
Graphite/water 
Graphite/Water 
Graphite/Water 
Graphite/water 

DWR (channel-type) 
DWR (channel-type) 
IJ-1FBR 

PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
P\iR 
P\iR 

LMFBR ! 

B~iR (channel-type) 
awn Cch~nnel·type) 
R\~R (channel- type) 
aNR (channel-·type) 

PliR 
PWR , 
PWR 
PWR 

, (chlannel-type) 
(channel-type) 
(channel ... typ,,) 

al··type) 

12 
12 
12 
12 
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,Re~ctor.:in .Opera.tion, under Construction, and Planned 

~;;:;r:'i :l{f .. ~~';i;ti(",' ,. . iii" i~:::i!~ i;, 
Location :~ '." '\ ~ , , Type of Plant 111,:',,!, (MWe) 

"" 'I ,t, .. , , " ,I I, 

S~ib8ri~"::~~',\'(:,: 'GraPhite/Water" Ii::' 100 
,Siberia':: :':::' ;: Graphite/Water " j" ,100 

:iD ... u.:I.I;ia:, '., .,' :,,' ,": Graphite/Water ': ,II,~ "100 
Siboria, ,,' "~, Graphite/Water :" Ilj i '100 
Sit>eria' ,," , Graphite/Water"i:: '100 
iberia' " ' Graphite!Water, '" I r, il00 

'>iOy~r.k' ,: ",' StIR (Charinel~'typ~~" ,100 
Beloyarlk ';', , BWR (Qhannal-typ.) ;200 
B~loy.rlk "", LMrBR < ' , , : 600 

';: !,.i " ',"',;' . ' 
Novovoronezh:' PWR ' ,:' 

, 'Novovoronezh ;. PWR ": 
,: Novovoronezh ' PWR 

,', N"vovorone.h ' , PWR 

'! :210 
:365 
440 
440 
il000 

" , 

I:' 
,I' 'I 

':No~ovoronezh" 'PWR ' , ' , 

,;; 'I " : :,,: 

.; .\. 

, , Year in " 
Operation' • : 

,.: 1958', : I , 

~ _., 

1958 i 
'1958, : 

'1958 " , 

,1958 
1963 

1964 
; 1967, 

UC" 

1964 
1959 
1971 
1972 
UC 

"Shevchenkol " : 
, " , 

,'j! :: " , 

LMFBR : 3S ff~W&l:en~j7 
,'" !J, 

1973 

,'Ch~kotka " ,'. 

: Chukotka .' .' 
'Chdkotka 
Chukotka 

".,1, 
," i 
,I': " 

Kola '. Peninsula 
Ro1a.Peninsula 
Kola ,Peninsula 
;l(ola.peninaula 

:Sosnovyy 
':Sosnovyy 

, ; ',Sbsnovyy 
SOII'\I'I,uu'u 

, " .. ~' ' .. 
'",,';i; 
It) '. 

BWR(channel-type) 
B\ir. (channel-type) 
Rt'R, (channel· type) 
BWR (channel-type) 

PWR 
Pl'IR, 
PWR 

, ,PWR 

(channel· type) 
(channel-:type) 
(channel·,type) , 

" 
, ' 

) 

I 

12 
i12 
12 
12 

440 
,440 
:440 
440 

il000 
~1000 
ilOOO i':) 

,:,',1000 ",,~J" ,,' ~ I ~. i, ',I ',',. , ; ;r;'i, 

1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

1973 
1974 
UC 
UC 

1974 
1975 
UC 

:' UC 

',' .,:i': 



213 
29 

Oktemberyan 1 
Oktemberyan 2 

30 Kcrsk 1 
31 Kursk 2,' 
32 Kursk 3 
33 Kursk 4 . 

. ·i 
., 
.1' Chernobyl' : 1 . 34 

35 
36 

, i .Chernobyl'.,2 
Chernobyl' I' 3 
:'Chernoby1' '.4 37 . I i 

38 
39 
40 
4:L 

Smo1ensk 1 ': 
Smolensk 2 

· Smolensk 3 ." 
· Smolfltnsk 4 , 

t ;. 

42 
43· '~'. 
44; 

West ',Ukraine 1':·' 
West Ukraine 2 :' 

· West',Ukraine 3 ' 

Armenia 
Armania 

Kursk 
Kursk 

.• Kursk i :: 
Kursk 

.• Chernobyl' 

. Chernobyl' .... 
Chernobyl' , 

, . Cha~~c;>byll' ... 

Smolensk ! • 
.. Smolensk~' :. 
, Smolensk I . 

Smolensk : 
',1 

Rovno 
Rovno 

'. : Rovno 
!i i 

. Kalinin 
Kalinin 

I 
, : 

PWR 
PWR 

BWR (channel-type) 
BWR (channel·type) 

.i BWR (channel-type)' 
BWR (chartnel-type) . 

. ! BWR (channel-- type) 
• ~ BWR (chan~e1-type) 

i' BWR (channel·· type) 
BWR (channel·t~pe) . • ,. . 

: BWR (channel .. type)' 
" BWR (channt=tl .. ·type) 

, '.' BWR (channel" type) 
'," BWR (channel-type) 

PWR 
\ PWR 

i.:'~" PWR 

'I;PWR 
',; ',PWR 

440 
440 

1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 

1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 

1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 

440 
440 
1000 

1000 
1000 

1500 
1500 

1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 

1000 
1000 

" 
.:~ ; 

, :i, 
'~:~ 

. ~:~ . 
',' 



~ I~ , 

;, " 

PWR 
PWR 

'I i 

BWR(channel-type) 
BWR (ehannel~type) 
BWR . (channel-type) 

Ii. " • , : ,BWR (cha~nel-typ.) 

lensk 
lensk " 
lensk 
lensk 

;, : 

ikolayev, 
iNikolayev 
;:Nikolayev I I 

::Nikolayevi: : 
'I~ i: ')" ~ ," .. ' l : ': 

:;:. , 

" .'1:',:',., 
, , ,~; '" 

\ ',i,';' 

~!. " , 
, , , . , 

, BWR' (ohannel .. type) 
BWR (channel- type) ,: 
B~ (channel-type) 

, : . BWR (c~ann~l .. txpe). ' 

BWR (channel .. type)' 
BWR (ohann"l .. 'type) 
BWR (channel-type) 
BWR (channel-type) 

PWR 
PWR 
PWR 

PWR 
PWR 

BWR (channel-type) 
BWR (channel-type) 

PWR 
PWR 
PWR 
p~ 

~ . 

BWR (channel-type) 
'BWR (channel'" type) 

, I 

440 
440 

1000 
lOOO ; 

':' 1000 " , 
"1000 I. 

1000 
1~00 
1000 
1000 

1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 

440 
440 
1000 

1000 
1000 

1500 
1500 

1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 

1000 
1000 

1000 
1000 

1977 
CC 

1977 
CC 
Planned 
Planned 

cc 
CC 
Planned 
Planned 

cc 
CC 
Planned 
Planned 

uc 
CC 
Planned 

uc 
UC 

CC 
CC 

cc 
UC 
Planned 
Planned 

uc 
uc 

Po1annad 
Planned 
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USSR: Nuclear Accident 
Near Kyshlym in 1957-58 . 

.c'- Sc @' -. 

Media reporting of a nuclear accident ncar Kyshtym has appeared 
occasionally since 1958. It was not until 1976. when the writings of Dr. 
Zhores Medvedev began to appear. however. that worldwide attention was 
focused on this subject. Medvedev. an exiled Soviet geneticist. daimed in 
several articles and books that a -'disaster" occurred near Kyshtym in 
195"/-58. He alleged that thousands of casualties and widespread. long
term radioactive contamination occurred as the result of an explosion 
involving nuclear waste stored in underground shelters • 

There is growing Interest in both the United States and abroad in 
establishing whether this so-called accident or disaster wa~ only a historical 
event in the development of nuclear energy or is. in fact, relevant to the 
current debate over nuclear technology safety 

We believe that a significant radioactive contamination problem exists in 
the Kyshtym area of the southern Ural Mountains and that the origin of 
this contamination is the Kyshtym nuclear energy complex. We believe 
that this contamination problem is the result of a combination of events 
rather than a single isolated incident. We do not know the actual extent of 
the contamination 7.one. but we believe that an area about 1.000 square 
kilometers is affected: as much as 100 square kilometers contain high levels 
of radioactivity: the rest is contaminated with hazardous levels of radioac
tivity. A contributing factor in creating the contamination may have been 
the pressure to produce large quantities of nuc1e:l.r materials quickly 

There is evidence of five accidents or events in the Kyshtym area during 
the I 950s. The five events are listed in decreasing order of the amount of 
contamination they could have caused: 

• A major release of high-level radioactive wastc produced from early 
years of spent reactor fuel reprocessing probably occlJrred at a large 
waste pit and also possibly at a waste-filled ravine near the main 
production facility. We believe that a single major accident and/or a 
series of in'cidents at one or both cf these sites created serious contamina
tion conditions. 

III ~ 
OClob~r 1981 



• Early reactor operations at the Kyshtym complex clearly created a 
chronic contamination problem of significant proportions in the Tccha 
River drainage an::a. Radioactive products. which resulted from reactor 
fuel failures and irradiation of coolant impurities. flowed into the river 
after they were discharged to the lake that provides cooling water (intake 
and discharge) for the reactors. In the late 19505 bypass canals were 
constructed. isolating the lake from the river. to prevent further contami
nation of the river. 

• An incident occurred in one of the reactor areas during the late 1950s 
and probably was the cause of the shutdown of the area during the 1960s 
and 19705. The mostlikcly cause of the incident was a failure of the core· 
cooling system or a sudden reactor power surge. Th\s incident pr.)hably 
produced only intense. short-lived contamination near the reactor. But it 
also may have caused radiation injuries to maintenance and cleanup 
personnel at the facility as well as to inhabitants of the affected off-site 
areas . 

• An accident in the fuel reprocessing area. either a rire or chemical 
explosion within the area. probably was responsible for the shutdown of 
the area in 1957-5K. Such an aCcident probably would cause local 
radioactive contamination and possibly radiation injuries to maintenance 
and cleanup personnel. An accident external to the area. such as a waste
pit explosion. also may hav;: been responsibk 

• A large explosion of stored chemiC-dis may have occurred within the 
Kyshtym complex. Such an explosion and the subsequent rire could 
explain some of the events described in several reports. /\. large chemical 
explosion would not necessarily have had a direct impact on any of the fa
cilities within the complex containing radioactive materials. At most. 
only minor, localized contamination would have resulted. 

The events at Kyshtym have little relevance to current nuclear technology 
safety issur::s. The nuclear waste storage practices and technology. the fucl 
reprocessing technology, and the reactor technology now available arc 
significantly different and/or improved relative to those in use at Kyshtym 
during the 1950s. 

iv 
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Introduction 

USSR: Nuclear Accidcnl 
Near I<yshl~·m in 1957-5R •. 

Sincc 1951< rC(l<.Irb ila'·c indicatcd thaI" nudc;ar 
;tceidenl oceurrcd in Ihc ""ulhern Lir:tl \.fuunl:tins 
during Ih:: mid·tu·\:tIC 1950s. I n(orm:tlion in :t ma ior· 
ilY o( thc!>c rC(lOrts .poir.l!> to"·ard thc it;,·,.h-cmcnl -.,( 
Ihc Ky~hlym nuclcar enercy complex. It \\":1!> nOI unlil 
Scptcmber 1961. h.l\\"c,·cr. that s:ItcliilC photo::r""h} 
• ,r Ihe ":yshlfm :lfC:! providcd our firsl I"<lk :11 lite 
f:lcitil)" Ih:1I h"d becn a~s<>ci,tlcd willt lite rC(l<.lrled 

:I(:c:iuc.:n l 

The comple .. i~ ap('lru:<im:Jlcl:,- I:' kilumetC'rs (\(nll (';p';( 

<If Ihc eily <If Kysnlym in Ihe C:Jslcrn f"nlhilh uf lite 
,oulh·cenlr,II Lir:tls (~ec ficure II. Thc cOfl1plc., in· 
dudes Ihe utdc~1 plulunium produclion f:tcilil~ in Ihe 

LSSR. C"ns\ruCljon of lite "ofllpkx j, bdic"cd 10 

h,,,·c bcc:! w.;11 undcr ,,·;ty ;" carly;" I '/~(,. The uuler 
f'~rinlc:tcr.,sccurit~ fence cndo~c~ an ;trC;1 h)ur..hl~ (..10 

='Qu~trC \..:ilul1h.:tC(:\ <kn,:1. The ("\,."pl..:, !udud(:, 1\'· .. , 

In:I.;or I'ntdu:li(ln facilities. ~I n(lInbc( tlf ;.s~c..x:i;'It..·!f 
[;'C"ilic~ (or sup(X)rI and au:\.ili~,r~ (un,-·tl\.n~_ :lIh.l 

housin~ area" 

TliC In;,rin produt.:'lion raciltty cc.H\~i:-.h (If IItrec flh'<.1UC

{\on rocl.OC" 2.(<:.2 •• .l. s.pc.n( fuel ("c("C"occs....(.intt 2nd IW,,::'UC 

lhS£lC!'-~1 arc~c. ;Ind v;..crcuu" ~upf1'<J(( ~t(Ct:-.. 11,,:\ "ruduc 

liu~ (;".:aily i~ ~cl"'ar~'lcl~ sccurc.:d ,and i..; Idc:J(~d "n the 
,uuthcrn shorc of L:lkc: KYlylt:1Sh. Thl:-. lake: scr\'e:~ :IS 

thc Source of cuulin(:, watc'" for thc feu.:tur, ('c.:c ficure: 

~, 

rh.: ,:,.:n.'nd (;trCl' scc.-lIred .tfca '\'i~h,n th(' (:c..nlph,,", 

wunuarr i~ ttn,,' T:cty..:h prc.K.Juclitln f;cc.:ilil~ I\.IC~ttt:<J 

:.outhw":Sl o( thc n\ain pr(\dul"titJn fat."ility un the :-.i:(J(C 

",f L:J\.:c Tatysh. Thi:, Tat~sh f:tt ... ilit~ h;b;' r,uf"llt.:r ,,:' 

Ld.)(lL'I\.)r~·~lY~ buildin,;s. ,;,1 ";U':;tlH rbut. ('"'' ..:k\."lfi· 

,-::.1 ,,,thl;ttton!'. :lnO ;1 clil~I';t(1 :o.idine t:o.\."\." (ii!ur\." .'1 

r 
J 

\ 1..: ... 1.:,; ..... 1 '"I....tt;~: ... ·n .. : .... H .... ".4'1 I .. h .. : f'utJti ... I ... :~ lit 1;01 ... · ''''' ..... , ... tI; 
rt ... ·~ ... ·l"u .... UI .• t.:I"'It: .• n .• t~"h •• 1'11. .. · t..:~ ... "I~I" .......... I.:I~f 

The :.tbsencc o( I'hotocra"hy or the Kyshlyrn ;Irea 
during thc crucial period between (he laIc I'I:,(;~ ""J 
Scptember 1961 h3S bee:t Ihc mosl serinus inlclli
CC!lCC cal' in our ondcr:;l:lnding <,( C"enl~ ~urrnillldin~ 
Ihe rcported •• ... cr.idcnl:· ~)\·er Ihe I,,=,I Ihrce ~e;tr,.. 
howcver. ncw inror"''''lion I!;IS bcconlc :t ,·:tibble fro III 
in-dcplh :tnal)"sis o(S{lviC:1 r;odi{'c"'.liol!~ literaturc . 

[ ~.,nd ,,<1.:1. 

Itte Im.l(!cry. I Ut!'o '''1\.1(1".,,100 11.1:-. prv"·c(.l,,·d nc" 

in~il!ht into (Y.Jssiblc ;tt.:cid..:nt C'vents :tftd (;.dill:u.:ti,,·..: 

cont~Hnin:l;iun :!ssocialcd ..-.:ith Iht.: t. r,;,,1 ·"\ti"~I!'h:r.·" 

Indic~lor< of Radioacli,·c 
H,nC:.IminOffion r.'·C:1(S . 

C ,)rc("Orts on lilt: Lr:tlnuclc.:;.r 
....... '-.u~ln ~UI!C' If(lrll the bet "f any rir~(11;Ind or t:',·t:'11 

s-ccondhand ;tCCuunl~ of • he: ~\.'C'nt(""l. lhc ;tt:'''cn<:c ()1 

!'<..:icnlific Qu:tiifiC:Jlions ... tJt:s<.:rib,:\~ 

cCrl:Jir. effeCI< Ifor cxample. radialion burnS!. ~j::nir,· 
C:l:H dif"crcncc~ In the :c("K)rlcd da (C~ \,( ~tn c,:,,'cn( 

(I q ~("(f~1. ~nd \.4:idcly \,·:\rying .J.ccounl~ 01 c,·t:nt~ :t ,Hi 

Ihe;r ,,(lc.rOUlh. The rcpOru. however. prcscnl a 

(C;t!'-ul1:chly c..:u,,!\i~ccnl ~uc..:;tli/a(tun ul th~~<." ...:,·.:n" h· 

lloe ~(Oulhcrn Lr;1I "rc; 

Rnllghty 1o;lIf <If Iltc rC(lOrI~ indic;olc 110;01 ;on c'·cnl 
(Occurrcd during 1'I~7.:;f;. In(orm;lIion in;1 lIlajoril~ "i" 
Ihc,:" dc~rly I'"inl~ IUWiSrd Ihc K~·~hl~·fII nudcar 
cncrcY' comf\lcx :,~ .he location uf (Jne Of nlore.: C\"t.:f\l:o.. 

Must o( the (':fl"-lfb r..:rCf hJ ;In c.:~l't"'!'oi\"~.l~l~ c.."\'c.:(~' 

SutttC ur tltt: dr:u,,;clic citation~ concc:rnin~ .he (~pt: ,.1 

e:,'ent arc :." (",,110"'''';: 
• F..'C.(lltl:'oiuli : •• tlae.: K~~ht~ftl pt,nt 

Atonlic.: (c.: .... t .. in K~·shlynl. 

1\h.lfl1ic explo:-:'tJn in (he: (ChcIY:IUin:...l,:1 ;,(,,·,,1 

l.:tq;'lo ;JrC':aS north ur <,'hcl~:'l>ins" ~""I.I,nln;,,('(f tl.\ 

raOi,\;,('ti,o .... - II.,.-:.!'h..: (reult a ",,,-,,(clr j\laClt 

Trclltcnduu:-. c\:plu!'iun . tn enc \11" tll,-· ,,,·,·(Ion ..... ,I 

(he chJs(.1 Ion\." (ur llt,-· :chHnic ... · ... :n''-·r fI(Jr 

C hcl,'"bin,l 
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• I·.~"I,~;" .. ':'It tllf': ..... 'i,;" fh .. I.,:L.I;u'l lJ~I;'\.II.h 
(·h.:l~;lbin,"· .til. 

• · .. ..:rrific.: \'"'1' I ..... i. 'II 
(llth,1. 

• \It'lui(' f.1l."f,.r~ l.·\!"''llt.:d til '1"'ifl;l~ o.t"S'l.·rdl.·, .. t 

. ,t: ..... t...-:.r l\.~l ." •• ~..:urfl:d ::: ~~!1 !In'f'-:,:,,·ll:\.·,! r.:;...·:··:! o~! 

., h..: t . I"a i \1,"lIn;,.,,,. 
• Di,l:r<rot.:r .• ' 'II 
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c -J. "'1/1<: [ 
\"lfJcS ;In~ tn<JIc...:;tllCln c.lf the: radhlal'lI\'ll~ kn:b \Ir 

r~lnJ;c c"f i~(lIu("\\::-, r'ft::-.cnt in a:cas th;.l ;'lft." r ..... ~lrh.: 

contaminated 

"" 
Pho((lgrap"y. In July 1959 a U·2 .. ireraft phnto· 
craphed the K)"shlym area for the first time. but the 
key areas (If interest were .. Imust entirely obscured by 
cloud cover. Salellile photocraphy of the <!rca ob· 
t~,ined in September 1961 !,rovided our first look 3t 
':lC nuclear facilities in the vicinity of Kyshtym. This 
a b~::,nee of photography of the Kyshtym complex 
(during the crucial pcrio.d ... bclweeri:lhe late 19505 and 
;~:=:'I .. mlv-~ 196Ijiia"fbc~~lhe ~;,si~c;'ri~~s ihlcl'li
genee cap in our undcrstanding of e,·cnts surrounding 
the accidcnt. The 1961 ilhotography revcals. however. 
se\·eral areas at or ncar the Kyshlym nadear encrl:Y 
complex Ihal arc sus[lCcted of having a direCI connec
lion 10 Ihe radioaclive contamination Ihal ;:)(isIS in Ihe 
t;ral '-founlains. Among thcse arc (II the large 
retention basins cast of the complex and the associat
ed Techa Rivcr bypass canals. (21 the shutdown 
Reaelor Area 111. (311he large wasle pil and dammed 
ravinc ncar the fuel re!,rocessing area. and (41 a long. 
narrow nff·site ··.:-orridor:· running from the com!'lex 
perimcter ·in a northea~"lcrly direction that appears 10 

have bc~n eV;Ieuated ane declared off limits for the 
po!,ul,lC( 

The 1')61 photography of Ihe Kyshtym area showed 
lb;.tl .... ~'Ilai!\ il:JJ ik:cu ' .... UlbtrU~lcc.i l\J fc,Jult.: 1:1": r..:~il:..t 

Ri"er ar(lund I.ake K~ /~ Ita,h . .'\Iso. I wo large casead· 
cd basin' whose combined .. rca of :Ippro.'(imateiy 49 
km: had been ~·reated for rctention and cvaporation 
(If or .. in,,!:e from Ihe bke (sec figure 4,. The creation 
of these retenlion basins and construclion <.If the 
by!,a,s c:lI1ab lIIay han: been neec"il;lled b) the 
c"ntinuin~ chr~tnic reie:"c uf significant fission ;lIld 
;Kti";tti,tn !,roduets from rc;tctor upcr;ltions land from 
site run,lff,. :\lsu. c(\nstru~·tion of t:'c basins and 
canals llIa~' hav.:- ·becn !,rccipit:.lIcd b~· a single major 
acci,knt th:ll rcsulrcd in substanti:,1 ~round arod/or 
W:ltn cllnl:tminalilln in the \"icinil~ IIf Ihe site. (ii"en 
the.: ~tbscr1( ... t: tlf an~ IhlJc.!Up l'rib~ in til<': rc;u:lur ~Ir..:as to 

confinc thc m:I.i'lrit~ "r produch rdc:lSed thrlluch fucl 
failur·:s. it i, probable that thc~c ~'untlnuinl! rde.!scs 

e"emu;"ly forced the Soviets III is"late Ihe w:\ t<:r 
bodies associated with reactor "j"lcr::tions in order to 

.reduce thc radi:!tion ha7.ard to Ihc populace d,),,·n
stream 

The !'hotographie history (If Reactor Area III :ndi-· 
cates that :J serious incident occu;rca al this si tc sunlC 
time before I<)()I. probably in the latc 1950,. From 
Septemher 19(d unlil mid-1972. very lillie aeti"ity 
oecarred wilhin the area. and no re;tetor operations 
were under way. In mid-1972 a major deeontamina· 
tion and modification program w .. s begun. After 
;almost eight year:;. reactor operations .. t the re novated 
facility commenced in carly 1980. It is diffit;u It to 
reeon~ile the cxtcndt·d period of shutdown at Area III 
with anything less than:! serious incident Ihal pre
cludcd the rcsumption of reaClor operalions. Suth ;t 
long ce,;sation of oper;ttions is inconsistent wit It dem
onslrated Soviet praeliec in the operation of [,roduco 
tion reactors. if indced there h .. d not becn ~n i ncidenl 
or one having a relatively short-term im!,ae!. I f a 
serious incidcnt !\:ld not occurrcd:lt Arca III. it i, 
likely tha t tr.e Soviets would have made the effort 
necessary to repair and reaetivalc the rC:1ctorlSI in 
Area III as soon as· JlOssiblc aftcr shutdown. The 
shutdown occurred at a time when therc W:lS a hC;''"l" 
demand for rc;,ClOr ['roducts (plutonium :1nd tritiuml 
fur the Soviel nuclear weapons progr;tm 

A comparison of the cstimated volume of hi£h-Icvcl 
raJi(Ja~li\,-= y.a:-.h; tt.:flC; .. tlcJ .It lhe.: ~)sht~m ":vnlp'!cx 

durine its first eiehtto 10 years of operation and t"e 
known eapacit) of the tank Slura!!e ;,1 the site has led 
us to conclude thai most of the high-level wastc 
generated by early fucl re!,rocessing at the Kyshtym 
complex has been discharged 10 Ihe large o!'Cn pit 
south of the fuel re!,rocessinlt area (sec figure 51. 
Lesser amounts of hiCh-le\'d wast.: appcar tu ha"c 
been discharged 10 Ihe dammed ra"inc cast of the fucl 
rcprocessing arc;, (scc figure 61. This conclusion is 
further supported by information obtained Ihrough an 
examination of the ph(J\<Jl:raphic history of act ;\"ity ;It 
the~e two ,ites 
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• Durine the early-to-mid-1960s the Soviets began a 
ma5~ive earth-moving effor! (still under way; to create 
a completely new. clean embankment fo~ both the 
large pit and the dammed ravine. The liquid level in 
the pit and the ravine is kept fairly constant. and the 
discharge of high-level waste to these areas has 
ceased. Thus. the earth-moving operation would re
duce the amount of high-level waste products trans
ported into surroundin!! areas from the exposed banks. 
which were contaminated as a result of earlier waste 
additior.s and evaporation. The manner in which the 
Soviets arc depositing the earthen material (presum
ably sand or gypsum) to create the new embankments 
is al50 rather :-evcaling oCthe radiation hazard in the 
vicinity of these two sites. It is also apparent from the 
winter photography that the pit and the ra"ine gener
ate heat. which is consistent with a s;te for high-level 
waste disposal 

The inhabitants have been evacuated from an area 
roughly 5 to 10 km wide and about 70 to 80 ICm long 
northeast from the Kyshtym compicx. The villages 
within the area have been razed. and large-scale 
cultivation of crop:; has been abandoned (sec figure 71. 
Long narrow corridors of this type are typically the 
result of an airborne,radiological rclease following an 
accident. Single events of this type tend to produce a 
narrow deposition plume with sharp boundaries. This 
is in contrast to the more widely affected area result
i"1! froon ehronic (lpCf"atioftai reka~. whicl! tend to 
produce more diffuse. widespread depositions 

So_i~1 Radioecology Literature. Analysis of unclassi
fied Soviet radioecology literature indicates that an 
accident occurred in the Kasli-Kyshtym area during 
1957-58 and involved the ::tmospheric release of 
reprocessed fission wastes. This analysis indicates the 
following: 

• A majar airborne release of radioactivity occurred 
within a 50-km radius of Kasli in the winter of 
1957-5!!. involving moderate- to long-lived fission 
products having little cesium-13 7. 

~tftl 

• An extensive area (atlcast 25 to 100 km'l was 
contaminated with high levels of radioactivity
roughly I milliCurie per square meter of strontium-
90. The total area estimated to have contamination 
levels significantly above fallout background may 
exceed 1.00\) km'. 

• The incident appears to have involved the re\ca!;e of 
10' to 10' Curies of strontium-90. with a minimum 
airborne contribution probably on the order of 
(0 . .1-11 x 10' Curies of strontium-90. 

• It is impossible to determine from the radioecology 
literature alone whether the contaminated 1.one was 
cllCatcd by a sinj(1e event. several events (involving 
permulations and combinations of accidents and 
nonaccidentsl. or complex releases associated with a 
single acciclent 
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AccidenC IlypoCheses 
The accident hYr(lthe~es suggcsted by Ihe e\'icence 
frum Ihe fi\'e categories of information discussed 
abo\'e encompass III nuelear waste e\'ents, (21 produc
tion reactor c\'cnts. (31 fucl reprocessing events. (41 
nuclear wcapon-related cvents. :tnd (51 chemical ship
ment/sturage deton:uion, 

Nucl~ar H'a~l~ EI·~nl~. It has been'cstablished that 
lar~.: ~olullle~ uf high-level ",,,te genera leu ill the 
first s..'Veral years tr<lssibly 10 years or morel of 
opera lions at the Kyshtym complex were discharl:ed 
to thc large op.:n pit lor ponu, south of the fucl 
rcprocessing area. A lesser amount apparently was 
discharged into the d:lmmed ra\'ine cast of the chemi
cal separations 'Irea 

The aecident~ that po:.. .. ibly could result from using 
"pen pit rc. .. ervoirs fur storing high-level waste arc 
.:-hcmic:lI explosion. nuclear criticalit)'. and dispersal 
of waste prodU(:b from other causes (for example. 
wind and water transportl. Detonation uf dried waste 
is considered the most credible single major accident 
C\'ent for the opcn pit. Criticality ( .... ith a potential for 
supcrcritk .. llity in an unlined earthen rillthellreticallr 
has u great cnerg~ potential gi\'cn reas<lnably high 
rlutonium 1,lSses ill scraratiuns, The neUlmn poison, 
inc effect uf \,Iri"us fission products in the .wastc 
",Iuti,'n 'Inu the se\'ere <1em:,nds nn rlUl<lnium rn:,,, 
and configuralion make :t "rili.~,liIY or surcrnilic:tI
it), cn:nt hil.!hl~ unlikd~, •. , ,.,' 

Dispersal of wind- and water-borne "'aste products 
from the: pit are~ probably. has been ~-dtroni~~o'm;c 
of contamination in the vicinity what.:ver the number 
and severity of individual accidents, Clearly. Ihc 
fission product invcntory and isotopic characteristics 
of the high-level waste residing in the open r;it (and 
dammed ravine). however dispersed. offer the best 
match to the SO\'iet radioecology data, 

We conclude. therefore. that a major release of high
level radioactive waste products prob.'lbly occurred at 
the large waste pit and JlO. ... ~ibly also at the dammed. 
waste-filled ravine. We further conclude that serious 
contamination conditions may have been created in 
the vicinity of the complex as the result of a single 
major accident. a series of incidents. and/or chronic 
releases associated with one or both of I hese wastc 
di~posal sites, 

\\'ith respect to the (ew sites used for waste tank 
storage at the Kyshtym complex. accident categories 
c<)Osidered were chemical explosion (hydrogen detona
tion. dried waste detonationl. nuclear criticality. and 
tank rupture from other causes (buml'ing. corrosion, 
lifting from water table rise. and earthquakesl, Dried 
waste detonation clearly has the greatest potential for 
producing widespread. high-level contamination, If 
the cesium-137 had been separated (rom the "aste 
stream as a consequence of the separ.uions chemistry 
or larc:ely removed (rom the stored waste by. for 
example. tank rupture. then' thc content" of one large 
w:lste tank could provide both thc in\'cntory and 
isotopic charactcristics consistent With the SO\'iet r.i

dioecology data. A \'iable set of conditions necessary 
tu c:lUse an cxplosion in the contents of a wastc tank 
can be achieved. but photographic cvidcnce docs not 
SU('lnort such an event at the Kyshtym complex .. 

P,'odllction Reactor E,'ents. The tyfICS of production 
reactors. considered in the analysis of e\'cnts at the 
Kysht)'m complex wcre hea\'y-watcr reactors 
«H WRSI. singlc-f'l:lss (open cyclel grolphite-moderatcd 
reactors (GMRsl. :Ind reCirculating (closed cyclcI 
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G :'viR". IIWRs and recirculating GMRs were consid· 
cn.:d the most likely reactor candidate:. fnr the initial 
sy"tcrn(SI in Area III. with single-pass (j'v1 Rs c1carly 
being the type of systems present in r::aetor arc;1S 
I and I' 

Thc photographic hist'Jry of Arca III an~ nearby 
orrsitc areas indicates the oc.::urrenee of some typc of 
reactor incident at this facility beforc Ihe first satelltl.C 
ph.)\ography of September 1961. Types of accidents 
c,H.sidcred were reaelor power surges, loss of control. 
ovcrpower operati"n, power-eolliant mismatch. cool
ing f;.ilurc. :ond nonnuclcar cnergy release in the eorc. 
Rcactor [lOwer surges and cooling failure arc the twO 
tYf1CS of rcactor events that appear to be most consist· 
ent \l";th obscr"ations about Area III. particularly 
wi t h respect to thc tYf1es of e,'cnts required to pre-
cl ude rcl:llively Quick rcpair and reactivation of a 
r.::aetor facili.y. Releasc of f!,;sion products resulting 
from powcr surges and cooling failurcs could be Quite 
severc. espc.::ially in terms of short-lived acti,·;ty. and 
most likely would produce a lone. rclatively narrow 
rlume deposition pattern that is reasonably consistent 
"ith the ,hapc of the northeast corridor. It should be 
n"leC. however, Inal t his type of event would not 
rruduce quite Ihe magnitude of rc:1case nor the isoto
ric enar;lcteristi.:s ir\dicat.:d in the radioccology litcra· 
ture 

In addition 10 the Area III incident, il is clear frol11 
ec"rT~inC "crorl~ :lnd <:Ie f'h"!Ograf'h~' Ihat 
ch ronic rct.;;lses oi'"fission rroducts and activation 
pro::tucts from th:: ,ingle-pass G M Rs during euly 
opcrations at the site creatcd a serious contamination 
rroblem in the Tech;: River by the early-to-mid-
1950s. Before the latc 19505. the radioactive products 
r<.:"ulting from reactor fucl f;lilurcs and irradiation of 
coolant impurities were free tv now in(;J the Techa 
Rivl'r after beine dis..:hargcd to Lake Kyzylta:;h. It 
was not until: he late 1950s that Lake I':yzyltash W:iS 

finally isolatcd frum th.:: Techa River nu ..... by a system 
of byp:oss canals 

Fuel Reproct!"sing f.'-,'(' n I,·. I\ecident hypotheses con
,idcred for the fucl rcp.-oeessing facilities include 
explosiuns and fires. criticality. r;;dio;tet;vity sf1ills. 
:.n<.l chronic rdeascs . .'\ fire and/or exrk>sion. p;orticu

'!a r1y in conncction with thl' flC",ibk "reratiun of a 

solvent extraction pilot plant. arc the most likely 
causes of a serious incident within the fucl reprocess
ing area that would cause Ihe shutdown noted in the' e. - :J data. Such an event could cause severe 
,-v .. , .. lIlonation in the vicinity of tne affccted facilities. 
The magnitude of release even in this type of cvent 
would be relatively smal! because of !he limited 
reactor fucl inventory in a fuel reprocessing phnt 
operation. A major radioaclivity spill, if occurring at a 
stratcgic location in the plant~ would produce rclati,'c
Iy lillie contamination away from the f.leility but 
could result in an extended downtime for cleanup. 
Criticality and chronic releases arc considered much 
less serious in an aecidcnt sense, although injuries to 
plant personnel could result. It is possible that some 
reports of accident casualties being trealed In Chelya
binsk hospitals were the result of overexposure and 
injury to maintenance and cleanup crews brought in 
10 repair and reactivate a damaj!ed fuel reprocessin!! 
facilir' . 

It is likely. therefore. that either a fire and/or explo
sion or a major radioactivily spill caused the 19~7-:'!i 
shutdown of fuel reprocessing at KYl'htym if. in facl. 
t his shutdown was caused by an incident internal to 
the fuel reprocessing area. The evidcnce is insufficient 
tn establish condusi\'cJy whether this shutdown was 
caused by an incident inside the fucl repra.::cssing area 
or an incidenl somewhere outside this area l(or ex;tm
pic:, wa~te pit explosion 

Nuclear Weapons-Re(aud E.'ents. Accident hYflClIh
eses considered for nuclear weapons-relatcd events arc 
(I, fallout from atmosrheric lests, (21 accidental de!o
nalion of a device. and (3, releases from a weapo!\ 
component fabrication plant. None of these events is a 
credible candidate for a ma.ior event and subsequent 
high-level c(,"lamination in the Kyshtym area. The 
low-Ie"el global fallout activit}· found in the environ
mental samp!es and thl' features of high-al!itude 
meteorological phennmena argue against any signifi· 
cant contamination problem in the Kyshtym area 
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being created by fallout from high-yield atmospheric 
tests at 'Novaya Zemlya or Semipalatinsk. There is no 
evidence for an accidental detonation of a device. nor 
do we believe that the Soviets would risk having an 
assembled device in the vicinity of the Kyshtym 
complex during the time frame of intere.iL The 
consideration of releases from a f~,brication plant for 
weapon components was prompted by the suspected 
presencc of such a facility in the Tatysh area of thc 
Kyshtym complex, Neither chronic nor accidental 
single releases from such a plant arc consistent with 
either the magnitude or the isotopic characteristics 
indicated by the Soviet radioecology data nor with the 
nature of the event as described in much of the 
reporting. 

Chemical Shipment/Storage Detonation_ Events re
lating to shipping. storagc. and detonation of chemi
cals were considered as a possible explanation for 
S<lmc of the reporting of explosive events. One highly 
explosive chemical. ammonium nitrat::. may have 
been sto!"ed in reasonabiy larg:: quantities somewhere 
within the complex during the 19505.' If the Soviets 
had been experimenting with an early Har:ford-type 
solvent extraction !Oeparation process • during this time: 
period. it is likely that ammonium nitrate (which is 
used as a.process chemica" would have been stored on 
th(' site. 

, Several di.ust.crs involviaa cz.pIoUoas ,.~ C(0C"c:d Of' in-traMtl .f1".~ 
nium nitr.th~ h..l""': Ixc:n 4·"'·um~nlc'" 
'REDOX-type p'oces •. 
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Key Judgments 
IlIformatlon a"ailab/~ 
as Q[ 31 August /983 
was uud In this uport. 

.j 

The Soviet/CEMA NudcHr Power 
Programs and Their Requirements 
for Enriched Uranium· 

.. 

Total installed nuclear generating capacity in the Soviet Union and other 
CEMA countries increased from about 1,000 megawatts (electrical) at the 
start of the 1970s to over 22,000 megawatts by the en·d of 1982. Well-pub
licized, long-range Soviet/CEMA plans call for approximately 100,000 
megawatts of installed capacity by 1990 in Soviet-designed anu -fueled 
reactors. 

We have examined in detail all avail~ble information frame. 
,:}f existing reactors, 

those under construction, and those in various plaflning stages. On the basis 
of this examination, we believe that a capacity of about 100,000 megawatts 
will not be achieved in 1990, but probably will be achieved at some time in 
the mid-I 990s. We estimate that actual capacity as of 1990 could be as 
high as 88,000 megawatts, but is more likely to range from 60,000 to 
70,OOO,megawatts. 

The fraction of Soviet uranium enrichmellt capacity allocated to the 
Soviet/CEMA nuclear power program increased from essentially zero in 
the early 1970s to a cumulative total of about 15 percent of output-
22,OOO-metric-ton separative work units (MTSWU}-by the end of 1982. 
We believe this demand will rise dramatically (to 80,000 or more 
MTSWU) by 1990, C 

J. 
In addition to supporting its own r.uclear power program and those of other 
CEMA countries, the Soviet Union operates a commercial toll-enrichment 
program through which it sells uranium enrichment services (not the 
uranium i~eli) to the nuclear power programs of various Western coun
tries. The toll enrichment program began in 1973. Cumulative enrichment 
requirements from the program amounted to about 24,000 MTSWU by 
the end of 1982 and are expected to il\l.:rcasc to about 50,000 MTSWU by 
the early 19905. 

Taken together, the Soviet/CEMA nuclet.r power programs and toll
enrichment program requirements for enriched uranium will account for 
( .Jof total r.apacity by 1990. By the mid-1990s, we believe 
that total Soviet requirements for enriched uranium (including those for 
nuclear weapons and naval nuclear propulsion, as well as power reactors 
and toll enrichment services) will outstrip our projections of Soviet 
capacity. It is therefore likely that the Soviets will bring additional 
production on line between now and the early 1990s. 

iii -~'C( 
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Introduction 

The SOl'ietjCEMA Nuclear Power 
Programs and Their.Requirements 
for Enriched Uranium 

The strong growth of nuclear power in the Soviet 
Union and other CEMA I countries in the 1970s will 
continue in the 1980s and early 1990s. All nuclear 
power stations in the Soviet Union and most of the 
existing and planned stations in the other CEMA 
countries are built around Soviet-designed reactors 
that use uranium fuel slightly enriched in the isotope 
uranium-235 (U-235). The Soviet Union provides the 
fuel for all these reactors, placing an increasingly 
large burden on it!. enriched uranium production 
capacity. 

The Soviet uranium isotope separation plants Ihat 
produce enriched uranium for milit3ry purposes (nu
clear weapons and the naval nuclear propulsion pro· 
gram) must also supply the enriched uranium for 
Soviet/CEMA n~clear power and the toll enrichment 
program, a comm'ercial endeavor in which the So~iet' 
Union sells enrichment services (riot the uranium 
itselO to Western nuclear power programs. Our esti
mate!>' of the production capacity available to supply 
enriched uranium for nuclear weapons necessariiy are 
based on subtracting nonweapon demand (particularly 
requirements for nuclear pOws:r programs) from esti
olates of l0t31 cili:chmcnt capac:ty. 

Because of the complex variety of uranium enrich
ments necessary for various weapon and nonWC3.pon 
applications, both enrichment capacity and enrich
ment demand are usually expressed in terms of 
separative work units (SWU) rather than Quantities of 
maierial. The SWU is an internationally recogniz.ed 
measure', which Quantifies the scparaliv\.: work in
volved in producing a given amount of enriched 
uranium for any given assay (en~ichillent level) of the 
uranium feed, product, and waste (tails). This rcport 
ii, _.< describes the requirements of each Soviet reactor 
type in terms of metric tons of material at various 

, CEMA-Council for Mutual Economic A"iqancc: Council 
members which have or arc scheduled to h.,< Soviet ;>ower reactoCl 
arc 1'<:,land. East Germany, Rom;.sni .. , HunI,!G~: .. \lc(:hoslov3kia. 
Oulgaria, Cuba, znd the USSR. 

enrichments and then conver~s these Quantities to 
metric ton SWU (MTSWU). The totals are discussed 
entirely in terms of MTSWU.' I . 

Our analysis of these programs and their require
ments for enriched uranium is based prima,ily on 
data available from open Soviet and East European 
publications, but our conclusions about future growth 
in nuclear power are strongly influenced by c.. 

. Soyiet Power Reactor Types and 
Their Sepllnltive Work Requirements 

'J. 

A modeling approach was developed to establish thc 
separative work requirements of each class of Soviet 
reactor. The approach aims only at establishing the 
separative work requirements of a "typical" reactor 
within each class. Such an approach is necessary 
because the Soviets do not publish data on current or 
projected nuclear power program requirements for 
uraniurr., enriched uranium, or separative work. They 
have, however, published rcJatively detailed descrip
tions of each type of reactor. They also routinely 
announce the start of new reactors and publish their 
plans for construction of additional reactors. They 
publish information on the amount of power gencrat· 
ed each year at the various operating nu~lear power 

• SWU "re usually characterized as lcilogram.SWU (KGSWUI or 
MTSWU. depending on the units used for the equivalent arnOunL\ 
of mhterial. In this report we use only MTSWU. For a more 
complete explanation of the concept of the SWU and its relation· 
ship to enrichment plant operation. see CIA Re['Of' Ei, ;7·10468 
(Unclassified). AU2USI 1977, Nur.l~ar Energy. 

Conversion of quantities of enriched uranium of a given enrich· 
ment to the equivalent in SWU involves calculations that arc quite 
sensi"'·e to the nssumed assny (enrichment level) of the pl.n! W"stc 
For Ihe calculations used in thi( rc.flOrt ~'C used Il tails assay v::tluc 
of 0.2 percent.2e {lOin!.C 
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stations. There is no single document or publication 

that contains all of this information. The information 

instead must be a~sembled from an assortment of 

Soviet books, journal articles, scientific papers, and 

news items. From the rc.-actor data, it is possible to 

determine the amounts and enrichment of the initial 

and replacement fuel loads and the amount of power 

generated before each refueling. The electric power 

jata provide a basis for determining how long a 

typical reactor will operate before refueling. By total

ing over time the typical reactor data of each type, it 

is possible to calculate overall fueling requirements. 

There are two major types of Soviet-designed and 

-fueled power reactors: pressurized water reactors and 

boiling water reactors. The pressurized water reacters 

are designated by the Soviets as VVER. Two versions 

are being produced, a 440-megawatt (electrical) model 

designated VVER-440 and a I,OOO-megawatt (electri

cal) model designated VVER-IOOO. Two earlier mod

els are also in operation, the VVER-210 and the 

VVER-36S. The boiling water reactors are of the 

graphite moderated pressure tube type and are desig

nated RBMK. There are two important versions, 

1,000- and I,SOO-megawatt (electrical) models desig

nated RBMK-IOOO and RBMK-ljOO, respectively. 

Smaller versions exist but not in significant numbers. 

The VVERs are found in both the Soviet Union and 

the other CEMA countries. Because of publicly stated 

Soviet nonproliferation policy and the ability of the 

RBMK reactor to produce plutonium suitable for use 

in nuclear weapons, we do f.Jt believe these reactors 

will be built outside the Soviet Union. The VVER-440 

and the RBMK-IOOO are currently operational in 

sizable numbers. The VVER-IOOO and the RBMK-

1500 are just being introduced into service. \ 

In addition to these basic reactors, the Soviets are 

continuing to develop a third type--Iiquid-metal

cooled, fast-breeder reactors. Only two major breeder 

reactors are currently in operation: a 350-megawatt 

prototype designated BN-3S0 and a 600-megawatt 

prototype designated BN-600. Several small Iiquid

metal-cooled research reactors are also in operation. 

Currently, the impact of the breeder reactors on 

separative work requirements is of some significance 

becal'se they are fueled with bighly enriched urani

um. On numerous occasions, senior Soviet nuclear 

officials have stated their intent to use plutonium to 

•• " 

fud their breeders. However, these statements gener

ally rc:fer to a time in the 19905 when breeders will be 

built on a commercial basis. They have never indicat

ed if, or when, they plan to switch to plutonium fuel 

for the prototypes. In this pa~r, we assume that only 

uranium fuel is used in breeder react!>rs. t 

VVEH Pressurized Water Reactors 

In the VVERs, the nuclear fuel is loaded in a lattice 

arrangement inside a steel pressure vessel. The fuel is 

cooled and the neutrons moderated by circulating 

water. The reactor is kept under high pressure to 

prevent the water from boiling within the reactor 

itself. Another large vessel cal1ed a pressurizer is used 

to maintain and regulate the pressure in the primary 

coolant loop (the coolant path through the reactor 

itself). Hot water from the reactor vessel is circulated 

through a steam generator (heat exchanger) where 

steam is produced for the turbiries. l 

VVER-440. The core of the VVER-440 consists of 

349 fuel assemblies, each of which contains uranium 

dioxide equivalent to 120 kilograms of elemental 

uranium. Total core load is thus about 42 metric tons 

of elemental uranium. The degree of enrichment of 

the uranium contained in various parts of the core is 

varied systematically during the initial (transition) 

period of operation while the reactor is being brought 

to equilibrium (steady-state utilization of the nuclear 

fuel). The initial core usually consists of 114 assem· 

blies with uranium enriched to 1.6-percent U-235: 

133 assemblies with uranium enriched to 2.4 percent; 

and 102 assemblies with uranium enriched to 3.6 

percent. \ 

According to published Soviet, East European,_and 

Finnish data, the first fuel replacement in the VVER-

440 occurs after tbe equivalent of about 320 fun

power days of operation, with the 114 1.6-percent 

assemblies being replaced with a set consisting of 12 

2.4-percent and 102 3.6-percent assemblies! The sec

ond refueling ~urs after about 595 fun-power days, 

with 121 of tbe 2.4-percent assemblies being replaced 

with a set consisting of 19 fresh 2.4-percent assem

blies lind 102 3.6-percent assemblies. The third refuel

ing occurs at about 890 full-power days, with 12 of 

I A full· power day is 24 boun or opcralion at full-rated power. ( 
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Figure 1 
Separative Work Requirements 
for a Typical VVER-440 

Cumulalive MTSWU --_._ .. -------- ---_. 

~fCi..~ 

The relationship between full-power days and calen-
dar days will depend on the rate at which the reacto~ 
is operated. Data from actual Soviet operating experi-
ence suggest that a typical VVER-440 operates about 
120 full-power days during the first year, about 220 
full-power days during the second year, and about 255 

MTSWlJKI36.S + full-power days during the third year. In the first 
(0.25 x number or rull·power days1-::;;'--",/ , three years of operating, the reactor produced electric 
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..... / power equivalent to about 600 days of full-power 
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(275 full-power days per year). Combining this in'for
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The poi~1S show the requiremenls ror Ihe Iypical VVER-440 ruding 
schedule described in the text. with the initial load requirement of 136.S 
MTSVIU II uro (ull·powc:r days. The linear function shown by the orange 
line: was used In olculatc: the seplfalive wor~ requirement' of the: VVER-

440~ a!E I clus. 

the 2.4-percent assemblies and 102 of the 3.6-percent 
assemblies being replaced with fresh fuel of these two 
enrichments. From this point forward, 12 of the 2.4-
percent assembiiell and 102 of the 3.6-perccni a6sem
blies are replaced approxinlately every 295 full-power 
days. \ ' 

The separative work required to produce the various 
quantities and grades of enriched uranium for the 
typical fueling schedule just described is shown in 
figure I in terms of MTSWU versus full-power days 
of operation. The points on the graph show the 
requirements for the initial load and each reload. The 
initial load requires 136.5 MTSWU. Thereafter, the 
reactor requires an additional 0.25 MTSWU for each 
full-power day of operatj(ln during both the transition 
and equilibrium cycles. 
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mation with the relationship between separative work 
requirements and full-po.ver days shown in figure I, 
the YVER-440 requirements can be summarize-.d as 
follows: 

Initial load: 136.5 MTSWU 

First three years: 47.7 MTSWU per year (three
year average) 

After three years: 68.8 MTSWU per year. 

VVER-IOOO. The design core of the VVER-lOOO 
consists of 151 assemblies, each of which contains 
uran;uni dioxide equivalent to 441 kilograms of ele
mental uranium. Total core load is about 66 metric 
tons of elemental uranium. Current Soviet planning 
indicates that most VVER-l<XiOs will use a three-year 
fuel cycle with an initial core consisting of 54 assem
blies with uranium enriched to 2 percent, 54 assem
biies wiih uranium enriched to 3-peicent, iind 42 
assemblies with uranium enriched to 4.4 percent. 
Based on detailed calculations, the refueling schedule 
for this reactor is as follows. After about 350 full
power days, the 54 2-percent assemblies will be 
replaced with 42 4.4-percent and 13 3.O-percent as
semblies. After about 670 full-power days, the 54 3-
percent assemblies will be replaced with 13 3-percent 
and 42 4.4-percent assemblies. The 43 4.4-percent 
assemblies originally in the core will be replaced after 
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Figure 2 
Separative Work Requirements 
for a Typical VVER-IOOO 
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fhe roinu show (he requirements ror the lypical VVER-l000 rueling 
~"hcdulc described in the leXI. with the initial load requiremcnl or ~S.o 
MTSWU al lero rull-power days. The linear runction shown h)O the orange 
line "-"3S usc4 10 calculate Ihe scparlti\'c work requirements or the VVER· 
1000s n a class. 

approximately 980 [ull-power days with 13 3-percent 
and 42 4.4-percent assemblies. Thereafter, 13 3-
percent and 42 4-percent assemblies will be added 
every 318 full-power·ftays .. 

The separative work required to produce the enriched 
uranium for the VVER-IOOO fueling schedule just 
described is shown in figure 2 in terms of MTSWU 
versus full-power days of operation. This figure is 
exactly analogous to figure I on the VVER-440. The 
initial load requirement is 295 MTSWU. The reactor 
requires an additional 0.51 MTSWU for each full
power day of operation during both the transition and 
equilibrium cycles. ( 

There are no statistical data on which to base an 
estimate of VVER-\ 000 rates of operation. For plan
nin~ purposes, the Soviets probably assume values 

similar to those of the VVER-440. On this basis, the 
separative work requirements for the VVER-1000 can 
bl: summarized as follows: 

Initial load: 295.0 MTSWU 

First t~ree years: 97.4 MTSWU per year (three
year average) 

After three years: 139.6 MTSWU per year. (. 

RBMK Boiling Water Reactors 
In the RBMK reactors, high-pressure tubing is em
bedd.ed in a graphite block to form vertical fuel 
channels. The nuclear fuel assemblies are loaded into 
these channels and cooled by water pumped through 
the channels. The cooling water is allowed to boil to 
produce steam for the turbines. 

RBMK-IOOO. The core of the RBMK-IOOO contains 
1,693 fuel channels. Each fuel assembly contains 
uranium dioxide equivalent to 113 kilograms of ele
mental uranium for a total core load of about 192 
metric tons of elemental uranium. Although early 
RBMK-lOOOs used uranium enriched to 1.8 percent, 
operational reactors are using (a!l will future reactors) 
2-percent enriched uranium. \ 

The fuel replacement schedule as the reactor is 
brought to equilibrium is much more complex than in 
the V·t'-ERs. In early RBMK reactors only 1,453 fuel 
channels were initially loaded with fuel assemblies; 
the remaining 240 channels were loaded with auxilia
ry reds containing neutron-absorbing m~ter-i3!. Th= 
auxiliary absorbers were replaced with fuel assemblies 
at a rate of about 40 absorbers every 100 full-power 
days cf operation until, after roughly 600 full-power 
days. all 240 had been replaced and the reactor was 
fully loaded with fuel. A vllrying number of the 
original fuel assemblies were also replaced. It is 
assumed that the same type of scheme is used in 
reactors loaded with 2-percent enriched fuel. Based on 
this assumption the reactor does not reach equilibrium 
(Msign utilization of the nuclear fuel) until after 1,500 
full-power days, after which fuel replacement attains 
a more nearly constant rate of 394 assemblies about 
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Table 1 
Fuel Replacement Schedul< of a Typical RBMK-IOOO 

Equivalent Full-Power Days' Fuel Assemblies Replaced b Total Extra Absorbef5 Total New Fuel 
____________________ ~-Remai~~IL----------- _~~ylies ~_':'9uir~ ______ _ ° (i_nitialload) ______________________________ 3.~ ______________ ~453 _________________ _ 

_ 100_____________________________ 200 ~~ ______________ _ 
205 24 160 64 

~30_5 _______________ 27 120 67 

410 30 _________________ ~ _____________________ 7~ ________ _ 

~IO 33 40 73 ------------- .. -'-~-----------------------------
610 34 ° 74 -------------- --------
715 33 33 

815 38 38 

915 ___________ 1_50____ ____ I-50 

1,020 145 145 

1,120 150 150 

1,225 145 145 

1,325 135 135 ---------------------1.425 125 125 

1,53.0'-_________ -'-'12:..:0________ 120 

1,630 130 130 

• Calculated from Soviet fuel burnup specifications and rounded to 
the nearest five full-power days. 
b The RBMK-lOOO is capable of heine refueled while operating_ It 
is not known whether the Soviets replace se\'eral assemblies/ 
absorbers per day or wait until the reactor is not operating to 
perform the refueling. Because of :his online refuding ce:>ai!ilify. 
the Sovieu are not bound to n fixed .chedule_ The values in this 
table should be treated as representative only_ 

every 318 full-power days. Table I shows in greater 
detail the assumed replacement schedule for absorb
ers and fuel assemblies in a typical RBMK-IOOO_, 

The separative work requirements for thp. fueling 
schedule described in the table are shown in figure 3 
in terms of MTSWU versus full-power days. The 
relationship is much more complex than in the two 
VVER reactors, but it can be adequately approximat
ed for estimative purposes by two linear functions. 
The initial load requirement is 356.4 MTSWU. Dur
ing approximately the first 800 full-power. days, the 
reactor requires an additional 0.14 MTSWU per fuJl
power day; thereafter, this requirement increases to 
0.33 MTSWU per fuJl-I,ower day. 
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From published Soviet data, we inow that RBMKs . 
have shown somewhat better operating rates than 
VVERs: about 180 full-power da),s in the first year, 
240 in the second, and 255 in the third. Thereafter, 
they seem to maintain about the same rate as the 
VVERs, that is, 75 percent. A typical RBMK will 
operate an average of 225 full-power days per year 
during the first three years and 275 full-power days 
thereafte~. The sepantive work requirements of the 



Figure 3 
Separative Work Requirement 
for a Typical RBMK-IOOO 
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Th( POi~IS show lhe requirements for the (),pial RBMK·l000 ruclin, 
s~hcdulc described i:1. the teu. with the initiall~d requirement or )56.4 
MTSW\.i at zero (ull-power dlYs. The linCir (uncUons shown by the or'n&c 
lines were used to c.lculatc (he s(panlivc _ork requirements of the RBMK· 
1000s as I class. '": 

RBMK-IOOO can be summarized as: 

Initial load: 356.4 MTSWU 

First three years: 31.6 MTSWU per y~.r (three
year average) 

After three years: 90.8 MTSWU per year. (s) 

RBMK-1500. We have much less information on the 
RBMK-ISOO than on the RBMK-I 000, as none of the 
former are yet operational. Various Soviet publica
tions indicate that the fuel enricb!!lent will be the 
same (2 percent). the total uranium lo!\d about the 
same, the core confi2uration the same or very similar, 
and the de2ree of fuel utili7.ation (burnup) the same as 

C. Jrhe initial load will be 
:ll Icast apprOl(lmately the same as that for the 
RBMK-IOOO. Since the reactor is designed to produce 
1.5 times as much power as the RBMK-IOOO from 
essentially the same amount of fuel (at the same 
enrichment level and the same planned burnup). the 
separative work requirement to support the fuel re
placement schedule should be higher by roughly the 
same factor. If we assume that RBMK-i500s will 
operate the same number of effective full-power days 
as current RBMK-IOOOs, then its separative work 
requirements will be as follows: 

Initial load: 

First two years: 

After two years: 

Breeder Rezctors 

356.4 MTSWU 

44.0 MTSWU per year (two
year average) 

140.3 MTSWU per year . 

In Soviet fast-breeder reactors the nuclear fuel is 
cooled by liquid sodium metal. Sodium is an excellent 
heat transfer agent and has a high boiling point; thus, 
the reactor core of the fast reactor is much more 
compact, and the reactors are operated at a much 
lower pressure than either the RBMKs or VVERs. 
Since sodium becomes radioactive as it is irradiated in 
the reactor core and since it reacts violently with 
water or steam, an intermediate sodium loop is placed 
betwccn the primary (radioactive) coolant loop and the 
steam/water loop. 

Two large prototype fast breeders currently are_ pro
ducing a limited amount of electric power in the 
USSR: the BN-350 at Shevchenko, which provides 
heat for desalinization as well as electric power, and 
the BN-600 ;}l BeJoyarsk. The Soviets are planning to 
build a larger version (probably 800 megawatts) that 
will serve as a prototype for future commercial breed
er reactors. This prototype cannot be operational until 
1990 at the earliest. Both operating prototypes are 
currently fueled with enriched uranium, but the Sovi
et~ plan to switch the BN-600 to a mixture of 
plutonium and uranium oxide (mixed oxide) fuel at 

in the RBMK-IOOO. t: 
J 
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some future date. The proposed BN-800 as well as all 
commercial breeders will use mixed oxide fue\.' Pluto
nium for these reactors will be obtained by reprocess
ing irradiated fuel from VVER and RBMK reactors. 
The breeders will produce more plutonium than they 
consume, but requirements for plutonium to start up 
additional breeder reactors will greatly exceed pro
duction (in the breeder reactors themselves) through 
at least the mid-1990s. (. 

BN-350. The initial core of the BN-350 has two 
active zones: 109 assemblies (3.2 metric tons) of 17-
percent enriched uranium and 90 assemblies (2.6 
metric tons) of 26-percent enriched uranium. The 
reactor has axial and radial blankets containing 59.5 
metric tons of natural or depleted uranium. The 
Soviets in(!;cated that refueling should occur approxi
mately ev 'ry 65 full-power days. Initially, about one, 
third of the 17-percent fuel is replaced. probably with 
26-percent fuel and about one-tenth of the blanket is 
replaced with new blanket assemblies. This process 
continues until there is significant utilization in the 
26-percent fuel (at about 300 fulI-power days), after 
which the 26-percent fuel is gradually replaced. Oper
ating this reactor at 275 full-power days "Jer year 
would require about 247.5 MTSWU. 

BN-600. Operation of the BN-600 is probably very . 
similar to that of the BN-350. The initial core consists 
of 234 assemblies (5.0 metric tons) of 21-percenl 
enriched uranium and 162 as~emblies (3.5 metric 
tons) of 33-percent enriched uranium in the central 
region and axial and radial blankets containing a total 
of 40.6 tons of natural or depleted uranium. Fuel for 
this reactor probably is replaced about every 195 full
power days of operation. At 275 days per YCiir of 
effective fulI-power operation, this reactor would con
sume 313.5 MTSWU. 

Other Reactors 
In addition to the large RBMKs, VVERs, and breeder 
reactors, the Soviet Union has operated two prototype 

• A breeder reactor is so namedbe<:ause it produces or "breeds" 
more fissionable fuel than it consumes. It does this by usina excesa 
neutrons from the fission of fuel to convert the U-238 isotope of 
uranium to plutonium. This plutonium is eventually recovered, 
purifi~. and fabricated into fuel. It is billbly desirable that 
plutonium be used in tbe fint fuelloadinll because it aives off more 
C>ce5S ncutr""" whr it /isoions. resultin,l in a much faster rate of 
conversion. . . " .. 
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VVERs, two prototype RBMKs, four small heat and 
electric reactors, and a small bre...jer reactor. The 
prototype VVERs consist of 210- and 365-megawalt 
units at Novovoronezh. A lOO-megawatt RBMK and 
a 200-megawatt RBMK with super heating are in 
operation at Beloyarsk. Four 12-megawatt RBMK
type reactors producing industrial and home heat as 
well as electricity are in operation at Bilibino. A 60-
megawatt experimental fast reactor, the BOR-60, is 
in operation at Melekess. The requirements for en
riched uranium for these reactors are small compared 
to the other reactors, and the reactor-specific data will 
not be presented in this report. Assuming that these 
reactors operate about 275 full-power days per year, 
the total yearly requirement for enriched uranium 
would be approximately 130 MTSWU. ( 

The Soviets are planning to install a large number of 
reactors, which will produce heat for industrial and 
residential purposes. The first of a planned pair of 
these reactors is currently under construction at Gor
kiy. When complete, this station will consist of two 
500-megawatt (thermal) reactors. Data on the precise 
nuclear fuel characteristics of these reactors are not 
available, but their effect on total separative work 
requirements will be minor for the next decade be
cause of their small number~. ( 

Growth of the Nuclear Power Program 

Official statements, t: .J 
indicate that the installed nuclear generating capacity 
in the Soviet Union increased from around 1,000 
megawatts at the sw.rt of the 19705 to over 17,000 
megawatts in 1982. Current capacity (not including 
miscellaneous small reactors) consists -of nine VVER-
4405, two VVER-lOOOs, 10 RBMK-lOOOs, and two 
breeder reactors. Publicized Soviet plans project in
creases, which, if achieved, would result in an in
stalled capacity in the Soviet Union of up to 85,000 
megawatts by the end of 1990 

CEMA countries other than the USSR have 4,840 
megawatts of installed nuclee.r capacity consisting of 
11 VVER-440 reactors. Current plans call for an 

""Seent 
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increase by the end of 1990 to as much as 37,000 
megilwalts. including uncertain plans for various 
Western-origin reactors. There is a Jack of data as to 
the actual breakdown by country of this figure. Of the 
total, we can account for about 19,000 :negawatts in 
terms of Soviet-designed and -fueled VVER-440 and 
VVER-IOOO reactors nominally scheduled for com
pletion by 1990. The Soviets are also committed to 
construct and fuel two VVER.i440 reactors .in Libya.' 
(Soviet-designed VVER-440 reactors in Finland are 
not included in these figures because their s.:parative 
work requirements are accounted for under the Soviet 
toll enrichment program.) 

Total installed capacity in Soviet-fueled reactors at 
home and abroad (other than in Finland) was thus 
about 22,000 megawatts at the end of 1982~ If all of 
the goals discussed in the two preceding pa,ragraphs 
were achieved, total installed capacity in Soviet reac
tors by 1990 would be about 100,000 megawatts, a 
figure frequently mentioned in Soviet public state
ments. (One recent Soviet projection stated that the 
total Sovier/CEMA program would be 100,000 to 
) 20,000 mega watts by 1990. This value May include 
an indeterminate number of Western-origin reactors 
under consideration in Eastern Europe.) (s) 

We have examined in detail all available inf~rmation 
c:. 

Th
' .. .J 
IS e"amm(lt'on revealed that the Soviets and their 

CEMA allies (plus Libya~ have at least) 27 Soviet
origin reactors in the construction or planning ~tage. 
It is clear that there are specific plans to construct all 
or mo!:t of the planned reactors. The completion of all 
of these reactors would add about 120,000 megawatts 
to the current total, making a grand total at some 
time in the late 19905 or early 2000s of about 143,000 
megawatts (70 percent in the Soviet Unicn, the 
remainder abroad). In the unlikely event that all 
construction schedule: were optimally fulfilled, the 
total capacity by the end of 1990 would be about 
88,000 megawatts, somewhat less than the Soviets' 

• The Soviets have shown an interest in exportin& additional 
reactors and have held lIeneral discussions with Finla"rl Yu.n.la· 
via. India. Turkey. China NOrlh Korea. and Syria.C: 

J. 
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general planning figure of 100,000 megawatts. To 
meet even this reduced goal, the Soviets would have to 
place 75 r<!actors in operation over the ne"t seven 
years. Historically, they have not met their announced 
nuclear power goals on time, and it is not at all likely 
that they will meet this formidable goal on schedule. 
Unless unforeseen circumstances intervene,' we be
lieve that a capacity of about) 00,000 megawatts will 
be achieved not in 1990 but probably at some lime in 
the mid-199bs. We estimate that actual capacity as of 
) 990 could be as high as 88,000 megawatts but is 
more likely to range from 60,000 to 70,000 mega
watts. 

Total Separative Work Requirements 
of the SOl'iet/CEMA Nuclear Power Program 

Total past and projected separative work require
'ments of the nuclear power program were calculated 
by combining the data in appendix A with the data 
given earlier on the separative work requirements of 
each reactor type. In performing the calculations, we 
allowed a nominal period of one year to fabricate the 
enriched uranium into fuel. To reflect this, we offset 
the requirements by one year, that is. we treated each 
year's requirement as though it fell due in the preced
ing calendar year. The resultant year-by-year require
ments I.re given in appendix B in terms of annual 
MTSWU for each reactor type and in terms of 
cumulative MTSWU for reactors of all types. 

The data in appendix B show that the separative work 
needed to support the Soviet/CEMA nuclear power 
programs increased from negligible amounts in the 

• Our projection of the Soviet/CEMA commercial nuclear prOllram 
assumes that nuclear power will continue to receive a hi&b priority 
in energy plans and top priority in the expansion of the electric 
power sector. There are, however, circumstances which could result 
in a much delayed nuclear program. For elUlmple, a nuclear power 
plant accident, in which a major desi!:n fault is revealed, could 
cause sillnificant delays while flawed components are redesigned. 
Economic factors, such as severe capital investment constraints or 
reduced growth in electricity demand over an extended period also 
(:()uld result ill slower·than-expected expansion of the Soviet I 
CEMA nuclear pro2ram . 
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early 19705 to about 3,000 MTSWU per year by 

1982. Cumulative requirements through 1982 

amounted to l:lore than 22,000 MTSWU. These 

requirements will increase by large factors in the 

remainder of the 1980s. In the unlikely event that the 

Soviet/CEMA programs achieve the maximum of 

88,000 m.:gawatts by 1990, annual requireme!lts will 

increase to about 14,000 MTSWU and the cumula

tive requirement through 1990 will be about 91,000 

MTSWU. Achievement of what we regard as the 

more likely level of 60,000 to 70,000 megawatts in 

1990 will still result in very large increases: to roughly 

11,000 MTSWU annual and about 80,000 MTSWU 

cumulative as of the end of 1990 .• 

Annual MTSWU values given 'in appendix B illus

trate the rate of growth and the effe :t of the different 

reactor types on enriched uranium requirements as 

well as the mannedn which this changes with time. In 

future years, the VVER-I0CO will have a dispropor

tionately large impact; by 1990 this one reactor type 

will account for well over one-half of the separative 

work requirements of the Soviet/CEMA nuclear pow

er program. When considering the overall impact on 

Soviet enriched uranium allocation, cumulative values 

in appendix Bare more significan: than annual 

values. We have no way of knowing exactly when the 

Soviets may produce the material to satisfy any given 

annual requirement, that is, the extent to which they 

may have preproduced material in the past or may do 

so in the future. Thus, our estimate is the minimum 

amount of ~ep:l.rative work expended for !1!lc!ear 

power. I 

Accuracy of Sovict/CEMA Sep:m~tiye 

Work Calculations 

The separative work requirements shown in appendix 

B for the period through 1982 are based on actual 

Soviet installed nuclear capacity. These values may be 

regarded as accurate, subject only to relatively minor 

error inherent in our method of calculating the sepa

rative work requirements of the two major reactor 

types currently in operation. This methodological 

error becomes increasingly important, however, in 

future projections. We emphasized in an earlier sec

tion that our method of calculating is essentially a 

modeling approach and that the results are valid only 

9 
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for a "typical" reactor of that class. In this limited 

sense, the calculated values probably are quite accu

rate for the VVER-440 and the RBMK-IOOO, be

cause the fuel loading and replaceme:lt cycles of these 

two established classes are well known and their 

historical operating rates weli established. Individual 

reactors operate at differing rates, and there is un

doubtedly some variation in fuel replacement cycles 

from reactor to reactor. In general, however, our 

"typical" VVER-440 and RBMK-lOOO reactors prob

ably are well representative of their respective classes. 

Since almost all of the current capacity consists of 

these two types, the error in the cumulative separative 

work totals for the period through 1982 should be 

rc:lath;ely small, but we are unable to calculate the 

error beyond that general statement. , 

Information on fuel loading and replacement cycles 

and operating rates of the new types, the VVER-lOOO 

and RBMK-1500, is much more limited, rendering 

our "typical" models of these two classes somewhat 

speculative (particularly so in the case of the Soviet 

RBMK-1500). Since these two classes will assume an 

increasingly greater share of total capacity over the 

coming decade, errors in calculating separative work 

requirements of each reactor type will have an in

creasingly greater impact on total separative require

ments. Uncertainties about fuel loading and replace

ment cycles have a potentially important impact on 

the future projections, not only because of our imper

fect understanding of current fueling plans for the 

VVER-lOOO and RBMK-!500, but because the Sovi

ets may well change these plans over the next decade. 

(Conceivably, this could be done, not only with respect 

to the VVER-IOOO and RBMK-1500 bUJ also with 

respect to the VVER-440 and RBMK-IOOO.) We 

cannot now assess quantitatively the impact of uncer

tainty in this area, but it is not likely to decrease 

future requirements substantialiy. The Soviets have 

published studies on alternative power reactor loading 

schemes for both VVER and RBMK reactors. In 

gener:ll, SC\'iet thinking in this area seems geared to 

reducing the overall costs of producing electricity by 

reducing fuel fabrication costs. None of the alterna

tive concepts appear aimed directly at reducing sepa

rati\"e work requirements per reactor. ( 

Belie[ 
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OVl:r the long run, nuclear powl:r separative work 
requirements may be reduced as a result of reprocess
ing, that is, I:xtracting the usable plutonium and 
uranium from the used nuclear fue1.t 

Jrhe 
Soviets stated that they Intend to use the recovered 
plutonium in fast breeder reactors, sharply reducing 
the rate of increase of separative work requirements 
for this reactor type beginning in the mid-I 990s. 
Recycling of recovered uranium could occur sooner, 
perhaps hy the late 1980s. However, because of the 
long cooling period before spent fuel is shipped from 
the reactor (currently five years) and the rapid expan
sion in the number .of reactors', the impact of reproc
essing on Soviet separative work rC(!uirements over 
the next decade probably will be Quite small. 

The ToU ·Enrichment Program 

In addition to supporting its own nuclear power 
program and those of the other CEMA countries, the 
Soviet Union sells uranium enrichment services to the 
nuclear power programs of ;'arious \Vcstcrn countries 
through a commercial loll enrichment program. The 
uranium to be enriched is provided iii all cascs by thc 
customer, not by the Soviet Union. Each sales con
tract speeifiC"$ the wasle (tail.<) asslIy, usually about 0.2 
percent. The contracts arc not classified and informa
tion on sales is generally available from commercial 
sourccs. 

The Soviet toll enrichment program began in 1973 
and grew rapidly through tl;e 1970s to its present levd 
averaging 2,~00 to 3,000 MTSWU per year. (This 
provides a hard currency income of roughly $350 
million per year.) Existing contracts call for continua
tion at roughly this level through the 19805, declining 
to about 1,000 MTSWU in the early 19905. Actl.!al 
levels cannot be predicted milch beyond 1990, howev
er, because of uncertainty about potential ncw con· 
tracts. The cun'lUlative total through 1982 amounted 
to about 24,000 MTSWU and, on the basis of existing 
contracts, is expected to grow to about 50,000 
MTSWU by the early 19905. A year-by-year listing 
of annual and cumulative totals is gi\'cn in·table 2. :'!j 

Table 1 
T .. :I-Enrichment Contracts 
(MTSWU) 

Year OClober 1983 

Annual Cumulative 
- .. _. __ ..•..... _-----------------_. 

1973 328 328 ---------------1'l74 460 788 
------..• ----
1975 332 1,120. 

~_______ 2,026 

1977 3,639 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

3,571 

4,995 

3,3&0 

2,981 

2,581 

2,824 ----_._----'--
1984 2,776 

1985 2,709 

t986 2,540 

1987 2,563 

1988' 2,939 

1989 2,908 

1990 2,841 

1991 957 

1992 957 .-------....:..:..--
1993 957 

3,146 

6,785 

10,356 

15,351 

18,731 

21,712 

24,293 

27,117 

29,893 

32,601 

35,141 

37,704 

40,643 

43,551 

46,J92 

47,349 

.~~~---
49,263 

Impact of Combined Requirements for 
Nuclen.r Power and Toll Enrichment 

Taken together, the Sovict/CEMA nuclear power 
program and toll enrichment program reouirements 
for enriched uranium will account for c.. .l 
cf l0lal enrichm.ent capacity by 1990. As figu re 4 
indicates, there are large uncertainties on our present 
estimates of enrichment capacity, reflecting the fun· 
damental limitations of analyses C. 

---J. 

r , 
L.. 
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Figure 4 
Combined· Nuclear Power Enrichment 
Demand and Estimated Capacity 
Cumulated Throu~h Time 
Cumulalive MTSWll (in Ihousand) r' ...... ... .... . 

L 

t: 

-, 

.../ 

:ithe accelerating demand 
for enriched uranium (driven primarily by the expand
ine Soviet/CEMA nuclear power and toll enrichment 
requirements) , will outstrip our projections of Soviet 
capacity for the mid-1990s. We therefore believe that 
the Soviets will bring additional production on line 
between now and the early t 990s. 

, Enriched uranium requirements for military rcquiremenlS
nuclear weapons and naval propulsion-will be ovenhadowed by 
the bur&eoninll nuclear power/toll enrichment demands in the 
1990s. We judie that military demand has leveled orr (as with the 
United States) after many yean of Irowtb. 

II 
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Appendix A 

Existing and Planned Nuclear 
Power Reactors in the USSR 
and Other CEMA Countries 

All known Soviet-origin ~wer reactors-those opera
tional, under construction, or planned-are listed in 
this appendix. The startup dates for those reactors not 
yet operational reflect the assumption of optimal 
schedule fulfillment. These dates should be regarded 
in each case not as our best estimate but as the 
earliest po.tsible date: 

• All reactors, which might reasonably be expected to 
be complete by the end of 1985, are already under 
::onstruction. C 

J . 
• Those reactors expected to be completed after 1985 

are either at nuclear power stations (. 
. :1 or at power stations 

announced by the Soviets but not yet begun. (All 
Soviet/CEMA j)Cwer reactors are parts of nuclear 
power stations with multiple rC<\ctors.) In the first 
case, we have followed Soviet practice by estimating 
that each reactor at a given station will begin 
operations one to two years after completion of its 
immediate predece5sor in the construction series. In 
the second case, we have assumed that the first 
reactor at the station will not be operational for at 
leasi seven years after its construction start is first 
announced by the Soviets and that each successive 
reactor will follow at an interval of one to two years . 

• In a few cases, we have specific Soviet/CEMA 
projected dates that conflict with our methodology. 
In these cases, we used the Soviet/CEMA date only 
if it is later than the one produced by our method
ology. 
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Table 3 
Known Soviet-Origin Power Reactors 

.- -.---- .. ---- ....... _ .... _---_ .. _----_ .. ---._--_. Namc RCllclor Type Actual or Earliesl Name RuclorType AClualor Earllesl _ Operational Dale' ------.- --'--- Operational Date _' _ Bullrkrt. 
~!! Gtnna!!, ____ 

Belene-I VVER-lOOO Mid-1990 Lubmin-I VVER-440 laIC 1974 --------.-Belene-2 • VVER-IOOO Latc 1991 Lubmin-2 VVER-440 laIC 1975 ----------Belene-) • VVER-IOOO Mid-1991 Lu!:'min-l VVER-440 laIC 1917 Bclene-4 • VVER-lOOO Mid-199S Lubmin-4 VVER-440 Mid-1979 Kozloduy-I VVER-440 LaIc 1974 Lubmin-5 VVER-440 . Mid-1984 --------Kozloduy-2 VVER-440 Early 1976 Lubmin-6 VVER-440 laIc 1985 Kozloduy-3 VVER-440 Early 1981 Lubmin-7 VVER-440 Mid-1987 
!C0zloduy-4 VVER-440 Mid-1982 Lubmin-8 VVER-440 Early 1989 
Kozloduy-S VVER-IOOO Early 1988 NicdCTKorne-1 VVER-IOOO Early 1990 
KozIoduy-6 VVER-IOOO Early 1990 Nicder2ome-2 • VVER-lOOO Mid-I991 o.ba Nicdcr2orne-3 • VVER-IOOO laIc 1992 
Is'c-of-Pines-I VVER-440 Mid-19~8 Nicdcr,on,e-4 • VVER-lOOO Mid-I994 
Isle-of-Pines-2 VVER-440 Early 1990 Hun&ary 
Cucl>oslo,allt. Pab-I VVER-440 laIc 1982 Bohunice-I VVER-440 Early 1979 Pab-2 VVER-440 Early 1984 --------Bohunice-2 VVER-440 Early 1980 Pab-3 VVER-440 Mid-198S 
Bohunicc-3 VVER-«O Early 1984 P.b-4 VVER-440 Mid-1987 
BobuniQ:-4 VVER-440 Latc 1984 Pab-S' VVER-lOOO Early 1991 
Dul::ovany-) VVER-440 Mid-1984 Pab-6 • VVER-IOOO Earl)" 1992 
Dul::ovanY-2 VVER-440 Latc 1985 Ubya 
Dul::ovanY-3 VVER-440 Mid-1986 Sirle-I • VVER-440 Mid-1m ou\covany-4 VVER-440 Mid-I987 5ioe-2 • VVER-440 Early 1992 Mochovcc-I VVER-440 .- LaIc 1987 Poind 
Mocbovee-l • VVER-440 ~ laIc 1988 Zarnowic:c-I VVER-440 Early 1989 Mocbovce-3 • VVER-440 Early 1990 Zamowie.:-2 • VVER-440 Early 1990 Mocbovce-4 • VVER-440 Mid-1991 Zarnowiec-)' VVER-lOOO Early 1992 Temelin-) • VVER-IOOO Mid-1m Romani. 
Tcme1in-l' VVER-IOOO Late 1991 Moldavia-I' VVER-lOOO Early i99) Tcmelin-3 • VVER-IOOO laIc 1992 Moldavia-2& VVER-IOOO Early 1995 Temelin-4 • VVER-lOOO Late 199j ~tvldi\o·i~·l· VVF.R-tOOO F ... rly 19q7 
Ncw-PWR-I' VVER-lOOO Mid-19921 USSR 
New-PWR-2 ' VVER-loOo Mid-1993 Armenia ..... 1 VVER-440 laIc 1976 Ncw-PWR-) • VVER-IOOO laIc 1994 Armcnian-2 VVER-440 laIc 1979 New-PWR-4 • VVER-IOOO LAIc 1995 Babkovo-I VVER-IOOO Mid-1985 New-PWR-S' VVER-IOOO Mid-1996 Balakovo-2 VVER-lOOO Early 1987 
New-PWR-6' VVER-IOOO Mid-1997 Balakovlr3 VVER-IOOO Early 1988 
Ncw-PWR-7' VVER-IOOO Mid-1998 Balalcov0-4 VVER-IOOO Early 1990 New-PWR-8 • VVER-IOOO Mid-I999 BlShlcir-1 VVER-IOOO Mid-1989 
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Table 3 (conlinuc<1) 

Known Sovlel-Origin Power Reactors 

._---.. _-. ------
Name Reaclor Type Actual or Earliest Name Reactor Type Actual or Earliest 

._---------- Operational Date' Opera tional Date • 

Bashl:ir-2 • VVER-IOOO Mid-1990 KC6troma-1 RBMK-I500 ute 1990 

-------_. 
Bashkir-3 • VVER-lOOO Mid-1991 KCGtroma-2 • RBMK-I500 Early 1992 

Bashkir-4 • VVER-IOOO Mid-I992 KCoSlroma-3 • RBMK-I500 Early 1994 

Bashl:ir-S' VVER-IOOO Early 199<4 KCGtroma-4 • RBMK-I500 Early 1996 

Bashl:ir-6 • VVER-IOOO Early 1995 Kbrakov-ATETS-I' -.VER-IOOO ute 1992 

&Ioyarsk-I RBMK-IOO Mid-1964 Kbrakov-ATETS-2 • VVER-IOOO Mid-I994 

Beloyarsk-2 RBMK-200 Early 1968 Kursk-I RBMK-IOOO ule 1971) 

BN-3S0 BN-3SO Mid-1973 Kursk-2 RBMK-IOOO Early 1979 

BN-600 BN-600 Mid-1980 Kursk-3 RBMK-lOOO ute 1983 

Chcrnobyl-I RBMK-lOOO Late 1977 Kursk-4 RBMK-IOOO ute 1985 

Chernobyl-2 RBMK-IOOO Late 1978 Kursk-S RBMK-IOOO Mid-1989 

Chernobyl-3 RBMK-IOOO Lale 1981 Kunk-6' RBMK-IOOO Mid-1991 

Cbernobyl-4 RB~K-IOOO Laic 1983 Leninerad-I RBMK-IOOO ute 1973 

Cherr.obyl-5 RBMK-IOOO Early 1987 Leninerad-2 RBMK-lOOO Mid-1975 

Chemobyl-6 RBMK-IOOO Laic 1988 Leninerad-3 RIIMK-IQ(\() Le!~ 1979 

Chernobyl-7 • RBMK-1500 Mid-1991 Leninarad-4 RBMK-IOOO Early 1981 

Chernobyl-8 • RBMK-1500 Early 1993 Minsk-ATETS-l' VVER-lOOO Early 1989 

Cbcrnobyl-9 • RBMK-ISOO Early 1995 . Minsk-ATETS-2· VVER-IOOO Early 1991 

Cbernobyl-IO • RBMK-ISOO Early 1997 N ovovorone:r:h-I VVER-210 ute 196-4 

Crimea-I VVER-IOOO Mid-1988 Novovorone:r:b-2 VVER-36S Late 1969 
". - .. ---

Crimea-2 VVER-lOOO Mid-1989 Novovorone:r:b-3 VVER-4-40 Late 1971 

Crimea-3 • VVER-IOOO Early 1991 Novovorone:r:h--4 VVER-«O Late 1972 

Crimea-4. VVER-IOOO Mid-1992 N ovovorone:r:h-S VVER-l000 Mid-1980 

lenalina-I RBMK-ISOO Early 1984 Odessa-A TETS-I VVER-IOOO Mid-1988 

le nalina-2 RBMK-ISOO LaiC 1985 Odessa-A TETS-2· VVER-IOOO Mid-I 990 

I,nalina-) • RBMK-ISOO Mid-I989 R0610y-1 VVCR-IOOU Early 1987 

lenalina-4. RBMK-I500 Mid-1990 ROoStov-2 VVER-l000 Late 1988 
----.---

!Ulinin-I VVER-IOOO Mid-I98<4 ROoStoy-3· VVER-IOOO Mid-1990 

Kalinin-2 VVER-\OOO Mid-1986 RosIOV-4 • VVER-IOOO Mid-1992 

Kalinin-3· VVER-IOOO Mid-1989 Rovno-I VVER-440 utc 1980 

K~linin-4 • VVER-IOOO Mid-1990 Rovno--2 'v'VER-440 !-ale 1981 

Khmelnilskiy-I _ VVER-IOOO Mid-1981 Rovno-3 VVER-IOOO ute 1985 

KhmelnilSl:iy-2 VVER-IOOO Mid-1989 Rovno-4 VVER-lOOO Late 1981 

Khmelnilsl:iy-) • VVER-IOOO Mid-1991 Rovno-5· VVER-l000 Early 1989 

~hmc\nilslciy-4 • VVER-IOOO Latc 1992 Rovno-6 • VVER-IOOO Mid-1990 

Kola-I VVER·440 Mid-197l Smolenslc-I RBMK-IOOO laic 1982 

-------------
KoIa-2 VVER-440 ule 1914 Smolensk-2 RBMK-l000 Mid-1984 

KoIa-) ------------ VVER-440 Early 1981 Smolensk-3 • RBMK-l000 Mid-1981 

KoIa-4 VYER-440 Early 1984 Smo!enslc-4· RBMK-IOOO Early 1989 
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Table 3 (continued) 
Known So,let-Origin Power Reactors 

Namc Reactor Type AClUal or Earliest 
Operalional Dale· 

Smolensk-'s • RBMK-ISOO Mid-I 990 

Smolenslc-'; • RBMK-ISOO Mid-1992 

Soulh-Ulcrainc-I VVER-IOOO Lale 1982 

Soulh-U\craine-2 VVER-IOOO Mid-1985 

Soutb-U\crainc-3 VVER-IOOO Mid-1981 

Saulb-Ulcrain<>4 • VYER-IOOO Ear!y 1989 

Talar-I VVER-IOOO Early 1989 

Talar-2· VVER-IOOO Early 1991 

Tatar-3· VVER-IOOO Early 1992 

Tatar-4· VVER-IOOO .. Early 1994 

Voliotrad-A TETS-I • VVER-IOOO "', Early 1994 

Voliotrad-ATETS-2· VVER-IOOO Mid-1996 

Zaporozhc-I VYER-I000 LaIc 19&4 

Za porozbe-2 VVER-IOOO Lale 1985 

Zaporozhe-3 VVER-IOOO Early 1981 

Zaporozhe-4 VVER-IOOO Mid-I98S 

Za porozhe-.5 • VVER-IOOO Early 1990 

Zaporozhe-6 • VYER-IOOO Mid-1991 I 

• PlanDed 
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Appendix B 

Summary of Separative Work Unio, 
by Year and by Reactor Type 
(Optimum Scbeduling) 

Yur Reactor Type MTSWUs Cumulative Yur Ructor Type MTSWUs Cumulative 
MTSWUs MTSWUs 
------ ...... ---.------ . 

1963 Bcloyarsk-I 97 Tolal __ ~~! ___ ~~6 _____ -----
N ovovoronezh- I 80 1972 Beloyarsk-I '8 -------- --_._-----

TOIaI 177 1',7 Beloyarsk-2 35 ------ ----- ---------
1964 !leloyarsk-I 10 BN-J50 282 ----------

Novovoronezh-I 35 Novovoronczh- I 35 ------_ .. _- ------_._--".--
TOlAI 45 222 Novovoronezh-2 25 

1965 Beloyarsk-I 10 VVER-440 319 

Novovoronczh-I 35 TOIaI 714 1,920 •.. _----.-.. 
TOIaI 45 21.7 1973 Bcloyarsk-I 18 
1966 Bcloyarsk- I 10 Beloyank-2 45 

Novovoronezh- I 35 BN-350 171 
Tolal 4S 312 Novovoronezh-I 35 
1967 Bcloyarsk-I 10 Novovoronezh-2 25 

Beloyarsk-2 233 RBMK-IOOO 356 
Novovoronczh-I 35 VVER-440 413 

TOIaI 278 S90 
. '-"'-" --.. -... TOlAI 1,063 2,983 

1968 Beloyarsk-I 10 1:'-74 Beloyarsk-I 18 
Bc!oyarsk-2 35 Bc!oyarsk-2 45 -.--.. -----
Novovoronezh-I )S BN-350 I?! --------_.- ----- -------------_._----. -----

TOIaI 80 670 Novovoronezh-I )S ----------
1969 Beloyarsk-I 18 Novovoronezh-2 25 

~~loyars~:2 3S RBMK-IOOO 387 ... --------------
Novovoronezh-I 35 VVER-440 507 
Novovoronezh-2 86 Tolal 1,188 4,171 

Tolal 174 844 1975 Beloyarsk-I 18 
1970 Beloyars"-I 18 Beloyarsk-2 45 

Beloyarsk-2 3S BN-350 171 -_._"-----
Novovoron"zh-I 35 Novovoronezh-I 35 --_._.-- ---_._-_. 
Novovoronezh-2 25 Novovoronezh-2 28 -------_._.-

Tollli 113 9S7 RBMK-IOOO 62 
~eloyar~-I 

--------- .-----
1971 18 VVER-440 486 ...• --------

~Ioyan~ ______ ~ ____ . ________ Tollli 845 5,016 

Novovoronczh-I 35 1976 Bcloyars~1 18 ------- ----
Novovoronczh-2 25 Beloyarsk-2 45 
VVER-440 136 BN-350 247 ... _-_ .. _-_. ------------------------ -----
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Summary of Separative Work Units, 
by '.'.,.. .. ;;~ by Reactor Ty~ 
(Optimum Scheduling) (conti~ued) 

--_._-_. 
Year Reactor Type MTSWU. Cumulative Year Reactor Type MTSWUs Cumulative 

MTSWUs MTSWUs --_._--_. 
Novovoronezh-I 35 TolAl 2,772 15,841 

Novovoronezh-2 28 1981 Beloyarsk-I 18 

RBMK-IOOO 774 De\oyarsk-2 45 

VVER-440 711 BK-350 247 

Tour 1,858 6,874 BN-6oo 217 

1977 Beloya .. k-I 18 Novoyoronezh-I 35 

Beloyarsk-2 4S Novovoronezh-2 28 

BN-350 247 RBMK-lOOO' 1,196 

Novoyoronezh-I 35 VYER-440 1,417 

Novovoronezh-2 28 VYER-IOOO 97 

RBMK-lOOO 183 Total 3,300 19,141 

VVER-440 575 1982 Beloyarsk-I 18 

Toul 1,131 8,005 Beloyarsk-2 45 

1978 Bdoyarsk-I 18 BN-350 247 

Be\oyarsk-2 45 BN-600 217 

BN-350 247 N ovovoronezh-I 35 

Novovoronezh-I 3S Novovoronezh-2 28 

N oyovoronezh-2 28 RBMK-IOOO 6~-\ 

RBMK-lOOO 954 VVER-440 1,328 

VVER-440' 889 VVER-IOOO 392 
Total 2,216 10,221 Total 2,974 2;m 

1979 Beloyarsk-I 18 1983 Be\oyarsk-I 18 

Be\oyarsk-2 45 Beloyarl'k-2 45 

BN-350 247 BN-350 247 

BN-600 516 BN-600 313 

Novovoronezh-I 35 Novovoronezh-I 35 

Novoyoronezh-2 28 Novovoronezh-2 28 
RBMK-lOOO 660 RBMK-IOOO ~~~~~ ----
VVER-440 1 .. 004 RDMK-1500 356 

VVER-lOOO 295 VVER-440 1.961 

Total 2,848 13,069 VVER-IOOO 53l 

1980 Beloyarsk-I 18 Total 5,325 27,«0 

Beloyorsk-2 45 1984 Deloya .. k-I 18 

BN-350 247 Beloyarsk-2 45 

BN-600 217 BN-350 247 

Novovoronezh-I 3S BN-600 313 

Noyoyoronezh-2 28 Novovoronezh-I 35 

RBMK-lOOO 809 Novovoronezh-2 28 

VVER-440 1.276 RBMK-IOOO 1,231 

VVER-IOOO 97 RBMK-1500 44 
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Summary of Separative Work Units, 
by Ye&:' and by Reactor Type 
(Optimum Scheduling) (continued) 

-------~--

Year Reactor Type MTSWUs Cumulativ(. '.ar Reactor Type MTSWUs Cumulative 
MTSWUs MTSWUs -.------

VVER-440 1,987 Novovoronezh·1 35 

VVER-lOOO l,SD Novovoronezh·2 28 

Totsl 5,461 32,901 RBMK-lOOO 2,065 

1985 Beloya~k-I 18 RBMK-1500 636 

Beloyarsk-2 45 VVER-440 2,573 

BN-350 247 VVER-IOOO 4,691 

BN-600 313 To~1 10,651 64,876 

Novovoronezh-I 35 1989 Be\oyarslc-I 18 

N ovovoronezh-2 28' Beloyarslc-2 45 

RBMK-IOOO . 1,024 BN-3S0 241 

RBMK·1500 400 BN-600 313 

VVER-440 1,919 Novovoronezh-I )5 

VVER·IOOO 1,311 Novovoronezh-2 28 

Total 5,340 38,241 RBMK-IOOO 1,415 

1986 Beloyarslc·1 18 RBMK-ISOO 1,392 

Be1oyarsk-2 45 VVER-440 2,960 

BN-3S0 241 VVER-lOOO 6,436 

BN-600 313 Total 12,889 77,765 

N ovovoronezh-I 35 1990 Beioyarslc-I 18 

Novovoronezh-2 28 Beloyarsic.-2 45 

RBMK-IOOO 1,736 BN-350 247 

RBMK-1500 184 BN-600 313 

VV~'440 ---'---
2,395 Novovorone2.h-1 35 

VVER·IOOO 2,727 Novovoronezh-2 28 

Total 7,723 45S6~ RBMP;,-IOOO 1,889 

1987 Beioyarsit-I 18 RDMK-1500 812 

Beloyarsk-2 45 VVER-440 2,824 

BN-350 247 VVER-IOOO 1,165 -_._--
BN-600 313 Total 13,376 91,141 

Novovoronezh-I 35 1991 Beloyanlc-I 18 

Novovoronezh-2 28 Bcloyarslc-2 45 

RBMK·IOOO 1,619 BN·350 241 

RBMK·1500 184 Id·600 313 

VVER-440 2,416 Novovoronezh-I 35 

VVER·lOOO 3.351 Novovoronezh-2 28 

Totsl 8,256 S4,2~ __ RBMK-IOOO 1,623 

1988 Beloyarsk-I 18 RBMK-ISOO 1.308 

Bcloyarsk-2 45 VVER-440 2.913 

BN-J50 247 VVER·lOOO 8.880 

BN·600 313 
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Summary of Separative Work Units, 
by Year and by Reactor Type 
(Optimum Scheduling) (continued) 

---- -------------~-~- -.---~------

Year Reactor Type MTSWUs Cumulative Year Reactor Type MTSWUs Cumulative 
MTSWU. MTSWUs 

Total 15,-410 106.551 1994 Beloyaole-I 18 

1992 Beloyarsle-I 18 Beloyarsk-2 45 

Beloyarsle-2 45 BN-350 247 

BN-150 247 BN-600 313 

BN-600 313 Novovoronezh-I 35 
, Novovoronezh-\ 35 Novoyoronezh-2 28 

Novoyoronezh-2- 28 RBMK-IOOO 1.800 
~----~-.-- --~. 

RBMK-IOOO 1,741 RBMK-ISOO ',704 

RBMK-1500 1,328 ',VER-440 2,971 

VVER-440 2,866 VVER-IOOO 10,125 

VVER-lOOO 8,218 Total 17,286 155,47-4 

Total U,E39 121,390 1995 Beloyarsk-I 18 

1993 Beloyarsle-I 18 Beloyarslc-2 45 

Beloyarsle-2 4S BN-350 247 

BN-J50 247 BN-600 313 

BN-600 3\3 Novoyoronezh-I 35 

Noyovoronezh-I 35 Noyoyoronezh-2 28 

Noyovoronezh-2 28 RBMK-IOOO 1,800 

RBMK-IOOO 1,741 RBMK-1500 1,844 

RBMK-I500 1,468 VVER-440 2,992 

VVER-440 2,950 VVER-IOOO 10,385 

VVER-IOOO 9,953 Total 17,707 173,181 

TotAl 16,798 B8,i5i1 
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The So,-iet Nuclear Power 
Program After the 
Chernobyl' Accident 

-S«ICi 

The disruptions to the Soviet nuclear power industry through 1990 caused 
by the Chernobyr accident will be minor when measured in broad 
economic terms and "'iII not derail SO\'iet intentions to increase reliance on 
this energy source. The Soviets remain strongly committed to reducing 
dependence on oil and gas, antinuclear clements of public opinion will have 
only a weak elTect, and the large investment and substantial infrastructure 
in the commercial nuclear program will ensure continued growth. Beyond 
1990, hO\\'e\'er, Some modification of the nuclear power program is likely; a 
few changes could set back the timetable by several years. These would 
probably involve the design and location of future nuclear plants and a 
shift in emphasis resulting from the competition of COJI and oil interests for 
investment resources. 

The USSR-and to some extent its CEMA partners-will bear a variety 
of energy-related costs because of the Chernobyl' accident. The loss of 
electricity generated by the Chernobyl' reactors and the increased use of 
fossil fuels in thermal power plants to partially offset the loss" are key short
term consequences. Eastern Europe already had to bear some of the burden 
of electricity cuts during the 1986·87 wimcr period of peak power demand. 
During 1987 enough power plant eapacity probably will be restored at 
Chernobyl' or brought on line elsewhere to alleviate this problem. Longer 
term consequences -for the Soviet civilian nuclear industry include the -__ 
investment writeolfs of at least three reactors at Chemo;,yl' and the costs 
of improvements to the safety of other Chernobyl'-type reactors. A rough 
total of these capital costs shows them to be the equivalent of two or three 
years' investment in the industry. Sineetheaccidcnt, -Moscow-has- also-"''''.-'''"' 
spent about S80 million on Western equipment for use in the entombment 
of the destroyed reactor and in other aspects of the recovery. 

Despite increased costs, we expect the So\'ie!s will strive to minimize the 
impact of the accident on their long·term plans for nuclear power and will 
continue broadening the role of this cnergy source. We believe they will be 
largely successful in this damai:e-limitation effort. The fixes proposed for 
implementation over the ncxt se\'cral years for Chernobyl'-typc reactors 
arc not Iikcly to take them out of service for long. and the costs are 
managcable. Moreo\'er, power plants with Chernobyl'-typc reactors have 
long been slatcd to playa diminishing role in the SO\'iet nuclear program of 
the 1980s and 1990s as the emphasis shifts to other reactor types. These 
other types rcprcsent 80 percent of the nuclear energy capacity currently 
under construction or planned_ 

iii SeeM 
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Longstanding problems in manufacturing components for nuclear power 
plants and delays in pt.'"t construction will account for the majority of the 
I'hortfalls in bringing new capacity on stream between now and 1990, 
o\'ershadowing the impact of ChernobyJ' on the growth of the USSR's 
commercial nuclear program. The cumulati\'e effect of the Chcrnobyl' 
uceidcnt (both the direct effects and the turmoil caused by the reco\'ery ef. 
forti will probably mean that only threc or four fewer new nuclear reactors 
(out of 3S planned) will be completed during thc 1986-90 plan period. The 
loss of thcsc reactors and dclays in the construction of others will mean 
that roughly 10 percent less clectricity will be produced from nuclear 
power. We beliC\'e the USSR will have about 48,000 megawaus of 
commercial nuclear eapacity by yearend 1990 (compared with 28,300 
megawatts in 1985) and will produce some 260 billion kilowall-hours of 
electricity at nuclear power plants in 1990 (compared with 167 billion 
kilowatt-hours in 1985). 

The SO\'iets arc likely to encounter only a minor domestic backlash against 
nuclear power. The psychological blow of Chernobyl' may be enough to 
catalyze some Soviet groups with reservations about nuclear energy and 
the supporters of other energy sources into challenging plans for some 
nUcl~ar facilities. Advocates of other reactor types and other energy 
sources will usc the accident to bolster their argllments. The plans most 
vulnerablc to pressure for nonnuclear alternatives arc those for eight 
Chcrnobyl'·type reactors where little construction has taken place and . 
thosc for 20 units of a new type of nuclear plant designed to be sited near 
citics to provide a dedicated source of hcat beginRing in the 1990s 

The Soviets have sought a high-profile invohemcnt of the West in the 
postaeeident events. Moscow chose the International Atomic Enerl/Y 
Agency (IAEA) as the forum in which to defuse Western concerns about 
radioactive contamination and safety in the USSR's nuclear program. The 
Soviets will probably continue to usc the IAEA to certify that the proposed 
modifications to Chernobyl'-type reactors arc adequate and that all Soviet 
reactors arc safe-particularly types they hope to cxport. 

Given the lonl/-term need to monitor the environme'lt and the leadership'S 
intent to keep expanding its nuclear energy program, Moscow is likely to 
look to the West for radiation monitoring and decontamination equipment 
and, possibly, nuclear power plant components and services. It.. role for the 
\Vcst as supplicr of plant eomponent5 is more likely if Mosce\\' ChOO5CS to 



• .. :: .. ,:..: ' .... : .. , O'.. ..... '." ',"".\"'!; ;...." ,., ~ 
accelerate ,construetiorof prcssurizcd-i\'ater rcaclors~lO: replace. Cherno~;; t 
bYI';t);Pc'rc~ct~rs i'hill inay bc'CanCtlcd;·S·o\'iet~quipfu~cn(suPpHers:ha\.({} 
not been able 'to m'eet the demand at the c'urrentpacc' of corisll'uction.;: ~~'i 

. ~. ':;~~~b:-j7 ft~'~-;-':~~~';" )~:g'ff~~:rF;_~;jr;,::. ." {:,.~ 
Any markct'in ihe USSR for Western nucle'ar vendors is likely 10 be highly 
compCtitive:FiI~liis'from the United Stalcs,Fr3ncc, Finland, Wcst •. ': ; 
Germany, Sweden: Gr~at Britain, and Japan can offer many comparable ;. 

compO~enis and~er~·iecs.r ... -J<. . 
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Scop~ Nolc For 5e\'cral decades the Soviets ha\'c \'icwcd nuclear energy as the ke\' to 
growth in the c!eetridty supply-and recently i~ thc hcat suppIY-in·tl~e 
European USSR. Thc Chernobyl' accident on 26 April 1986. however. has 
robbed the commerci:ll nuclear power program of 50me momentum and 
challen2cd many SO\'iet concepts regarding its safety. reliability. and low 
costs. The special August 1986 meeting of the International Atomie 
Energy Agenc), showed that the SO\'iets were beginning to make changes 
based on their analysis of the accident. This meeting also revealed that the 
So\'iets expect to study their nuclear program a good deal more. which 
means we arc now gelling only a first look at the possible changes' 

This report explores how the Chernobyl' disaster will probably influence 
the USSR's plans for nuclear power and heat supply and evaluates the 
implications for total primary energy production. L 
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The So\"ict Nuclear Power 
Program After (he 
Chernobyl' Accident 

Short-Term Consequences of the Accident 

The accident that destroyed reactor unit 4 of the 
Chernobyl' nuclear power plant in late April 1986 had 
many and \~ried consequences-from the tra~ie hu
man costs (sec inset) to marginally greater fossil-fuel 
consumption, safety upgrades on Chernobyl'-t)'pe rc
actors, and some reexamination of the commercial 
nuclear program in the USSR_ 

The Acdden!: Prescription for Oluster 
The So\"ie! acciden! repor! filed with the International 
Atomic Energ)' Agency (IAEA) indicates thall~e 
errors that doomed unit 4 began on 25 April when 
technicians started a poorly executed experimcnt 10 

lest the emergency electricily supply to the reactor. 
Major violations of the proccdures for reactor opcra
lions were commi!tcd, such as switching off the 
emergency shutdown system and operating the reac
tor with too many control rods withdrawn. These 
human errors, coupled with a design flaw that allowed 
reactor power to surge when uncontrolled steam 
generation beean in thc core, set up the conditions for 
t he accident. 

The final moments of the accident occurred in a 
period of about 40 seconds at 0123 l(\cal time on
S~turday, 26 April. Opcrator errors had put the 
reactor in an unstable condition, so rcactor power 
incrcascd rapidly whcn the er.pcriment be~an" Subse
quent analysis of the SOl'iet data by US expcrts 
suggests the power surge may ha\'e accelerated when 
the operators tried an emeriency shutdown of the 
reactor.' According to SOl'iet data, the energ), re
Icased was, for a fraction of a second, 350 times the 
ra ted capacity of the reactor. This burst of energ, 
rC5ultcd in an instantaneous and violent sur£c of heat 
and pressure, rupturing fuel channels and releasing 

I An u[lCrt IUm ,uscmblcd br Iht Dcplflmcnt or Encrn bJ.s 
c'-.:lIeJ.lcd the firul hours of unit". fot dCI3i1S sec DOE/NE-0016. 
NO\'cmocr 1986. Rcpo/'l Q/lhc US. DqQI"/ft1CNI 0/ 1:'n('rf.Y",' Trunr 
Ana/po ,if '''~ Chanob)"l"-l Atumic £nutJ" Statioll .-ia,-dcn( 
Sl'qUC'f1(,( 

Th~ Ilumun Costs tJ/llre Clrcrnoby/'Accitienl 

The 3/ initial casualties rt:Sltlling/rom rhe ~.Tploslol/ 
rhal d~stroy~d ulllr 4 ... iIl ullimald)' ace-ounl/or 011/.1' 

a lIIillor pari tJ/lh~ hUll/lUI ,oll o/th~ Chunob)'1' 
disaJlu. Tk'O PVIt'U plane ,,'orkus "-cr~ killtd imme
tiialdy, alld burns and hlgll radIation 'xpo!urc! 
~.'cnlually claimed rhe Ii.·~s 0/ aMlhu 29 ptop/~
n:asl 0/ Ilrml fircmrJ/ and sile ~I/Itrgtn()' pasonnc/. 
SOI'i~1 doclors nporred Illal n~arl)' 300 p~oplt u
cd"cd ~nough radiation /0 uquirc hospitalizalion. 
These illdil-iduals ",ill apcrltnet subslaneial addl
lional risk 0/ cancu. ( 

Longer (UIII heallh conseQlul/cts in th~ USSR ... i11 
fewll/rom radivaclive conralllina(i~n spr~ad b)' tire 
accidenl over an area 0/ aboul 1,000 sQuau kilome
ters" Many Ihousands 0/ persons .. ·tre exposed ro lhis 
,adlatloll (or wtll b~ apoStd 10 uSldual amOll/llS 0/" 
radialion as dailyroulints are fetstablishtd), in
creasing Ihdr 10llg-term risk 0/ canur. Tlris eanar 
threat pO us uniqlle mtdical and psychological prob-
1<1115. ,,"ell thollgh the oVCfall slatistical incrtau ill 
conca ralts is liktly 10 be mInImal. 

SOl'iet 'tactio;.s 10 the"accldent included a mas'sivi" 
cvaCllalion al'd a dtanllp dIan that ... iII probabl)' bt 
a IOllg-talll ba([I~. An area with a 30-kilometer 
radills around the reaclor was tVllcuaud, and Mos
cow {(ported Ihat abOll1 /35.000 ptoplt k'cre lI/ol'ed. 
In addition to Iheu afficial ,,'acuus, puhaps as 
mall)' as nO.OOO-mostly women aird childrell-Ielt 
{i.ies (such as Kill') in the region around llr~ reactor 
Jile bllt ollt.<idc the ",ocuation zont. Th~ a/licial 
aOCllation started abOllt 36 hours aller Ihe cxplosion 
and look abOllt 10 days 10 compltlt. Mast ~.'acuus 
"'ill lIevu be able to "tum to rltdr homes. Ncarl)' all 
of II" 135.000 (I'aw"s have been ,utlllcd_ abollt 
half ill IIl'W hOlllrJ 



steam that disrupicd la·rge ponio:ls of the corc. Sonic 
of the shallcred core matenal was propelled throu~h 
the roof cf the reac·to·r building. ' 

The hot core matcrialthat was released st:.ncc\ about 
30 separate lires in the unit 4 reactor ha!1 and turbine 
building. as well as on the ·roof of the adjoininc unit J: 
All but Ihe main fire in ihe graphile moderalor 
malerialstill insideunit 4 wcrc e:O:linguished i~ a fe,,· 
hours by Ihe heroic efforts or lircfichlers. The graph· 
ite lire continued to burn for nearly Iwo weeks·
carrying radioaeth'ity high inlo Ihe atmosphere
until it was smothered by sand, lead. dolomite. and 
boron dropped from helicopters. ( 

Unit 3 was shut dOI\'" four hour~ after the oemuction 
of unit 4. Units I and 2. located sel'eral hundred 
meters from unit 4. continued producing electricity 
for 24 hours after the accident. The SOI'iets rcponed 
considerable radioactive contamin:l!ion cf units I. 2. 
and 3.1· 

ElectrIcity Losses and Increased Fuel Use 
For five months following the destruction of the 
Chernobyl'-4 reactor. thc plant's three surviving reac· 
tors were idled. This loss of generating capacity
roughly 10 percent of the lotal in Ihe Ukraine-would 
have led, if uncompensated, 10 an average monthly 
deficil in e1ectrieilY production of 2.4 hill ion kilowatl· 
hours (kWh). But. during Ihe summer lull in electric
ity demand. the Soviets were in a favorablq>osition to 
offset much of this rotential deficit by stcppin2 up 
electricity production from power plants burning fos
sil fuels. Beginning in September, however. the sea· 
sonal upsurge in demand for electricity probably 
eliminated most of the painless adjustment mccha· 
ni~ms.J I 

The Ukr~ine experienced electricity problems cvcn 
during the summer lull in demand. Ukrainian pa rtr 
chief Vladimir Sheherbitskiy. in a July speech. called 
for additional ener2Y consen'ation measures. and 
Ukrainian Council of Minislers chairman Aleksandr 
Lyashko noted tha t some enterprises needed to 

r .., 

..J 
~euct 

change t·o night shift w~rk·t~ reduce dayi"inlc electric-
. ily dem:lnd.Thc;c ~.teps were :llikel)~ preparation for 

copincwilh the prospecti·\·c short:cc of e1ectricilY, 
sin" th,- SOl"ielS were only able 10 restore two rcactors 
at Chernobyl" 10 partial sen'icc by the oll~et of winter. 

The clTee! or. tota! fuel dellland of the cffort 10 offset 
Chernobyl"-induc.ed electricity losses .appears 10 ha\'c 
been minor. GiI'cn the fuel-usc capabilily o(lhe 
replacement pl:ints. Ihe SO\'icts wcrc probJbh: using 
an cxtra 45.000 barrels per day (bId) of oil. 229 . 
million cubic metcrs per month cf natural cas. nnd 
400.000 tons per month of coal' Durin!: the live
month period when the Chernobyl' planl produced no 
electricity. the n~tion\l'jde demand for fuel oil in
creased I to 2 percenl. natural gas usc erew 0.2 
percent. and coal use rose by 0.3 percent. 

In addition to the power losses at Cherncbyl" the 
SO\'icts arc expecting cuts in output during 1987 at 
the four other nuclear power plants opera tine RBMK 
(Chcrnobrl"-type) reactors. C 

.:J fixes to impro\'e safety will reduce power 
output at these piants by about 10 percent. or nearly 
10 billion kWh. in 1987. SovietC ::lt13\'e not 
indicated whether this is a one-time loss in power 
generation due to· temporary downtime or a derating 
of the capacity of these reactors~ 

Returning tht Chernoby(' Planllo S~n·ic. 
As soon as the Chernoby\' accident was under control. 
Moscow began promoting a rapid recov(ry of power
generating capability at the idle plant. evincing con
cern for longer term considerations affecting the 
nuclear power program as well as for the immediate 
c.\igcncics: 

, Moscow desired to spare the economy the degree of 
eleclricity shortfall that would come in winter unless 
much of the Chcrnobyl" capacity was returned to 
service. 

. The lotll monthly fuel bill \\"l.l nClrl)- 100.000 tons or sundud 
(ucl. ,\ unil of suod:ud (uel conuins the cnCflY cquh"':llcnt of 7.000 
k.iloc.llorio per kilotrJm. or 12,600 BlUSrcr pound.~ 



~. \vi(it r~Jl:hin~ilrihr"Sd\p.~f~;kTh~?~\~:~lrl~~i~: i: '~i~~~\~·hliJ. ~he so\,ieis ~~~)t~k,.~ ;b:.~donci 
~. c:1(l.'\citY in <:hcrriobYI,~·t~:Pc icactors:;rcstor;\lion of: 'cn'orts to rcco\'cr the pallialI" ~onstruc:tcd units Sand: 

\'c::n~~~;~~:!n.~tJ~~f' ~~i~;~~;f!~~~r~~i~c:,' ~·n ;,;; ;. '~h~~~;~a~/t~:O~~aC~d~:~:~~:i;!a::r~:~77!~;l:~t" ,:; 
~ The leadcr$hip~rob3bIY ;':ic.\'cd iherecovch'of the:·; Atomic Energy, Andronik Petros>-anls; on is'Aprii -:"' 

; ;.Chcrnohyl'.-pl:lOt uanin~jiliCiI tCsI ror:thc:man:lge:. 1987. Factors insioppin~;cQri5Iruction' r,ca"bably .in"' f" i 

'~. {m~nlot It.en~dear ind.ustf>,:-:p[oOr ~h~i;Au~lcar,\' - elude highradia~ion';I~ ~h"~~i~e:- rfsin'g con~tj-ticii/)n' 
\ ~; power is rc1iabl(and thaI So\ict m:inagementis . costs, and possiblfdinicultiCs hi recruiting skilled 

i i~~~tfE~;~~;~:l~~f~~;4~~t1}~;'}:~S~tl~1},;t~ ';~Iabortoc finjsh ~h~ project" "':_ y~-> f ~ " .. : ,;: ' 

The Sovicts restariCd chcrnobyi' ~r:il (in l~icSep." - Short-Term Econoinlc Costs 
. tembcrand ~nit 2 in ~o\'cmbei, tliei-chy missing their The immediate cronomic testS or the a~cidc~t .-
-c~rlY opiirriistic ,oiil:'Adc:qtiatelydecoritaiitinating' include: -- , , 
. thc site to rcsume operaiions IcsteCl SO\'ict ingenuit)' :, ,," 
· alld resources (sec insctoiipa'gc 6~ A major realloca- '. The opportunity CostS ~r using additionai fuel oil in 
; tion or managers and technicians was needed. to solvc plants replacing electricity from Chernobyl' instead 
· problems such as'thccntombment of thc destroyed - of selling the fuel oil for hard currency. 
· rc:tctor and decontamination of the highly radioactivc 
" turbogener;;tor hall, which houses thc turbines of;'11 
four of the plant's units C _:1 Part of the price 
for this success was a slowdown in the construction of 
at least three reactors at other power plants due for 
startup in 1986. Intermittcnt operation or Chcrnobyl' 
units I aDd 2 through mid-December suggestcd that 
problems remained. ' 

The Catc oC Chernobyl' unit 3 is still uncertain. 
Although entombment of unit 4 is now complete, the 
recovery or unit 3 will drag on for somc time,_ ... _. ~ 
eSpeCially ifCritieal elcCtrical and ventilation assem
blies were damaeed in the fires rollo\\;ng the accident 
or if radiation contamination is too cxtensh'c for rapid 
cleanup. If the reactor of unit 3 is not fully recovered, 
Moscow will have to reassess the "shared facilities" 
design at RBMK rc:tctors_ Three nuclear power 
plants now use this type of design and one other such 
plant is at an carly stagc of construction.' 

'Sbortty arlCr the Aprit accid~III, pbns \\"ere announ«d 10 res!>" 
Chernoby!' •• ils t and 1 in Juroc. Durine Aucust Ihe d..,dline ror 
.051." ns shifled 10 Oclober :os Ihe S",icu became morc COlI' 
CCfncd .boul radilliOClupooUfCS 0' opcratioas slaIT, ' . 
• I. o.der 10 &aYe on planl in'-CSlmenl alld oimplir)' dcsilM-. lhe 
Soncu COIISINct RBMK pI.nlS 10 .ha.e racilili05 fo. fUllctio.s 
ouch as ratl •• haU •• nln.tion or "~I" Ucalmenl. Ahhou,h 
desi,ns ror W05I •• n nuclear power rt.nu...., oimil .. I",i<, a m""h 
,rUler effort and in\-atmchl are m~de to assure th~t th~ inlq:r'l,. 
or (unctions is m~inuiDcd in tbe C\"Cnl of diYuption Allny one 
rC:ldor. 

3 
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• I~crcased purchases of Wesiern equipment to facili· 
tate the cleanup after the accident. 

• The dh'ersion of conslruction labor: c:q~ipment, and 
materials to the tasks of dcoontaminating the Cher
nobyl' planl and surrounding area, entombing the 
destroyed reactor of unit 4, and buildine 'new hous-
ine ror the evacuees, . 

The forgone hard currency earnings rr~~ redu"ced 
salts of heavy ruel oil at prevailing world~market 
prices during 1986 potentially amounted to roughly 
S I 00 million. This. opportunity cost was halved when 
two Chernobyl' units were brought back on line in 
Dcc-ember 1986. Continued losscs of potential sales or 
fud oil (at the reduced Icvel) will nevertheless equal 
ncarly SIO million per month unlil another 2,000 
mesa watts (MW) of power plant capacity is brought 
into the power network, probably late this year 

• Unil 5 is as p:tecnl con,pI ... and unit 6 is 1$ pcK<Onl complele. In 
.ddilion 10 d.conumi .. lion .nd construclion work OtIlhe PQ'A'Cr 
pbnts Ihcmsd.cs, beNsi", and twic a",c.ilies .-outd need 10 be 
or,.niled (or lhe 10.000 10 Il,OOO ..... rlt.rs needed 10 finish 
corulructioo. n.se people .nd Iheir r.mma ..-cre displ.ced f.om 

,.Ibe hca,-j)y conlllmi .. led lo..-n or Pri~yal' . 
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A Chronology 01 the Recorery FJforlllt tilt: 
Chanohyl' Nuclear Po,,'u Planr 

19&6 19Se,"I'IIIbu Unit I rmanN; unit 1 restart 
promised hi 11\'0 'h·nks. 

16 April Reactor unit 4 e:cplodes. callsint 
fires in that tmlt and sOllie dOli/ate 10 Oclober Plans/or uniLS J. S.lUItI 6 an-
to adJolnlnt knit J. Radioactil'C con- nounrttl-lUllt J restart scheduled 
tam[natlon/orees sll11ldo,,'" Q{ un- :or mid·1987: conslrllC't[on on UIUIS 

damaged unIts I Dnd 2 and susptm· j and 6 10 usume oIter unit J 
slon or conslruct[an on units S alld 6. broughl on line.. 

28 April SOI'leLS publicI)' acknol"ledgc the IJ October· Un[1 I shut dtFfl'n/ar -DdJustmtllLS. " 
accldrnl. 8 "'ol'tmbrr 

L "I 8 NOI'embtr Unit 2 rtactor reslarled; trial opcrll---- tioll 01101\' f'OW'Cr. 

U May Gorbachev appears on· TV, destrlb- IS NOl'wrbtr Pravda reports cntombmeill oIuf!it 4 
IlIg the accident Dlld ollllormcing compltlt. 
goals/or recovu)'. 

5 Deccmbtr TASS anfUJunces that unils I and 2 
15 Ma), Tunnel/or accus to the DreD undtr are on linc and readJ'/or normal 

the unit 4 reador slarted: construe· stn'iet, 
tion all entom[;menl/or utllt " 
begun. 1987 

lZ Ma)' First recovery lIlI/etablt annoullctd, 1/·16 Jallll' 
proposing to complele enlolllbmclIl or), IAEA dirwar Hans Dlix inspects 
and ''prcpare" unIts I, 2. (Jlld j for tntombment and "Wri/ics" ils 
operation by 15 June. In/tgrll.r, 

} lune Rulart afunlts I and 1 schcdullif 

L I for OClobu: rularl af unll J put on 

1- J hold, ----
4 Jill), Tuntld 10 unll -I compleud. 

/J March SOlitl press reports that units I Dnd 
19 Jul)' Special CPSU Politburo mutlllg } art operating at full potI'tr. 

discusses Chtrl/obJ'/' [III'tsrigJtion 
usults. Dm/ounces reorganization 01 15 April The chairmQJI·af the USSR's Stau 
nuc1tar pOltlU indllstr)'. COII/mll/u/or UtilizatiIJn of Atomic 

£ntro. Andronik PelrosJ'lJnlS, Dn-
}5-19 Augllsl IA£A speciallllee(il/g 01/ Olemobyl' nOIIll((S Iltal unilS j and 6 will nol 

Ittld in Vitl/na. br C'olllPleled_ 

6 



T:1~1c I 
The USSR's Nuclear Program in an 
Illlern~lionul Perspcelilc 

Cocnuy C~r3ci\~ RCJ.c(~t' 
(\"<.1tccd 19X6-, (\·e~rer.d 19~6'/ 
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________ 10 _______ __ 

._____ t6U lS )):---------

.. Prc1imin.:n)" dlU • 
• Doc, nol iocl"de Cbcrnobyl' anilS 1 and -l. 

:\nnounced changes in fuel enrichment al existing 
reactors will initially cos I about lIS million rublcs. 
There will also be hard currency costs; by September 
1986 some S80 million had been spenl on impolled 
goods to aid the recovery. Much of the COSI of these 
imports could be charged to the nuclear program 
because they were used in the entombment of the 
Chernobyl" unit 4 reactor. The e"entual co.ts to the 
nuclear industry arc likely to be much higher.' 

T~e Soviets have made rclath'ely small purchases 
from the West to facilitate cleanup after the accidenl . 
speedily return Chernobyl' units to'use, and'construct 
new housin& for workers displaced from their arart· 
ments and homes by radioactive cOnlamination. The 
So,·iets bought a wide variet)' of products: remote· 
controlled robots and tunneling equipment for decon
tamination work and entombmcnt of the unit 4 
reactor, radiation monitorin& eq'Jipment, radiation 

• unconfirmed So\"iCI C11inutc:s or the (ost of the: Chcrnub)i" 
.lccidc:nt uncc (rom 1 billion 10 25 billion ru.bICJ. The minimum 
c..uim3tc v,'2:S quoted in the Sonet ("feu durine the summer of t 9t6 
:.nd I"fobJbly .lCCounls (Of' onl)' dirrtt dln\l~C to Ihe pbnl. 
immcdiJIC site clanup.,lnd pos.$iblr porub.tion rcl«oltion c.xr-.:ndi· 
t\;r~5. The hi,hcr cstim3.tc W';lS pro'ddcd unonici3.1h -c... -1 
[ .J. The Uf'l~r c."linu.lc "'ourd rroblbly ~OH( .1 lout 
J::counW"l of the COiLS 0( clunu('I.1nd reconry :lnd NobJbly 
rcprocnts l rrnjeclion of UflC'ns~ throu£h 19QO 

. ___ -.!.II U 

59.l 

1U 

--------' 
. _______ 19 ____ _ 
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protection items for personnel, and prefabricated 
housing units. In addition. the USSR received from 
international contributors several million dollars 
worth of donations in the form of cash, medical 
suprlies. and household items 

Managing the Nuclear Power Capacity 

Background 

The USSR ranks amon2 the leaders worldwide in the 
development of peaceful uses of nuclear energy (see 

. "table 1).-Mic'r:lqulck"siiitas the lirst couniry to . 
operate a nuclear power plant. thc USSR fell behind 
the United States and, later, Francc. Soviet industry 
has not been ablc to meet in timely fashion the 
technological and logistic challcnges or nuelcar powcr 
plant construction. so plant startups arc lagging three
to fi,'c years behind original plans. The USSR, ne\'er
tllelcss. has m.nated ambitious nuclear power re
scarch that has yielded the world's largest capacity 
rCJctors used (or commcrcial applications, one or thc 
most ad"anced breeder-reactor programs, and numer
ous designs that So-iet energy planners hope to 
imri~mcnt in future uses of nuclear ener2Y in urbani 
lllunicip;!1 and industrial projects (sec figure 2). 
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L'SSR: C,.ntnt<'rcilll Sud"ur H,'uctor uad 
['Iant 7)'p,'s 

R UJf K, ", graph;t(!-II/od(!rotl"/, builiIlK-"'UiN r(!oclor 
('uN"nll)' wt:'d 01 Ill .. Chunob,l'l'. LellillKrucI, Kurd .. 
SlIIolc/L<k, {1IIc1lgnalinllllll('/"ar POllW staliolls, II is 
protillcrd in 1"'0 slal/l!ardi=<,{/ cupadlie!.' I,nno Mil" 
und 1,500 Mil' rdcctrkal rmillg/, A/liJUUJ{i1 boiling
,,'ala r('aClors {IT(, us('d oUlSlur thr USSR, I"ere i,< 110 

e/ost:' lI'('slrrl/ cOllntcrpafllo IlIr 1<11;\[1\. which is 
OI'C'ralcd onl,l' ill 111(' USSR I ... 

ITER. A prrssuri:ttl-It'aler reactor, ill ""/rich thr 
wala is used as both a moderator al/d a coola/ll. II is 
prodllud in ''''0 stal/l!ardl= .. d capadt/u: ~~O .IIII' 
alld J .000 Mil' ( .. Iee/rieal ratll/g), TlrIs reactor is 
sillli/or 10 mallJ' II'tSUfII des/glls, VVERs ar" operat
ed ill IIII! USSR at tht Armcnian. Ba/akol"O, Kola. 
NOl"Ol'oroll,'zllski,l', Rol'I/o, SOIl/h Uk.raill". alld Za
poro:h '.r<' ploJ:{s. I'VER r<,netors ar .. also oprrar<,d ill 
Easlem Europ<' and Finlalld, 

S:\', A jasl-brt!t!der r('aClor Ihal, as ils lIallle illlpli(s, 
"'il/product! or "br('('d" /l1Ie/ear 111('1 lor other r('ac
rors tH il opuolt,{, Tlr£s ren,-lOr I! eool('d by liquid 
sodilill/, The SO\'[els ar(' rllllllillg /h'O protol,rp('.I: 350 
,If II' alld 600 MIV(rI('clrical raling). Pia liS 

An irnportant differem:e in \'iewpoin!exists be,twccn 
.he Soviets and the West on the ceanomi~ of com· 
mcrcial nuclcar power, In lhe West, lhe focus on the 
"bottom linc" of financial projcctions means that the 
cast and rCI'cnue projeclions for an indi"idual utility 
play the leading role in decisions on how much 
nuclear power capacity 10 build or. as marc recently. 
in decisions to cancel nuclear plojeels. Thc SO"iets, on 
the other hand. arc less guided by the costs of 
indi"idual projects than by the cost-benefil ratio of a 
proposcd power plant with rcspcct to Soviet fucl· 
lurf'Iy logistic~ and the reliability and quality of 
clcctricit~, supplied to end users.' In the USSR, 

• I rudcqu,)..::ic~ in elec1ricity W(lol) -inc1udin~ low roJUi:C. AC 
frequcncy beJel"' csubli.'l.hcd limils. ilnd intermittent brownouu Of 

cutoffs lrc ~hronic in lh(' l:SSK 
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cuI/ Ji.r Ih,' eloign, cOIUlrucltUII, Wid ap('rotioll af 
IWIJ-M II' alld 1.600-M II' I'('rsions. 011(1" a j(!k' olh"r 
cOlllluh'J ha,'c lIluslt:r('c1tMs l«i:nu/og,l' U/I a similar 
scalr, I • 

AST. ,-I TETs, TlIL'se tl\'O 1.11'('s 0/ nuclear plants arc 
dcsiglll'a 10 stlpply /u:ot('d ",al"r lor unlraliud htal' 
iI/g. Tire /IS T "'ill /IS<' a spcdall)' madi/id reactor 0/ 
JOO Mil' (I""rll/ol ralillgllhallh~ SOl'ftlS plan 10 
{Icdicate solely lor Ct:lIlro/i:t:d hNt SUppr.I' to (!ltiu, 
Proauction has jllst started on tbis reoClor. Currcnt 
plans call lor (rs /lSC 01 Gor'k(I' and Yoront:h b.I· 
1990 olld e"c/Illtoll), ollllallJ' otIJer eillts. The 
ATETs planl "'ill s/lpply bOlh ~ltNrici/J' and h('altd 
'.-ater to cities. The ATETs ""il/liSt a VI'ER-JOOO 
rcaclor 10 po"',,, a Sll:on: lurbin~gmuator. modified 
/0 pUlllil r('I(!asc: 0/ Ir(!otcd ,,'altr 10 Iht untral htat 
IIclhW); in cilies, Althuugn the ATETs dtsign incor
parOleS 0 Jlondord VVER reaclor modtl. Ihe loss 0/ 
(!lIergy 10 IIze hcal nt/,,'ork lowtrs Ihteltctrica/ rating 
Q(thc rcaclor 10 900 MIY, Currtnt plolls call1or 
Jlarlllp of ATETs plants at Odtssa. Minsk. al/d 
KIzor'kol' by 1990 alld eXlcnsil~ liSt ill lht European 
USSR illlacer y('ors, 

nuclear ['Ower plants are highly \:;>Iued because they 
s~bltantiaily rcduc~ th~ 'burden ~f fossil-fuel produe· 
tion and transportation. and. until Chernobyl'. nuclc
ar plants \\'ere more reliable e1ectricilY producers than 
either fossil'fueled or hydroelectric plants. Althouth 
nuclear ['O\\'er plants arc likely to become more COSIly 
as Chcrnobyi"·inspired design modifications arc im
plemented, they will retain their attractiveness in the 
Soviets' broader economic evaluation, 

Choice of Reactor Types 
After makin& a comlOitmentto nuclear power. Mos
co\\' turned to thc RBMK eraphitc-modcraterl. 
boiling,water reactor in the 1960s and 1910s (sec 
inset), This enabled the USSR 10 get substantial 

Stero' 



,-umlrUClIon of So\icl Commercial Nuclt-;tr HtaClor,. I YX I-X5 

l'uft1h<t ol tC.u.1u(1. 

All trru 

Trl'c of rc;,~lut 

nuclear power capacity on line during the protracted 
pcricxl of tooling up to prcxluce other types of reaetoc>. 
The RBMK was less technically demanding to build 
than other IUfe-capaeity reactor trpcs. Consequentl)". 
the RBMK-IOOO and RBMK-ISOO arc the backbone 
of the current proiram. The Soviet pressuri,cd-wJter 
model has two standardized capacities (VVER-440 
dnd VVER-IOOO).' The larger ,"crsion is scheduled to 
become the workhorse of the 1990s. Moscow hor><'s 
the pro~otypc fast breeder reactor (BN-600) will be
come the model for expansion in the 19905 and 
beyond to increase efficiencies in the nuclear fuel 
cycle and to lower costs_ Within thc next rcar or so. 
lhe Soviets will probdbl), be2in opcratinc a new 
reactor (AST-500). which will replace some fossil
fueled plants in supplying het w.ter to eentraliled 
heating systems 

• The numeric ('\J.Cl or ~ ro .. nr·ruetor dc..~£n.Jlion rdCf\ lo Ihe 
Clf'I..Jci1y or t~c ruetor, rot .he "VCR. RDMK . .1nd 0:--: fc,u'1eU' 

thi, Clp.lCily i~ n('Hu,ed in mq:J.\\';atu of electricity ,cncr l\lOn 
":lPlbilil)', ror 1he AST fUCior. this. C:J(\,leily is C1.f'(cHcd H'I 
r.1('.1 ...... 11~ of Ihermll (hellin,) c"p.lt.ilil~ 

... fr:u\kd durin.: l'''tOd 

l\laintRining tbe RBMK Option 
The striousnus of the Chernobyl' accident has over
shadowed the hiHory of more lhan 80 rcactor-years of 
RIl,\lK, operatin£ reliably and without serious inci
dent. accordinc to the availabfe ~\'idclitc:·Anumber 
of positi,·c eharaeteriHies of RBMK rcaetors. de
scribed in SO"iet technical handbooks. arc probabl)' 
II ill valid and will contribute to a So\'iet willingness to 
keer Ihele reactors operating. The RBMK-IOOO reac
tor in reecnt rca rs has had a bener record for on-time 
Jssembl,· thon other largc power reactors (sec figure 
)). Pllnts wilh this reactor can generate more electric
ily on an ,nnual basis than either rossil-fueled or 
VV[ R-eQuippcd power pbnll of equil'alcnt capacity 
kCJule the RllMK is subject to fewer unplanned 
OJlJges." Online refueling capability helps RBMK 
reJClors to maintJin high utilization rates. 

.. In I qo. foc O..1nlplc. the I~ RD.\~K·IOOO rUeloa ~\'ef:"cd 7~
I~f~'crtl \jlihlJl~~ J (lNci:~'. while 1he sit online V\'ER.IOOO 
I( J,:IO:~ 1\ Cfl[cd r.~ ("'Crec::,t .1nd .l fCf'CC~nl.lti\c "3nlfl1c or ((\'I.\il

fudeJ [cr'IClllt::., c:.rlcil~·l\'crl"cd lO-'("Cfccnl utili/.'Iion. 
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Ilccausc th~ I~ c.d.ting RD~IK reactors I:Omposc 53 
pcrl'~nt of the nuclear Po~·tr-plant cal'aci\~- and 
prm'idc 6 percent of :tllthc electricity generatet! in the 
USSR (60 percent of nuckar·gcncratL'd powen, :t 
prolonged safety·rclatl-d l'QUiplllcnt relillin.: of e:ti~t· 
ing reactors could seriously disrupt the SOI'jet electric· 
ity supply. We bclim: Mosco\!' is not planning exten· 
sil'e modification of RUMKs, although SOI'iet 
inquiries to Wcstern companies sunest Moscow is 
considering a retrolit of additional equipment besides 
thatlllcnti-Jncd in their accident report to the 1.'\£:.'\." 
The SOI'iets appear to hal'c rejected wholesale upgrad. 
ing of RO~IK containment on the ground~ of techlli· 
cal diniculty and costs.'" 

The technical shoilcomings of tht RBMK reactor 
that contributed to the accident include a complex 
nuclear core that requires moderately sophisticated 
monitoring with computer.:lSSisted control, and the 
potential iostability of the nuclear reactions in the 
corc durini low.powcr operating conditions or if 
coclant is rapidly lost. These were known to SOI'iet 
specialists well before the Chernobyl' c,·cnts. Report· 
ing in the SOI'iet nuclear industry's technical jot:rnals 
showed that dcsign cngineers were working on these 
problems, so lixes may not require extraordinarily 
long dOll'ntimes or construction delays. 

Another concern surfaced by the catastrophe is the 
possible "ulnerability ofSol'iet nuclear power stations 
to multiple reaClor failure. All fi\'e of the existing 
pl~nts using RBMK reactors arc built around pairs of 

" \\'l"11Crn sup;,)licn hJ.\"C been cont~clcd ~OOUI C'Quipment for 
hrdroe~n monilorinc olnd icnition to detect and rec"\"('nt the (O(n\.1-
lion of In uplo\h'c miulIrc thll (ovid rC1uh in the Chcrnobyr -type 
dC!-Iruction or oJ nuc)t;lr reactor. Olher poMibititics (or retrorn", mlY 
in\"oh"c .1.ddina: backup emerleae), core coolin, 3.nd imrro\'inc the 
J.uton\.J.(cd rC3c'or·controll~"Stcms. 
.; The So\-icl.\ hnc ollrcJQ\' sci; precedent on rduullo rCHol'. (or 
cont.linnlcnt. SO"icI pl:t.nn·~n had dc~cd by the mid·1970~ 10 .Jed 
contJinmcnt to dc~il"s rOl prclSurizcd·,,-;alcr h~olctors (\'\'[Rs). 
The cont.J.inmcnt (unclion ",",U incOlpJf:ttC"d in Ilh.3iCS ...... ith bier 

modc:1 VVER·HO cuCtors rctt~;nc COftl3inmCni or loc.J.lil .. :uion ot 
ccrlJin critic",! comroncnt~, In 19&0 1be SO\ic15 boilt their (trs.l 

r(Jetor with full conllinmenl.cQui"2!cnt to Ih~1 u~ed in the \\'cst. 
ThC'y did not, howe\·c(. retrofil 2ny or the ci~hl e.ulicr modd 
\'\'ER· .. ·tOs with eonllinnlCnl1. The decision not 10 enforce the 
umc urcty stlndHds:H 3:11 VVERs .. ~s (\roOObly innucnced by the 
technic~1 difTl,uh\' or such cxtensi\'C' ~"'On\lruClion 3nd by COSti. 
ntinlJtcd by son'~ \\'cucrn clpCrts to cQu21 the oritinll in\"l:qmcnt 
in the rCJelon 

II 

re"Clllr •. The .:xplo~ion ;It Cbcrnobyl' ullil ~ damaced 
,:ol:lponcnts of unit 3. e;llIinc alienI ion to the ri.k th~t -
other .:\-ents ,uch as m;ljor lires or large pipe ruptures 
in onc rc~ctllr could c/ld~iiger thc other member-of a 
p~ir. Modilications 10 reduce Ihis risk of multiple 
reactor (ailure in (uture plants would require time· 
consuming rcdesi~n 1I'0rk. which would incrcase con· 
siruction costs ... -.. -\ 

Modifying 1M RBMKs. Of the 29 RBMK reacton 
built or planned, the projCCts most \'ulnerable to 
canccll~tion if basic design IJaws cannot be easi:\' 
remedied arc the eicht rcactors at the earliest st;gcS 
of comlruction. Thc~e arc 1000~ted :11 the existinll 
Kursk and Smolensk plants and al the proposed 
Kostroma plant. In an April 1987 announcement of 
the remaining RBMK projects, the So\'iets implied, 
by omission, that the four reaClors at Kostroma had 
been dropped. Thc Kostroma plant is in Ihe earliest 
stages of design and site prcp;lralion work and could 
be canceled with the lea~t disruption. The plans cited 
in the SOI'iet press call for construction of four \ .SOO· 
MW RBMK reactors at Kostroma. due 10 come on 
line at two·year inlervals from 1992 to \999. A powcr 
station operated on natural ias could be proposed as 
an effecti,'c altcrnalh'c to the Koslroma nuclear plant, 
since large gas-fired power plants arc already in 
existence in the region. A gas,fircd replacement for 
Kostroma could be built with only minor delays to the 
plan fur c~panding power·&cnerating capacity. 

Replacement of Smolcnsk units 5 and 6 (RBMK· 
1500s) and Kursk units 5 and 6 (RBMK·\oOOs) would 
pose grealer problems. Although assembly has jusl 
begun on some of thcse reaelors, abandoning them 
would mean a costly writeoff of Ihe construction 
infrastructure that is already being used to completc 
four other rcactors at each localion. Replacement 
electricity-generating cap;lcity could be either conven· 
tional gas-tircd or el·en nuclear, using VVER reae· 
tors_ It is unlikclr that the Power Ministry could 
complete Ihe process of site selection. design, and 
construction of this replacement capacity in lime to 
avoid a tighlening of powcrsupplies 10 the cenlral 
region. because the unils at Smolcnsk and Kursk were 
e~pccted or. lin~ in the carl), \ 990s. 
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Socn R B:-'-1 K reactors arc in later sta£cs of conSlruc. 
lion, \\'ilh four al an advanced staec, including the 

re[Y.lrtdl), canceled Chcrnobyl' units 5 and 6. Modifi. 
cations alread)' proposed by the SOl'iets could proba. 
bl)' be done on the remaining five without major 
euensions to completion timcs. If the SOI'iets decide 

10 curtaillhe RBMK construC1ion prOiram sharply-
following through on Petrosyants' announcement 
aDoul thc IWO Chernobyl' units--they slill might be 

able 10 salvage some [,restige. Moscow would be able 
10 claim, wilh some justification, that they arc only 

"cccierating a lon~·planned shift to VVER reactors, 
The emphasis in' construction of nuclear power planls 
has lIIoved from RBMK reactors to VVER reaclors 

o"u Ihc lasl thrcc til·c·ycar planning cycle" In Ihe 

U(,'lIid(~ Gulpa1 

<",,,\ «tim"" 
)~OO~------------------------I--- r",,~' 

/'r,,'Cbcmob,'I' 

/,-"." Cbcrll<l~11' 
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1976·80 plan period, six of lhe II completed reactors 
\\'ere RBMKs, and in 1981·85 thcsharcdedined to 
eighl0f 17, The plan fer 1986.90showsonl)'scvcn 
R [J,'vI Ks J mong I he J 5 reactors due for completion. 

Outlook for Acbitrement of Nuclear Industry 
Goals for 1990 

SOl'iel lariels for nuclear powcr plant capacity and 

GUlpUI wcre out of rcach el'cn before thc Chernob)'I' 
accident shocked the nudear industry (sec fi2urc,4). 

The lorgels call for starting electricity outpul or heat 
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Table 2 
L.:SSR: Plan rOT Addilions 10 :\uclcar POllcr l'bnl Cllplchy 
(Sch«lulcd Slarlups, 19116-90)' 

. ----_.---
K;alinin 2 . _______ ""EK-IOOO 

Z,!"r~h')'e 1 "VEK-.!OOO __ . ____ _ 
Ch<rnobxr 5 ____ ...:RB!>IK-IOOO . ____ . __ 

1,"'-lio' __ 2___ R~~~~,I500 ___ ... __ . 
Ron, 1 V'·EK·IOOO ------ --._-. 
0,1,\:0\"02 . _______ "VE.R.IOOO ____ _ 

~~cl'nillkiy 1 ''\'ER·l000:.:... ___ _ 
9ofti)" 1 
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generation at as many as nine nell" reactors in a 5in~1c 
year, 1988 (sec table 2)." The 1990 cleclricit)' output 
goal ror nuclear powcr is e\'cn more ambitious Ihan 
the capacity ioal-390. billion kWh. compared with 
the 167 billion kWh produced in 1985 

01 SO\'ict nc.u.tcrm "btu fOI nuc:lc.;s( flOwer WCtc summ;;.rilCd in the 
11lh Fi,·c·¥ear Pl3n nn6·901 Full detoi" of the pl.n h.,·c nol 
been rub1i!-hcd. but (he Icncr.tl frol is dur-J doublinc of 
opcrl.tionJI nudcJ.r powcr pl~nl ca~city. (rom 23.300 ~f\\, in 19&5 
(0 .lbou\ 60.000 M\\' in 1990. An ah('rn:J.lin~ rbn (or "1.000 \1W 
or new caf\.lcit)'. " .. hich would brine lOl.:t( nuclC.H colpJcil), in 19'10 
10 "bout 70.000 M\\'. h;as also been cited by SO\;CIS in lhe nucleJ( 
indu~1rY. This l('lul is nOI confirmed. ho",·c\·cr. in the litt'rJ.lurc on 
COMltuction 011 ir.di\'iduOlI pl3nU. "hc -II.OOO~M\\' t:Hgct rcob.lbl) 
r('~c~cnh Oolh Ille cap,ldl~' the)' hop< \0 brine on line .1nd the 
<JjlJcilY in blc )1:l.ICI of constructior. 

I J 
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Berore the Chernobyi' accident, we estimated thalthc 
Soviets would achievc good growth in both capacity 
and output but still fall short of plans for 1990. We 
projected that cap..~eity would increase to about 
50,000 M \\' and that electricity produClioo would 
grow to about 285 billion kWh. Such an outcome 
would ha\"e been consistent with Soviet performance, 
which continues to rail short in COnlpo~nl manurac'
ture and plant conslruction. 

As a result of the Chernob)'i' accident (both the direct 
e/Tccts and the turmoil caused by the rCCOl'Cf)' effon), 
wc estimate that by yearend 1990 nuclear capacit)' 

Secret 
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will reach only 48.000 MW and electricit), ot:tput 
only 260 billion kWh. We e~pcet that three or rour 
rewer new reactors will be completed because labor 
and materials have been dra"'n rrom other nuclear 
plant construction siles to spud the Chernobyl' reeo\,· 
er), (sec ligureS). Indeed. Chernobyl'-induced delays 
arc likely to affect much. if not all. or the construction 
or nuclear power plants. Such delays on unit I at the 
Odessa nuclear heat·and-power plant. unit 2 011 the 
Voronezh AST. and possibly unit 5 at the Kursk planl 
could poSlpone startup or these units until the early 
1990s. 

In making thcse projections we assucne Ihal Ihe 
Soviets will succeed in limiling Ihe disruplions caused 
by relrofilling RBMKs and will not have 10 disrupt 
construction or the VVER,IOOO reaclors, including 

rbn l'lojcctcd 

An 

almost all or those due on line by 1990. ror saret)' 
upgrades (sec table 31. These assumptions arc based 
on our obser\'atiolf tliii onf); ,i"(cw-inaividciaIs in 'ihe 
So\'iet nuclear·power decision making hierarchy (the 
CPSU. Ihe scicnlifie communilY. and iO\'o!l'ed minis· 
tries) ha\'c expressed reseo'ations aboulthe basic rorm 
or Ihe nuclear program 

As~uring the Future; VVER and AST Reactors 
The VVER and AST reactors. represenling 80 per
cenl or the capacity under construction or planned, 
arc Ihe ruwre or the S()\;et nuclear program to Ihe 
year 2000, The So\iets want to use these reiletur types 
in power planls. in plants supplying heat to cenlral
iled municipal dislribution networks, and in plants 
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that will provide both eleclricity and heat to munici· 
pol and industrial customers. Because these reactors 
ore ccntralto the expansion of the USSR\ nuc!cor 
program. their im'olycmcnl in a Chcfllobyl'-insrircd 
sofel), rcvicll' that resulted in major changes in cquip· 
menl and procedures would have a largcr impact on 
growth prospects for the nuclear industry than lI'ould 
changcs 10 RBMK reactors alone. Such a SafCI) 
revicw has already been suggested as a possibilit) by 
se"cral!cadine scientisls in the USSR's nucleM cslab· 
lishmcnl 

The nuclear power plants under construction th,t "ill 
use VVER and AST reactors arc already caught ur 
indircctly in the post-Chernobyl' aeti,·ity. Construc· 
tionofa VVER-IOOOreaetornt ROI'nointhc Ukraine 
was :leccic"ted so that the loss of Chernouyl' [0 th, t· 
region could ~ rcdua ... d. Despite sOll1e dcb~". llii, 

I~ 
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rOJclOr startcd generating electricity in 1986 instcad 
of in 1987 as we had projected earlier. Construction at 
se'Hal other planls, however, slowed as resources 
\\erc dra II'n ofT to complete the cntombment of the 
deslroyed reaclor at Chernobyl' or to accelerate the 
insl.11lalion of safely moditicalions 

{\ cot her sci of post accident conccrns that could affect 
vvt:R Jnd AST reactors relales to the number of 
reJctors colocated at ;:ny one plant. Some Soviet 
sr·w,ilists mal' challenge the wisdom of colocaling 
rmlliplc rcaClors Ihat can be rendered inoperable. for 
1I\0n I hs or years by an accident in onc unit. Plans 
Fnadc before the Chernobyl' accident caU for most 
plJnl> to colocale four to scyen reactors. Reducing the 
lIumber of rcactors at plants would substantially slow 
Ille £r0'l'Ih and increase the cost of the nuclear power 



prograllJ· The larger number of smalkr p!:tnts would 
also reduce cconomics uf scale in operation :Inu 
maintenanec. 

In addition, the widespread radioactil'e (;ontamination 
around Chernob)"!' ;rnd the increascd risks of canl:cr 
to people cxposcd to this radioaclil·ityare likely 10 

motivate SO\'iet specialists to reconsider the decision 
to locate nuclear heating plants in hea\'ily populated 
areas. At present, in order to operalc economically, 
plants supplying both electricity and heated water for 
central heatine arc locatcd 25 kilometers or less fronl 
the hcat-distribution network ofa cit)'. Plants that 
produce only heated Water for heating :tre sited e\'en 
closer-within I S kilometers of the centers of m:l.ior 
cities." 

Before the Chernob)'I' accident, SO\'ict nuclear spe
cialists had com'inced critiesin the USSR that the 
nuclear hcatini plants wcre equipped with safety 
backups adequate to cnsere that their pro~imity to 
cities posed acceptable risks. Construction is under 
way on nuclear heating plants at Gor'kiy, Voronezh, 
Odessa, Minsk, and Khar'ko\' that arc scheduled to 
come on line beforc 1990. Canceling OJ" modifying 
thesc plants probably would be prohibiti\'e1y expen
sive, according to So\'iet calculations. The post
Chernob),I' safety reviews arc likely, howe\'er, to 
reopen the discussion of site locations for the roughly 
20 nuclear heating plants that exist only on paper in 
long-term plans. 

Until the mid-1970s So\'iet eXperts bclic\'cd that the 
probability of a major accident in a nuclear power 
plant was ~o small that massi\'e and expensi\'e con. 
tainlll~nt structures were unnecessary. All later model 
reactors (both RBMK and VVER), howel"Cr, have 
some form of containment. The earlier unconlained 
reactor models may now come under closer scrutiny 
si'lcC Chernob),!' has shown the potcntial impact of 

,. [listin, SO'-iet standards (or nucle.n piJnl loc;uiuns -minimum 
uiS\:JncCl or ) lilomclcrs (km) (rol11 any J~l'ul:tlcd "'~3.1.s l.:m (ronl 
cities with flOPu!;JI:ons of .. .rlcast JOO.ooo. or 40 kn) from ciliCl with 
po~blions or I million or morC-\l"crc OInlcndcd rur nu",-1c.lr 
h(~lint rlant:" ("ST~) (ollo,,"in~ a rc\"icw in the lale 197Ch. 

what hau lx:cn c.:un.idercd :llow-prob~biljt~" a-cnl.i( 
the Sm"iCIS decide to impr~ safety, tl:e cil:ht uncon
tained \,VER reactor. m:t\. be rc\;ewed lim because 
of thc potential ri5ks if th; inlerrlty of components is 
br~achcd 

Impact on SOlie! :\uclcar EIIerg)" Policy 

At the lime of lhe Chernob)1' aecidcnt. a distioctil'e 
Gorbachel" imprint on the USSR's nuclear EO.zls \\-as 
not yet :lpparent_ Gorbachc\"'s nell' assicnmcnu al 
enerey ministries werc 100 r«alt 10 hare Ir.Jd a \-uible 
effect on the nuclear prol:r.tnl-thc nC\\' Minisler of 
Powcr and Electritication \\"15 appointed in March 
1985. The new leadership in the various major CDeri)' 
ministries (oil, natural gas, coal, and po\\"erl 3pp;!rent
Iy did not alter Ihe loni-Ierm cnc:rl:Y ioals When Ihe 
opportunity presented ilSelfin late 1985_At that time, 
the plan for 1986-90 (pushilll: natural us production 
~nd calline for sustained Er~h in oil outpul) and Ibe 
existing lonl!-Term Energy Prollram (sclling coals 
for c.\panded roles for coal and nuclear enern in the 
1990s and beyond) were publicly endorsed without 
changes. 

Early in I 9H6, howe"cr, Iherc were sil:ns thatlhe 
Gorbachel" cneq~y tcam wzs considering some shift 
all"ay from coal, with a corresponding grealer empha
sis on nuclear power in the longer term. A kC)' 

clement in the program for a coal resurgenec-<lircct_ 
current ultra-high-\'oltage (UHV) electricity tr.tnsmis. 
sian-was chal!engcd on the grounds of hirb develop
ment cOSlSand lack ·or progrcSs·in"achk'l-in",-new-
technical capabilities. The critics of cool ar,ued thaI 
nuclear power plants arc beller suited 10 suppl};ng 
electricity to the Urals than would be UHV transmis
sion lines lillKed to distant roal-tired power stations." 
r 1 

.J 
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Since Ihe accident, a number of SOI'iet \'ielrpoinls 
relating 10 Ihe cffects of Chcrnobyl' on the USSR's 
nuclear program ha\'c been SCI forth in thc SOI'iet 
media and c:~presscd by SOI'iet onida Is in conversa' 
lions with Western counterparts, There appcars 10 be 
broad agreement on se"eral judgments; 
• The USSR's need for nuclear energy as Ihe main 

alternati"e to fossil fuds was not changed by the 
Chernobyl'disaster. 

• Operator error in pcrformina tests at un!! 4 was the 
chief, although nut the sole, cause of the disaster. 

• SOI'ietts;&ets (or completing nuclear power plants 
and for generating electricity in 1990 should not be 
changed. 

Some disagreement among SO"iet authorities is evi
dent, however. on: 

• The c.>;tcntto which the basic design flaws in the 
RBMK reactor that contributed to the destruction 
of Chcrnob~'I' unit 4 and damage to the adjoining 
unit 3 can be fj;.;cd." 

• The amount of work needed to rest arc reliable 
operation of Chernoby!' units I and 2 and prol'ide 
housing ;snd services to workers. 

• The feasibility of returning Chernobyl' unit) to 
operation nnd whether construction could bc re
sumed on Chernobyl' units 5 and 6 (a decision not to 
recover units 5 and 6 was apparently made in 
Marchi April 1987). 

• The funetion~ and authority of the sCI'eral organiza
tions that deal with nuclear cnergy. 

lC For o .. 'lmple, Ihe fiul oIT'adal SI~lcmc:n\s on the cause of the 
.1ccidctll sinelc.d oul opcr.llOr error .and voce rn.ln:llCmCnl in the 
Power MinisH'o ar.d Stolle Committee (Of 5olrel), in the Nuclc.lr 
Indusl:r_ Br 19 July the Politburo had cllcnded its public critKism 
'0 include 'he firi", 0(. key de.d,ner o( the RDMK f<.lelor •• n 
officiJI in the scmisccrcl MiniJuy or Medium Machine Buildin,o 
By impliC3linR dc:sirn shortcomines as at least a contributinc C.Juse 
o( the .tccident. the Poli:buro Iud ul1cd inlo qucsli~n not only the 
dCli,n intc:£ritr of cJ.iuin, :lnd pl~nncd RBMKs but .1110 pouib!r 
the dC1ie:n rhill'SOph) undcrlyinc the entire nudcu proanm.it "-al 
not until the '\urustlAEA Spcci31 olCetinK' thallhe S"';cts direct I) 
lekno.lcdred thJI desiRn (Julu Wef. PMtly f"pon,ible (or 'he 
sc:riou)ncss of thc accident. 
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Gi"en lhe complexity of these issues, the conlradie- _ . 
tor~' \'iewpoin15 on some Illlllers, OInd the number of 
bureaucracies in\,oh'cd in ffilkine Ihe necessary deci-
5ions. Soviet policies on-the nuclear prOil3m could 
remain unselllcd for OInother year or more, The 
immediatc allention of dccisionmakcrs was directed 
at Chcrnobyf' cleanup activities, the effon to entomb 
unit 4, and the recovery of units 1,2. and 3, Mean
while. thc nuclear industry has been rocked by rcorgl
nizalion and uncertainty &bout the authority of key 
players such as \he Power Ministry, the State Com
miuee for Nuclear Safety. and the new Ministry of 
Atomic Energy (see inset). o. 

An Underlying CommItment tc. Nuclear POlfer 
Ne\'enheless, Soviet spokesmen continue to affirm a 
strong commilment to the growth of nuclear energy, 
This commitment is bolstered by the brle infrastruc
ture dcdicated \0 the nuclear induslry-a factor that 
w:1I carry considerable weiiht with policymakers as 
they review long-tcrm plans for nuclear energy. long
range coals for Soviet nuclear power 10 the year 2000 
I\'~rc defined in terms of their projecled impact on 
cconom)'wide ruel use. 

Specifically, Moscow had set goals for tl:e develop
ment of nuclear energy durini the 1986-2000 period 
that were desi~ned to mesh with olher energy pro
grams so that: 
• Consumplion or oil and lias could be reduced. 
• Retiremenls or obsolete power plants could be 

speeded. 
• The quality of electricity supply could be improved. 
• Fossil fuels could bt conserved in increasing quanti

ties by usin\: nuclear cneri)' in marc applications. 
• Growth in the demand for electricity in the Europe

an USSR could be met; nuclear power slations arc 
concentrated in the area west of the Ural Moun
lains. 

Our conversion of lhese targets to actual reactor 
eonslruction goals implies that ovcr J 20,000 MW of 
powef plants and about 20 nuclear hcaline plants 
would have to be added during the 1986-2000 period. 

Seerll 
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Ajta slIIt!."ing till: ,,'slIlrs oIt/lf: Chrmub,"(' illn'sliga
(iol( in Ju[ .... th(' C/'SU folitburo b(gall a uurgmli:a
liun of 111(' SOI'i('1 nllc/('ar iadllstr_I', li/iud Ih(' b('ad 
01 thl' Ali-Union StOlt CommiuC'(' jar ."'rlc/r(lr Safely 
Gnd Ih(' main d('signu jor ROMKs. as "'('/I as key 
I'('(sonn('[ in 11t(' Ministr)" of POK'a and E[l'clri!ica
lion and in Ihl' Mlnlsrry cV Ml'dillm }.fac/ritll' Build
bIg (probab[y/or its ro[(' as Ol'.:rs('('r of R.HMK 
d('slgn),' In addition. Ihe Polilburo S('/ up a n(,1I" 

Mil/istr)" oJ Alolllic £nulI..l' and ill('f('asl'd 111(' parly's 
;II/1u('na 011 Ihe operatioll of nucl('ar planlS by assign
ins: peop[e /rolll Ihc central crsu apparalus ill1/('ad 
of [ocalpart)' rCpftUlllatil'es to roch nuc/l'or POk'", 
slalion, 

Major qllnliollI ;emain on which organi:aliollI alld 
[1('01'1. ",ill wield aurhorily/or slich frlllelions as 
0l'crarioll oJ IIIlchar pO ... U plallrs. preparalion and 
disposal af nuc/l'ar Iud. cn/urccmelll of safrl}' rulrs, 
C<llutructhm af r:!le/rar plants. alld/abrieatioll at 
cOlI/pOl/mlS. C :::J 
r -:llllallY o·rcas at all-
/norit)" hal'c )"rl 10 be drarl,l' ddjn('d, The Mlllistr)' of 
Alomic EllugJ'./or cxamp[e. k'ill aSSU/II(' responsibil
ity for operalilll! all nue/cor POk'U p[OIlIS, laking ora 
fran: Ihe ,\fillistr,\' oJ POk'U alld E[utrificotlon and 
Ihr Srolt Call/miller for the U(i/i;alion uf Atomic 
Enrrgr (sra../JeJ I\'ith nue/eor experls/rom Ihe Millis
I ry of ,If "dilill/ ,If achine Building), II'/rellrrr ('I'ell 

1Il0re olilhoriry "'ill be troniferred from orh~: key 
millistrits 10 the lIek' Atomic Energ)' Milli,'Ir), iJ liar 
fIO .... · tl'idtnl. -

• Till T(S('-Ol1...fibililltJ oftAc .\!ini.Htrol,\ttJikm Afa(hin( 8uiltiinr 
in.c1lfdc /linelions in both ,uiliIOt)- anti c/n/{on lIudc,"or /UOlfonu_ 
The cr.;!ian IUtcltlU inJUJu,- J~~lftlj on thiJ m.iniJ.tr.l'jor Itud('lu 
juri. lex ri(Jiln. oncf ("OlUtrltCtiOfi ,,-orl: on tht RB,\fK UGelot, tJn..d 
fo-r (.{I'Uf{U I" "wdtar It,artrlalJ "cUUf'Oflofion. Ilor4t(. Gild 
rcpro<c-u;nt 

The Soviets appear to have begun ..... ork-ranging 
from preliminary paperwork on the plant designs 10 

aelual plant construction---<)n about three,quarters of 
the projecls needed 10 meellhe long,term grols (sec 
la ble 4). More than half of these nuclear projects arc 

in thc ~arliest ~tJ\!e~ of dCl'cloplllcnt. howcl'er. and 
some )0.000 10 -10,000 M W of the nuclear Ca(l:lCily 
needed to achie,'e Ihe objectil'es for .the )'car 2000 has 
nol ~·cl been :tp(lrol'cd at el'en ihe dl'ilwing-board 
'ta~e, 

Disacrecmenl. morcol'er. is cddent in the SOl'iCl 
mediJ on sel'eral a5pc(15 of nuclear cnerer develop, 
lI1ent Ol'e( the lon£er term. Among the poin15 at issue 
arc: 
• The adequJcy of SOl'iet nuclear safety standards 

and standards of enforcemenl, 
• Whel~er reactor lypeS other lhan the RBMK 

(VVER or :\5T) should reeeh'e lhorough nfely 
reviews, 

• Th.: need for a reevaluation of Quality control in 
component manufacture for nuclear planlS, 

• The criteria for site locations of future nuclear 
plants, 

• The fe;aibilily of pushin& ahead with more and 
larl!er breeder reactors, 

• The need for del'e1opmenl of an inherently nfc 
reactor. 

Before Chernobyl' Ihe SOl'iet afety philosophy was 
based on a perception of the probabilit)' of certain 
lypeS of accidents ralher than on an evaluation of the 
consequences of both probable nnd unlikely occur
rences, The SOI'iets belicI'ed lhat their nuclear planl 
designs, operaling parameters. and rules for planl 
operations assured that any failures would be small 
el'enls that could be contained safely, 

~ ~ 

·]slated that "as a result of the 
Cnernobyl' nuclear ;ceident. the SOl'ie15 have buried 
fore\'er the fail,safe argument concerning nuclear 
power." 1ft he Soviet nuclear induslry is instrucled lO 
gil'e grealer weight 10 ensuring sa.fety for c\'cn 10IY

prob" bilit)' el'enls wilh major ':()nsequencc.~. this new 
philosoph)' will impact on plant site selection. designs. 
cOOlponent manufacture, and plant o(lCration, 

1 
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• Indudo c.lp.><ilr p.>r1i.Uy or ,,·MI"· dcdiC>lcd to supplyin, he.t 
(or 'p.lC"C hUlin, .nd indullti.l·ptoccu .pplie:lli.ns. 
• Number >l icC! or di'lon.i (/1 ........ 10121 or pl.nu .. ilh 'eli,·ily 
in (he- C3.tclory. number on riJhl ,~'S pb.nu culusinly in the 
CllC~Qry. 

We belie,"e the Soviels willtl)· to accommodate both 
old and nell' safety philosophies to minimize costs and 
delays. Existing plants and plants ill advanced Slagcs 
of construction would continue to bcjudied according 
to the current safety standards. The new safet)' 
philosophy would be phased in at plants on the 
drawin~ board and possibly at selected plants nOI\" in 
the earliest stages of conslruction. This approach to a 
more comprehensive safety philosophy would Ieal'e 
plans for new nuclear power plant capacity untouched 
in the 1986·90 period but could lead to delays in the 
19905. Support for this theory of Soviet reactions was 
c"idcnlC --J 

[ 

.Jin December 19R6. , :1. 
. :Jcon-

~truction 01 RBMKs would cease aCter the last two 
Chernobyl" reactors were completed (units 5 and 6. 
scheduled for thc early 19905). We belie'·e the So-·iet 
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reference to a construction halt on RBMKs would 5lill 
allow for completion of many of the remaining IS 
reactors now al some phase of 2.Ssembly." 

The plans for power planu based on VVER reactors 
will probably 5urviYe the post·Chcrnobyl' scrutiny, 
altho~gh some additional safety requirements could 
be mandated. However, the slowini of the So,·iet 

,. ((~. s-a(cty masu{o lhal 10 be:-'Q.Qd' ,,-hal has a1rudy been 
r'OfC<Cd m>kc nCT RBMK ,uCI"" "",bibilittty ctp<n<h-c.lhc 
S",iclI could crop u m,ny u si.< RBMI( ructors lbat Ire now 1ft 
"crr cJ.rly stages 0( pbnnillf. Such ID lC'1ion could be Laken 
",ilho:n.J. m.l.jol itn.pJ.c' on electricity 1.I.Ippl)" if MCtK'O"«" is .. inin( 10 
rlpidly (cpbcc IhC3( r(.J<1OU ... ·ith COOTCRtiond thermal f'O",·ct" 
pllnlJ fueled by Allunl c",,-

'-Seqet 



Tht Man/ifaclurins: lrr!raSlrUClllrcffJr the 
:Vile/car ['OK'U rnduslr)' 

Tht manufacturillg irr!rllstruclurt' for Ihe SOI'jet nu
cltur p""'a illllusu)" Is dil'lded Into IhY! morC' or Itss 
distillci subsels. 01lC' group, compostd qf ol·tr 500 
major cillcrpr/SI"S, lIIakf's ('Oil/pollen IS for RBM K 
Tl.'aClors. The logistic niglllmare qf Iht ROM K sup. 
['Ort Indusir)' is a IIIaill rCUSOl1 this rcaclor has bten 
scheduld for gradualphastollt. The olher-llnd 
much slllallcr--groltp qf support enterprises manu. 
faclurn compor-ellls/or I'I'ER rcaclors and Is sched. 
ultd to produce for the brccder reactor prograll/. In 
Ihe Ill/ler grollp qf ellterprises are the Jrhorsk Heal:\, 
Equipment plant near Unillgrod and tIle ",oll/mash 
plant olltside Volgodo/uk, tK'O qf Ihe 10rg(11 nuclcar. 
cOl1lponelll'fobricorion/adlilies in Ihe K·orld. 8ullhe 
AlolI/mash plant has ShOk'1I a disapPOinting puform. 
once sillct producliOIl qf VVER pussure I"tsscls 
began In 1978. Far frOIll btl/Ig a showcase lIudear 
asumbly plan I. Alollllllash has bun plagued ... llh 
problems-poor mallogtlllmi. prOdllclion qf subslon. 
dord COIIIl'OneI/lS, alld plol/l dalllagl! froll/ grOlll;d 
subsidettC'e. 

nuclear prOl:ram as wcll as safety rCI'iews will proba. 
bly mcan that the economic rationale for a largc.scale 
brceder·rcactor program currently targeted to start in 
the latc 1990s will be croded. 

The InHuenee of Nuclear.lndustry InfrKstrueture 
The large investment thc SOl'icts hal'e made in manu. 
fzcturing plants that supply the nuclear industry \\ill 
bolstcr their commitment to a growing and little. 
changco program (see inset). Plants manufacturing 
components for Soviet·designed reactors are located 
not only in the USSR but also throuahout Eastern 
Europe. The SOI'iets ha\'e invested tens of billions of 
rubles and millions of dollars of hard currency im. 
ports in building and equipping their facilities. They 
hne accomplished many of their /loals for ecntraliz. 
ing component production and for intceratine the 
capabilities of the CEMA. The East European coun. 
tries. for e.\ample. can produce: nearly all thc compo
nents for power plants using VVER·~40 reactors-

with the notable c.~ccptiun of nuclear·fud ass.:m!llies. 
Moreo\'cr, VVER and RO~IK rluclcar 1>OI\'cr plants 
buill in the USSR cunlain man) key component. 
nunu(actured in Eastcrn Europe. ' 

Because it appears likely to We~h:rn 'lbscrvcrs llut 
the failure: of or an in3dcqu3te operation31 ran~e of 
certain componc:nts could bal'C: contributed to Ihe 
Chcrnobyl' accid:nt. the absence of ~epcrcussions in 
Ihe .Min iSlr)' of Power Machine Buildinll or the 
Ministry of the: Electrical Equipment Industry i1 
surprising. The IAEA speci31 OIcctilll: on Chcrnob)i' 
prcwided insight 00 this maUer. Accordin& 10 the 
Soviet 3ccounl of the accident. improper dcsians. not 
poorly built components, explained cntirc:ly the inabil, 
ity of certain systems to perform as expected." Thus, 
in a pen'crse: way, the Chernobyl' accident is aood 
news for the equipment manufacturing ministries 
because they were implicitly certified as competenL 
Indeed. it is possible that more resourCes "ill be 
assigned to them so that equipment for modifications 
c;!n be produced qllickly. 

Antinuclear Voices In (he USSR 
Antinuclear mo\'cments as they exist in the West are 
nOI possible in the USSR. Mose:ow's control oraans 
probably would effectively prohibit the organization 
of an antinuclear group of substantial size and almost 
ccrtainly would prel'ent public demonstrations or cir. 
culation of publications containing vicws opposed to 
official policies on nuclear energy. The Soviets have 
also minimized the opportunities for an antinuclear 
lobby by mounting an e/Teetil'e pronuclear.eampaign 
that ad\'ertiscs the advantages of nuclear power: fuel 
~\;ngs, less environmental impact than coal, and 
lower overall costs. 

Ne\·crthcJcss. antinuclear sentiments exist in the 
USSR, and they receive some degree of official 
acknowledgment. Three groups that hal'e questioned 

" In the nuclc.u indu!!.uy. as in other SO ... ·icl induslrin, rnpoRs,ilril. 
ilks (or dcsi£'ns of cqui(lt11cnt 2nd "bnts .He undlcd br institutes 
ud burC3US thll Of"(:Ulc nculy indc('(ndent1y or the ~J\u(~ur. 
i~ :tnd con!'Uucl;on ortosniLalion) thaI usc the doianl 
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Ihe nuclear prOiram :Ire likely 10 respond 10 the 
Chcrnob):" accident whh inerca$ed ncli\'iI)~ (II spc
cialislS on ccol~y, (21 those region;al Communist 
P:lrly ;tuthoritics who h3\'C sbown rcluetance to b3ck 
nuclc:lr projects, nnd (31 scallercd indh'iduals wbo 
rcrealn erauroolS expression of doubt and concern 
about the locations Ilnd operations of nuclear plants. 

Althoueb SO\'iet ecolo,ists ba\'c ceneral!)' supported 
the nuclear prOiram as pro\'idine an cncrlY source 
much less disruptive to tbc environment than fossil 
fuels, particularly coal. a fcw scientislS ba\'C criticized 
lhe impact of nuelear eneriY. The most prominent of 
tbese crities has been Nikolai Dollezha!, orieinal 
dcsiener of the Chernobyl'·typc reactors. In an article 
published in a leadini Soviet journal in 1979, DoUez- . 
hal ariued that a larle nuclear program in thc 
European USSR could eventually rcquire withdra ..... al 
of lands from agricultural production, m;ake excessive 
dcmands on water resources, :lnd release eeoloeieally 
threatenini quantities of beat into thc atmospher~, 
D<illezhal's solution (to consolidate nuclear power 
planls in large, remote complexes) could now aain 
more backing from ccoloeislS, whose opinion~ recently 
have had increasing, thoueh still minor, influence on 
policy formulatiun.1t 

Since the Soviets arc unlikely to allow direcl question
ina of the safety of nuclear plants, the ecology issue 
could provide an acceptable surrogate for usc by 
groups whose real concerns are safcty and public 
health. A harder look at the ecological impact of 
nuclear power could jeopardize thc extensive usc: of 
this encrir source for central heatina, because the 
reactors used for this purpose must be located close to 
populated areas. Moreover, ensuring that nuclear 
facilities arc more ccoloeically benign probabl)' would 
drive up the capital costs of moSI nuclear plants. 

Man), regional party and I:orernmcnt orllanizations 
saw real advantaics to nuclear power and supported 
nuclear (lOwer plant projects. A few regions (the 

" The ,ie'" lhal ccol:>,;'I1. or ul_menu couched in ccolocicol 
bnt.3ce. hue had inftucncc on S",·ic:1 i>OIjC)·tmkin, is supporled 
tJ:.- their role in recent a-cnls: the decision nollo di,"crt Sibcr&'D 
rin':CJ. the r,,"~'Up 10 'he Dnuter Rh'cr chemical s~tl1. and the 
"nuclC3r 'AinterN line in nuclear ,,-"(aron,. dC'b..,tC'! 
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Ukraine, for example! gambled hC:l\'ilyon Ihe: suc· 
ccssful operation of nuclear po\\'Cr plants: nc:;arlY:l1I 
ncw (lOwer plant construction tberc sincc the iatc 
19705 has been nuclear. The leadcrship 0( the: Geor
eian republic, howel'er. opposed buildine nuclcar 
plants until c:;arly 1986, whcn lbe construction of a 
power station was announced. Thc b:isl$ .for opposition 
to nuclear plants in Gcoreia W3S not fully discussed in 
the SUI'jet press. but concern about t:ldiolollical conse
quences on Gcoreian agriculture "'';IS (videnl The 
Chernobyl' catastrophe is likely to rcvive the Gcar. 
gia.'1 antinuclear lobby,which may now be more 
successful in aTlluing tb;at untapped hydro resources 
and local coal deposits can meet future Georgian 
electricity needs. ' 

Impact on Resource Allocation and Trade 

The assorted production and research bureaucracies 
of the enerllY ministries that competc for resources 
with nuclear power (oil, 1la5, and coal) will usc the 
Chernobyl' accident and its associated capital costs as 
an opportunity to promote their claims for investment 
resources at the expense of the nuclear Industry (sec 
inset). In the short term, the oil and natural las 
industries may be the quickest to take advanta&e of 
the Soviet nuclear industry'S setback. Oil and gas 
provided 70 percent of the USSR's enern production 
in 1986 and will remain the most important Soviet 
energy sources well into the I 990s. SpokeSmen for oil 
and ,as industry interests will be able to make the 
case Ihat"()ver the next several yc;.rs these fuels \1;11 be 
even more necessary for the Soviet economy because 
the nuclear industry will fall short of plans while it is 
reorganizing and relroupine in reaction to Cherno
byl'. The oil and las int:rests will probably link this 
argument to a bid for increases in their already 
escalating requirements for investment and skilled 
labor. promising that they can meet tbe encr&), needs 
of the eeonomy 

Coal is nuclear (lOwer's main lonl-term competitor. 
Coal·based cnera)' slrateeies have backers in the 
State Planning Committee (Gosplan), in tbe Power 
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. Ct:\ c'[r if ",e'".o.,r'«id,., .!)iSE~Ei~i~t~fr1J~it:;S:~~rit';; • 
At tl milJill/l~il/_ :IIt' 1I/'c/t'Qr illdlutry k'i/l nr('~/IU' ',:.,' 'thc\\\:St:tr...: rc.lc!o~sim~lil~rs and iQchin~ ~ids for 
,airr pff rhr:400-mil/ion-rublt' ua('tor d~stro)'('d a( Lir':linini£ reaelor orc-ralor;',:uiil'~uiil(iieht (<)[ nOnlje~ , 
Chullob/I::, if t1rt'SQ"iits:/;IUSl aballdon CI:anti/u'( +is,'ii.'etin: Icnin'c of iiucbi- jioi-'cr piani,cnmroncriii . 

. ;~~r.~~t~ihr~f~tf~~~;do; ~;:,;~:;;~;;;;~~~~~~·(-']~t'hl;~",·~~~.,- '~i~:,:~-'::~~~~ti:~ ~' {;, 
1IIt/ltoll rublt'S Q{ In\"(~stll/Cllt "'ould b~ lost. 'Adcllf/(Jn·'~'~A. more: 1I:1~((ant role for Westctn Impotts ,IS p.>SS1ble 

' al ~/ltla ... i of hunclrt'ds af millions Q{ i-ubl~i' ';'ot~!d b~'f'hii the nc:.~lre .... years i(th~ S~{eu;nnt 'ici':i"cc~i~r~lC:; 
lIt'ussa~F,if Ii .... • rapid sltutdOlt'n :cqu;lmt~ntjori~a~::~:'fth"diiV\'ER'PrOti;~ oid~idcjo:imIM~Crit"Apicilj: '. 
lars is installt'i/ aloll RBMKs. The J'YER rt'a,'tori~'~}~i~I~·rciiulcsusC:dinrCiclois opcriicd .rri~tiic Wesl. 
l'arriclllarlJ·th~ cirht car/y. iinronta{lI/~d onu. ma/j+~'For i~:lnlple, the SoyictS ii'ould 'prob:lb(r nfcd sc,,~icc 
allO '/Iud sak;)' IlI'~rad(S that. if cxtCns;Il:. co~/t!<': :>"ro,ilracis "'ith Western m:lchioC.(ooI sPcd:distS 10 
{"OJ( sClwal htuulrcd m;l/{on rubles. ,., i;:~' " bOOsl c6'nslruelion of VVER rQctois bc!6'uscdrcc~' 

",,; ;;~ "Iivc ~lili7.alion ofmachI~c:'loolstlu(hah:'beCn'phi_-, 
Durilli J9si-8J. )"t:orl.l· sl't!ndinz 011 ('qll;I'II/"n/ill/d~;> ,chased in Ihe Wesl is'cmnlial I~ thcp(Oductiori orih: 
COllltrllcilon jor nuclear'plants alwaged ~orl.l· } ::-" 'major compo~~n!S wed in'these 'rC3ctors~ Man)' com. 
billioll rubles. almost J5 perccnt qf all pOk·tr illduslr.i- ponc:nu of a r"cncrie n:lline (such :IS pipes, \":Ih'cs. and 
ill"~SfI/lCllt_ Additional sunil. p('rhal'S s~I'crallll/ll- 'pum"s) could also be purehas<-d (rom the West, since 
dr~c1l1/iIJion rub/~s. art annuallr im'att'd in ;,tfro~' "'these ~'o~ld require lillie modification 10 opera Ie in 
Slmctllrc for th~ 11IIc/t'ar IIIt[ustr,I·. A ro/l~lltota/ 0/ SO\'icl planls. 
th~ cal'iral COSfS 0/ th~ a(C/d('nt (rangin~/rol/l aCltla/", 

lo 1'0H(b/~J to bi! borni:b_I,tJi~'lUciear industr,I'shok'j:" ;A~~~ markel in the USSR ro~ WcstJii'~ucl~af~cn~', 
fhu~ fo b~ tht t'quil'al('fit af Mo or three ,,-~ars': ' dor~ is likely to be highly compctilrrc. Firms (rom the 

United Siales, france, Finland, Wcsi Gr.rm:my, Swe. 
currellt in'·cI(nl~nt. 

'der{Greal Britain. :lnd Jap:lncan otrerman)' compa-
- __ ._:.. _-=-.rable componenls and scrvices.E,,;--::;7~:'-:- --:. ': - __ 

~1~:~\,7s'.i~I~:n~;i~~\~~~;~!I~:;~~~~~~r~h:':':L' - - ~ ~.~?:: -' 'J 
Soviet Lonc-Term Energy Program: planners arc . 
counting on coal. in conjunction with nUc\Qr power, 
10 supply nearly all new energy OUlput once natural 
,as production lads ofT in Ihe mid·1990s. Ho\\"e\'~r, 
Ihe Soviets havc not been dC\'Olin, (he rcsources 
needed to gel the coal industry mo,ing toward its' 
ambitious goals. The induslry's leadership is now in :I 

slrong POSilio~ to bid (or a larger i'cwurce shue. 
using Ihe argument thai eoal·fired planls will be :Iblc 
10 deli,'cr c1cc:ricily more cheaply and sarcly than 
nuclear planls, 

SO'itl Kudear Sale~ Abroad 
Dcfore Ihe Chernobyl" accident. lhe USSR was step
ping up ils campaign 10 seU nuclear power plants in 

" the Wcst. The ~eeident hu dampened the prospects of 
all suppliers o( nuclear power plants but may have!l 

, more laslir.g impael on WC'llcrn suppliers Ihan on Ihe 
SO\'iels {sec inse!l. The SO"ieIS hal'c tried 10 scll 
nucicar pewer planls \\ilh VVER reactors 10 ne\\' 
customers in 12 eounlries in Ihe past Iwo years. The 

Soriel Purehl1.5cs From Ihe WCSI,' . , ,':' ":,,, 'Soviels agreed,-sC\-cral monlhs bdoce Chernob\'I', to 
The Soviels arc likely to c~nlinuc to'nccd\\'CSlerri.,j" <:s~ppl~';i nuclear power <!alion 10 N"orth Korea, -hosled 
eQuipmenl (or moniloring radiation and health. ,,.,;'. ,', ~",'" , 
amounling 10 5(\'(1'al million dollarspcr year for' 3t:'" 
Ieasl a decade. \iosco\\" probably ho~ 10 mcel ,hgft. ~":: 



I mpact of Chunobyl' on Nllcleur-SIl(l(lor: 
I nduSlriu-.-#.re (he SOl'ius in Btlttr SIUlP<' 
for a Com<,back Than (he West! 

lI'ilh Iht: likd,l' c.cr.:ptions of Frana alld Japall, IIIUst 

dCl'eloped WeIlern ,:oulltrles (ine/udiIlK the Ulllled 
Slalt.'sj could sl<ffer greOI(f selba,-ks 10 (htir IIlIclcar
SllppOrt ind/lsrril!s durillK 'hI! II.:X' decade tho II k'if( 

the USSR a,r a rtsul, of uactions '0 Chl!rnobyl'. 
While tlrl! lIuclear il/duslr)' in the dCl'dopcd Wesl alld 
sCl'tral ollrer cOlwtrics-SOUlh Korca. Taiwall. Ihc 
Plrillppillu. and India-was in recession bcfore Chcr
froby/'. bcforc tire fall In oil prices. and el'CII bcforc 
tire Thru Mile Island accident. 'here WNe scI'ual 
ill/Illedialt backward steps In 'he months ofler Ihc 
Chrrno!Jyl' IJccldent. Austria and 'he Philippinrs 
finally chou 10 gil't up ,htir prtl'lo/lsly Irollbled 
III1e/ear programs. A numher of plan lied ordas for 
11th' sla/lons-in Fillialld, the Netlrerlallds. and 
IlalY-k'ue pIll on hold. PUII/OIINIII.\' In SOniC caus, 
FlIrther poslpolling of orduslor IIIIc1ear pOWCf plallls 
is 11/0S1 /iJ:I!/I' 10 occllr ill 'he JIIest as dOllblS obolll 
III/e/ear pOI\'~r increase. As a rl!slllt. shakeouls and 
relrellchmellllll the devdoptd IVes/'s IIlIclear-slipport 
industries arl! IIOK' more thc rule thall the exceptioll: 
possibililies Jar IICh' bl/sllluS are dll'illdling al hOl1lc. 
and rcaClor-export possibilities art: shrillkillg. 111011-

olha ;i1'1! .I·ears or so, indllstrial capaci!.I' ia the Wesl 
d(l'ol~d 10 supplyi/lg /llielear pOIl'U plolll.< cOlild b~ 
grearly reduced. 

III contrasl, 1/(1\' orders lor lIuclear plalllS ill Ih~ 
USSR cOllrillllc. Bel'allSt fhe slale-operaled III1e/car 

pOI\'(( eqlliplllclIl industry of the USSR call ','eal h", 
Ihis period of slack inltrnaliollal dmralld lor III1c1ear 
(1101115, lire SOl'/'el Unioll cOlild find ilself ill a bella 
POl'ilion Ilral/IIIOM sllpplius iI/fire Wesl 10 rake 
adl'alllage 0/ a ubound ill nuclear p,alll orders ill lite 
1990s. Such a reboulld currelll'.l' StelllS relllOle, I\'el'
erlltcl~ss, ullillg III/clear power plallls alld equiplltelll 
cOllld agaill becolI/e Ilicralive if cOir/ldellce ill 1I:,c1car 
po\\'(( is f<'Slored and cOI/l'ml;ollal energy COSIS ris.: 
sharply 
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a Chillese "isit to SOI'ietlluclear plants. southt Ku- -
waiti ",;islancc as a brokcI for possible salcs in the 
~!iddlc East. ;lnd o[cred to sell nuclear plants'to 
India. E~ypl. Morocro. and Indonesia. Hcforc Cher
n(lby!' they also discussed conslructing rea,10rs in 
Syria. Iraq. and Libya. and planned to bid on plants 
for Finland and YUl!oslal;a. In the wake of the 
Chernoby!' disaster. the SOViclS probably ha,'c lost 
sornc nuclear plant sales; finland (\I;th two opcratine 
Soviet rcactors) and Yu!!oslal'ia immediately put their 
nuclear (;rders on hold. while other potential Sorict 
customers indicated that nucbr plans were bein!! 
rcviewed. ' 

Before the Chcrnobyl' accidenl. SC)'I'iel nuclear plaOl 
markcters hoped 10 eet sel'eral commilments for 
purchases of VVER reaclors, P(llcmial bUYers in 
Finland Jnd Yu£oslal'ia seemed c10sc \0 pbcin~ or. 
ders cumulatil'c!Y worth roughly sClocral billion dollars 
ol'cr the nC.~t five 10 sCI'en years. Givcn the trade 
arIJn.emcnt~ bel ween each ofthesecounlrics and lhe 
USSR, hov:e"er. these lrans~clions probably would 
ha,'e been Jar~el)' barlcr agreements. with very lillic 
hard currency transferred to thc Soviets. Allhough 
thc Soviets were aetil'ely discussing contracts for 
commercial nuclear plants with a number of olher 
non, 810c potential bu)'ers. this se~ment of business 
\\'a\ at a prcliminary stage. 

The Soviets arc jointly engaged wilh the East Europe. 
an counlries (8ulgaria, C7,eehoslovakia. East Germa
ny, Hungary. Poland, and Romania) in markctinli! 
So\"iet·d05ie ned nuclear plants to power industries 
inside and cutside the CEMA area. These plants us~ 
the VVER pressurized·yeater reactor in either of two 
capacities: 440 MW or 1,000 MW. Reaclors of the 
Chernobyl' type ha\'c never been offered for nporl. 
Wilh the exception of nuclear fuel. all ofthc compo
nenlS for the VVER·equipped plants can be manufac. 
tured in Eastern Europe. largely in CzeCh05lo\'akia, 
Easl Germany, and Hungar)'. The I.OOO-MW VVER 
rcaelors currenlly bcinli! markeled havc full conlain' 
ment and olher ~fct)' features functionally compara
ble to tho~e used in the West. Thc Soviets arc also 
jointly nlarkeling a VVER·440 nuclear power reactor 
",ilh J Finnish company that oocrales a plant of this 
Illodcl in Lo\"iisa, Finland, 



1/1 public testimonials, :1 /lumber of Ea~t European 
ollicials have reallirmcd their eonlidence in the safely 
:lnd reliability of Soviet-designed rc:lctors_ Pril'atcly, 
howel'er, East European energy experlS concede thaI 
the Chernobyl' accident nas increased concern about 
the nfety systems cnllinecrcd into SOI'iet desi!:ns 
(especially the older VVER-440s without CI"cn SOI'iel
type containment), but they ex~t that SOI'iet
designed reactors will continue to be opcr::ted, built, 
and ordered. ' 

The East Europeans have a large stake in the success 
of SOI'iet-designed VVER modcls-19 reactors with a 
combined capacity or about 8,000 MW arc now 
operating in these countries, and SO others (some 
36,000 MW) arc under construction or on order_ 
Although we beliel'c that thc East Europeans will 
(ollow through on plans (or nuclear cnergy, their 
nuclear programs could experience deJays (while pub
lic confidenee is restored with safety reviews) and 
increased COS IS. 
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PHILIPPINES: Attempt to Form Rival Government 

The naming of a rlvpl government by Marcos supporters yesterday Is an embarrassing Irritant to the Aquino 
administration that was probably designed to drJve!Jnother 
~tween President Aquino and Defense Minister Enrlle. 

Ar'uro Tolentino. Marcos's runn:ng mate in the February presidential election, proclaimed himself acting president yesterday during a rally of Marcos supporters that included several hundred armed soldiers. Tolentino named several Marcos loyalists to his "cabinet" and said that he would retain Defense Minister Juan Ponce Enrile Clnd Armed Forces Chief of Staff Fidei Ramos-the leaders of the r~hat ousted Marcos and installed Aquino-in their pOSitions ....... 

Under the command of officers loyal to Marcos and Tolentino, troops, estimated to number te of the demonst 
some of the troops s no may be from Reg Unified Command III. where many provincial comi:nanders owed their positions to Marcos's crony Eduardo COJuangco In the past. 
~-

President Aquino, visiting Mindanao yesterday. announced that when she returned to Manila today, Tolentino would face sedition charges. Both Ramos-who was traveling with Aquino-and Emile have publicly reaffirmed their support for Aquino. Enrlle ordered government troops to surround the Manila Hotel and sent a threeman team of offIcers to negotiate a peaceful dispersal of the Marcos supporters. Two hundred soldiers have already surrendered, : U 'J I [eavlng only for~mbers of Marcos's presidential guar inside the comPlex ..... 

• Tolentino's gesture. presumably made at Marcos's dlrectlon,1i'ighlights the former President's continued efforts to harass and attack the legitimacy of the Aquino government. Tolentino hlmse[f is no real threat to Aquino; he lost much of his credibility by becoming Marcos's running mate earlier. The inclusion of Enrlle [n Tolentino's "cabinet" was almost certainly designed to worsen the growing tensions between Enrile and Aquino. Enrile's public support for Aquino, however. has prevented the defect/on of more government troops to Tolentino. If Enrlle Is able to resolve the Incident without violent clashes, he could strengthen his pos~ Aqulno's Cabinet and eliminate some of her distrust for him. ~ -
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Government Crackdown Continues 

The Sandin/stas' dec/IS/on to 
the second in Je$$ than a 

Bishop Vega's expulsion on Friday followed a heavy proregime media 
campaign that chronicled his alleged support for the insurgents. The 
Bishop's Council has issued a statement criticizing the expulsion. and 
Cardinal Obando condemned the action in measured terms in his 
sermon yesterd 

The Sandinista p 
claiming the r"",in'I'>~", 
leaders. Despite these warnl 
dl s remain determined to 

expulsion of Bishop Vega. combined with that of the 
lef spokesman last week, robs the hierarchy of its two 

best known voices. The moves will force the Cardinal to assume still 
more of the burden In opposing the regime and substantially Increase 
his vulnerability to Sandlnlsta retaliation,. Bishop Vega was also 
important In maintaining support fOr{he ardinal'S confrontational 
posture within the Bishop's Council 

Some In the civic opposition probably calculate they have little to lose 
In speaking out against the regime and will look for new opportunities 
to oppose the Sandlnlstas, but the new restrictions will sharply limit 
their ablllty to organize activities. Moreover, despite their JOint 

b/, b3 

statement, not all In the democratic opposition are likely to advocate 
confrontation, and Internal debates will aggravate traditional personal b ~ 
rivalries .... 

The Sandlnlstas almost certelnly have selected their next targets, and 
extensive press attacks probably will be a key Indicator of their likely 
moves. They will probably move gradually, however, perhaps 
calculating that, If they can force dissidents to leave without being 
forced to expel them formally, they can minimize International b ';( 

head off a polltlcally damaging mass exodus. _ ......) 
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EASTERN EUROPE: 

b3 

EconornlSl Stili Struggling 

Recently re/es3ed data show Eastern Europe'3 economic 
performance for"the .t lul"i.li.1986 Improved little over last year's poor Showing. __ _ __ --

The hard currency deficit for the region was an estimated S900 mililor! 
as increases In Imports, especially from the West, outstripped export 
growth; in contrast, there was a slight surplus for the first quarter of 
1985. The trade gap was particularly large for Hungary, Bulgaria, and 
Czechoslovakia. Oftlclals In several countries have expregsed 
disappointment with the trade figures, especially because economic 
plans h~ed redUCing hard currency Imports and expanding 
exports ......... 

FIrst-quarter Industrial growth fell below the annual rate for 1985. 
Encouraged by a relatively moderate Winter this year, East European 
regImes hoped for stronger showIngs as they began new five-year 

OfficIal crIticIsm of 11~~'n~th~e~c~z~e~c~;ilji~~~ harsh, and~ 
ngary's G 

Prospects for these economies over the rest of the year 
Declining 011 prices In the West have cut demand tor 

the region refined all products and reduced the ability of Third 
World oil producers to buy tram Eastern Europe. Tourism and food 
exports to Western Europe have also suffered Since the Chernobyl' 
accldent._ 

The slow Industrial growth and the deCline In hard currency trade 
performance Indicate that the regIon's recovery from the economIc 
stagnation and finanCial problems of the early 1980s Is running out of 
steam. Further poor trade results may make bankers more cautious in 
lending to Eastern Europe. With the Soviets pushing Eastern Europe 
to Increase economic growth and poor 1986 results already 
apparently thrOWing the new five-year plans off schedule, East 
European leaders w//I come under Increasing press~ke L ~ 
~n addreSSing economic prOblems.... D ...,I 
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Eastern Europe: Selected Economic Indicators 

Estlm-ated -Grol\1it of 
Induslrial Production, 1982-86 
Percent 
"4 

. -
.... ·0 • 

.. " .. - -

" :'1 ",1' , ., 
,~ ',' ,I:' ","1, ,-I:,', I:' 

-1.0 I • : : : . : : • 
.. DosIa for East Cierm:!.n)" and Romani.;); ;src not availablc. 
to Dala (or first-quarter rCJulis OldjuSlc:d to rcmo\'C di!"lorcions or the winter or 1985. 
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CHINA: all Production Growth Slows 

China produced 2.53 million barrels of all per day during the first halt 
ot 1986. only 2 percent more than during the same period last year. 
Production at Oaqlng, China's largest field. dectlned 4, ereent 
because an accident In January down one 

ower Ions for several mon 

lower growth rate will have little effect on domestic oil 
supplies, Ich will benefit slightty from a drop In exports-down 
11 percent In the first quarter. Nevertheless. 8eljing will continue to 
ration domestic 011 supplies tightly so It can expand exports if 
International prices rise. Significant new finds at Shengll probably will 

na's tlon growing through the rest of the decade. 

CHINA: Currency Devaluation 

China devalued Its currency by 13.5 percent against the dollar on 
Saturday In response to contInuing concerns about Its balance of 

1it~ra~d.eil'I,'n.1~9i8i5I!icilh.l,na.ra.n.a~tir,ailidje.d~e.f~lc,lt.o_f_a~b.out $8 bllilor & a 
PrelimInary ~hlnese 

data Indicate that the trade deficit In the first quarter of 1986 was 
about the s~me as In the same period last year'" 

This devaluation, followIng a 7-percent devaluation in 
relfie,ctl!! BeIjIng's determination to Improve Its trade 

performance by using economIc Incentives rather than administrative 
directives. Premier Zhao Zlyang complained In March that. because of 
China's Irrational price structure, the profits from domestic sales of 
many products are greater than p.roflts from exports. The devaluation, 
by boosting the profitability of exports. will spur Chinese firms to 
divert more goods to foreign sales. At 3.7 yuan to the dollar. however, 
China's currency Is still w/il devalue 
again before the end of the ye 
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S~uth A.ia 

Middlcr Elllt 

Amerlcaa 

Europe 

East Asia 

.' 

In Brief 

- Initial reoorting indicates low turnout for Pakistan opposition leader 8hutto's oationwlde demonstrations on Saturday ... ofticials in volatile Karachi had banne~or two weeks ... only one Incident of violence reported~ .:-. 

arsaw Pact members help banon to mprove chance Poliah troops will replace a French unit ... UN s~placements tram current contributors, no success yet ..... 

- Nicaragua to adopt conventional military ranks ... guerrilla commandants to become majors and colonels ... four grades of general authorized. President appointing top three ... gives officers chance to equal or outrank Soviet, Cuban adviser 

- Cuba suspended Interest payments to Paris Club members last Tuesday .. Havana retuslng import cuts. reforms to reduce $436 ml/llon financing n~hlS year ... strained talks probably will resume this month._ 

aat Germani rankled by Soviet push for more open media p ley ... disliked Gorbachev's 
mentioning Soviet shortcomings at E

1
a.s.t.G.e.r.m.a.n party congress ... unhappy with Gorbachev's style. 

- EC court Invalidated 1986 EC budget •.. ruled budget violated EC spending restraint agreement .•• ruling will Increase financing gap from $3.9 billion to $4.5 billion •.. budget revisIons this autumn likely to cut nonagricultural spending. L a 
- EC members expected to approve Interim settlement of EC-US farm trade dispute this week .. , allows continued US corn exports to Spain this year. . . tends agreement too favorable to US but unlikely to block 

.. ., . ' 
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Eastern Europe: Indicators of Reaction to 
the Chernobyl' Accident of 26 April 

BulgarIa Czechollovakl. Hungary Ealt Po/and Romania Yugol/av'a 
Initial press 4/28 
announc!.ment _ 
First admltled Soviet 
casualties ----.---
Medical warnings 5/1 

~~~----------Increased radiation 
announced 

Admitted economic 
losses ------
Accepted Western 
assistance 

Changed nuclear 

... 

... __ ____ _ __ GBr~_a.!!l... 
4/30 4/28 4/29 4/28 4/29 4/29 

4/30 4/29 4/30 4/30 4129 4/29 

.------- --..-5/6 5/2 517 4/29 -"':"5/2 5/1 

::.p~rog::.=.:.r;.:a_m~s ___________________________ .. _______________ . _____ _ 
Private statements 
of Ire by offlc_'a_'s ______________________ _ 
Requested ccmpensatlon 
trom Soviets 

----------------Cited Voice of America 
as media verification 

.. Double asterisk IndIcates date unknown. 
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EA~TeRN EUROPE: 

Spec/al Analysis 

Aftermath of Chernobyl' 

The Chernobyl' Bccldent has Introduced new frictions Into Eastern Europe's relations with the USSR. It h~~ B/~D_ provoked anger toward Western Europe the Etempcrary ban on East European food exports. -

Soviet failure to warn Eastern Europe of the accident quickly and to share information, despite a CEMA agreement, angered leaders in many countries. Moscow has shown no willingness to accommodate the East Europeans' reported demands for compensation, however, and the ire expressed in some countries toward Western Europ,:; nelS not slowed efforts to establish formal EC-CEMA relations. 

~ 
Relations Wilh the USSR 

Many people, distrustful of government Information, assumed the threat to public health was worse than announced and relied on Western radio for news on the accident. The Polish regime even Cited the Voice of America to calm the population'S fears of health hazards. - The accident also stimulated fledgling envlronmenta antin groups, which wlil probably fuel political dissl 

Relatione With the European Community 

" 71 Hungary, Poland, and Yugoslavia quickly denounced the EC mpo-rt ban as a politically motivated move to protect domestfc agriculture. The East Europeans claim the ban cost them more than $100 million In lost earnings in May, and financially troubied Poland and Roma~ used the ban as an excuse for not making debt 
payments.~ 

continued 
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Despite their anger, however, all East European countries responded positively to a recent EC proposal t 
simultaneous 

ons 
Czechoslovakia in the near tutu 

Outlook 

--:-.-

The Chernobyf' incident appears unlikely to affect the East })' , 
mental way, even In -b ~ 

M o,sSI:::oC)v~ie,.,t",s .an •. ~ItIJE ... as~ 3 ) b I 
were h :, 

Compensation may also have been on the agenda ot the unprecedented meeting Soviet leader Gorbachev had with East European party leaders following the regular session of the Warsaw Pact's Political Consultative Committee In 8udapest that involved larger delegations. In public, however, th~s. have avoided any hint they might compensate any country._ 

The Soviets have disappointed East European hopes that Gorbachev would treat his allies more like equals than did his predecessors. The East Europeans believe themselves unfairly penal/zed by the accident, but they have little leverage with Moscow. At most, they may signal their displeasure by dragging elr feet In future mlc negotIations with the Soviets. 
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The Chernobyl' Accident: 
Social and Political 
Implications . 

This research paper focuses on the societal and political implications of the 
first major domestic and international crisis under General Secretary 
Mikhail Gorbachev. It examines the impact of the Chernobyl' accident on 
the Soviet population, popular reaction to the event, and the effect on 
popular attitudes toward the Soviet bureaucracy and leadership. It provides 
the reader with a feel for how various strata of Soviet society reacted to 
this near-catastrophic event during a period of leadership-induced social 
ferment. 

_~ The current study provides infor
mation on crisis decision making under Gorbachev but does not deal in 
depth with the implications for the Soviet nuclear program. These issues 
have been treated comprehensively in the DI Research Paper The Soviet' 
Nuclear Power Program After the Chernobyl' Accident.2 . ~: -" 
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Summary 
IlIforma/iun avai/ablr 
as uI J ~~mbrr 1987 
"'as usrd In /hls r~por/. 

-

The Chernobyl' Accident: 
Social and Political 
Implications ;,' 

The explosion of the Chernobyl' nuclear reactor in April 1986 presented a 
serious problem for Gorbachev's efforts to portray the new leadership as a 
reasonable and accountable government. The accident led to the emer
gence of nuclear energy policy as a significant public issue. Moscow's delay 
in reporting the accident to its people and neighbors left it open to charges 
of disregard for public health and eroded confidence in the regime. The 
psychological consequences of the Chernobyl' accident are likely to be long 
term and not limited to the immediately affected geographic areas. 

Soviet citizens-in contrast to their counterparts in the West-have not 
mounted a successful campaign against the 'development of nuclear power, 
but antinuclear sentiment is growing in the aftermath of the Chernobyl' 
accident. Some members of the elite with policy influence have much less 
confidence in the safety of the Soviet nuclear system. Even ordinary 
citizens apparently worry that the regime's determination to'rely more 
heavily on nuclear power will increase pressure on the nuclear sector to 
place growth above safety. They are reluctant to trust official assurances 
that safety alterations have been made and that existing safety rules will be 
enforced. 

Regime claims that radiation fallout from Chernobyl' will not add 
significantly to the normal incidence of cancer have not silenced rumors 
and anxiety about health issues. A large segment of the population living in 
the European section of the USSR apparently believes it is in danger from 
radiation and continues to link genetic abnormalities, cancers, and poor 
health in general to the accident. These concerns are probably greatest 
among the 135,000 evacuees and more than 20,000 recovery workers
mainly military reservists-nearly all of whom are non-Russians. 

We have evidence of considerable fear of contaminated food and water that 
is likely to continue. The effects of this fear were still being felt in the far
mers' markets this past summer, and Moscow probably is concerned that 
this apprehension could result in workers' resistance to transfers to the 
Chernobyl' region, an inability to sell products from the region, and 
increased demand for medical services 

,:' Chernobyl' also had an 'adverse impact on the regime's credibility. More 
, than a year after the accident, Soviet citizens continue to criticize top 

officials for initially concealing the Chernobyl' accident, and some think 
the regime's response to the disaster exposed the insincerity of Gorhachev's 
openness (glasnost) policy 
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The regime brought many of these problems on itself by initially reacting 
with its traditional secrecy. Immediately after the accident, an information 
blackout was imposed until international pressure forced a grudging 
admission followed by a propaganda counterattack. Gorbachev himself 
remained silent until 14 May, almost three weeks after the accident, 

. probably to minimize his personal responsibility and to wait for his experts 
to gain control of the situation. 'r} 

Once Gorbachev got involved, however, he exploited the initial public 
relations setback to push his own reform agenda. By demonstrating that 
suppressing information about domestic problems can backfire, the acci
d'ent gave added impetus to his drive for openness in the Soviet media. Sev
eral articles in Pravda, for example, pointed out that a lack of complete in
formation had encouraged harmful rumors, and supporters of Gorbachev's 
policy criticized the domestic media's early silence. 

Gorbachev also ~ed the accident to eliminate some Brezhnev holdovers. 
He retired three elderly members of the Central Committee who were 
rumored to share some blame for the disaster. In addition, several ministry
level officials in the nuclear industry were fired, six Chemobyl' plant J 

managers received jail sentences, and 27 party officials were expelled fr<>m 
the party either for contributing to the accident or Jor being inattentive to 
the evacuees' needs. 

By laying the blame on local authorities, attacking the West for exploiting 
the disaster, and pressing forward with domestic reform, Gorb~chev has so 
far largely avoided personal accountability. ( .--.. ' ..... 

;l Gorbachev favored prompt publiCation of infor
mation bui met resistance in the Politburo. However, this story conceivably 
was put out by his supporters to exonerate him "'1 

The costs to regime credibility were especially serious in the Ukraine, 
Belorussia, and the Baltic. Dissatisfaction with the regime's handling of the 
Chernobyl' accident exacerbated longstanding popular frustrations in these 
regions: 

• The nuclear radioactive contamination of Ukrainian and Belorussian 
territory and the dislocation of Ukrainian and Belorussian people pro
voked dissatisfaction with the Soviet policy of placing nuclear plants near 
populated Centers and strengthened the environmentalist lobby in the 
Ukraine. 

• Chernobyl' sparked demonstrations in the Baltic, where ecology-sensitive 
issues had already provoked anti-Russian demonstrations and Moscow's 
callup of reservists to clean up Chernobyl' was perceived as ethnic 
discrimination 
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The new consciousness about environmental issues spurred by Chernobyl' 
has contributed to a climate of public activism that could contest Moscow's 
plans for nuclear power expansion in the next decade. Some 60 members of 
the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences signed a petition opposing the 
completion of units 5 and 6 at Chernobyl' because the project leaders had 
failed to adjust their plans to the new postaccident conditions. Reportedly, 
the petition was about to be made public when Moscow decided to shelve 
the expansion plans for the nuclear plant, conceivably in response to the 
arguments advanced by the Ukrainian group and possibly other public 
opposition. 

Local Soviet press accounts indicate that concern about the safety of the 
nuclear industry is particularly high in areas with Chernobyl'-type reac
tors, like Kursk, Leningrad, Smolensk, Ignalina, and Chernobyl' itself. 
Demonstrations against the Ignalina and Leningrad nuclear plants were· 
held in June 1986 as well as this year, and there is evidence that two nucle
ar projects have been recently shelved because of public reaction. Even 
though there have been greater efforts to reassure the public and perhaos 
some rethinkin2 of the strategy Cor siting nuclear power plants, .C .:I 
C _ ::Jlhe public's apprehension about the regime's 

commitment to make the necesSary safety modifications remains well J 

founded. I .... 

Despite the fact that ministries responsible for nuclear industry have been 
given a formal mandate to achieve more stringent safety standards, there is 
no indication that public resentment will compel changes in the direction of 
Soviet nuclear power policy. The major bureaucracies resent public 
pressure and there are some signs of backtracking on glasnost: 
• Despite Moscow's avowed openness policy, the July 1987 legal Collowup 

of the accident was conducted in secret, probablY in an effort to avoid re
vealing technical testimony that addressed. reactor design flaws. 

• In the spring of 1987, Soviet reporters complained that the authorities 
were still tightly controlling inCormation on Chernobyl" leaving the 
public largely in the dark. 

• The official Soviet report presented to the International Atomic Energy 
I Agency at the August 1986 meeting in Vienna, and made widely 

av~il"hlc to the West, was never released to the Soviet general public. 

Soviet leaders probably hope that the consequences of Chernobyl' will fade 
from public view. Continued publicity poses difficulties because long-term 
environmental and health consequences will require further allocations of 
resources, which Moscow appears unwilling to make. A debate about the 
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location and safety of nuclear plants is troublesome to a regime formally 
committed to nuclear energy and the economic benefits of building nuclear 
plants near highly populated areas. ( 

In an era of continued reform policies, another nuclear mishap, even a 
comparatively minor one, could unleash a backlash against nuclear energy 
that would- be harder to ignore and might haste~ the process of retiring the 
Chernobyl'-type (RBMK) reactor: 
• The democratization campaign unveiled by Gorbachev, Yakovlev, and 

other senior leaders presupposes more sensitivity to public opinion . 
• Legislation presented at the June 1987 Supreme Soviet on public 

referendums on local issues may give the people a mechanism to express 
their concerns. 

• Public groups have been able to exert pressure on other env!conment
related issues through mass demonstrations. 

• Some critics of current nuclear policy, including prominent journalists, 
probably can be more .nftuential under glasnost. 

In addition, the Gorbachev regime has issued a number of broader policy 
statements designed to curb pollution and improve health and apt'C<lrs 

-willing to provide resources to support these policies. In July 1987, the 
CPSU Central Committee issued a sweeping resolution on ecology aimed 
at improving safety in the workplace and the quality of air and water. A 
month later, it announced a crash program to improve the medical system. 
The new Law on the Restructuring of Public Health stresses major reforms 
in the area of health through prevention and, given the growing concern 
with pollution and industrial safety, may be implemented more rapidly 
than usual. I 

Accommodation to popular frustration carries a danger for the regime and 
could make the situation worse by exciting expectations. The population 
will be more attentive to future regime performance in the areas of nuclear 
safety, public health, and ecology. There is increased discussion of these 
issues in the intellectual community, and social initiative groups are taking 
the issues to the street. These concerns are not likely-to evaporate. As 
public dissatisfaction becomes more evident, the Chemobyl' accident may 
provide a focal point around which disgruntled citizens can organize, and 
Moscow may discover that Chernobyl' is a continuing irritsmt with a 
potential for social and ethnic tensions Cor years to come. 
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The Chernobyl' Accident: 
Social and Political 
Implications ' 

Regime Handling of the Chernobyl' Crisis 

The accident at the Chernobyl' nuclear power plant 
on the morning of 26 April 1986 set off a sequence of 
events the Kremlin and Soviet populace are still 
grappling with. The belief in the safety of Soviet 
nuclear design had been widely shared among Soviet 
nuclear specialists, and most experts believed that an 
accident like the one at Chernobyl' could never 
happen, leavinl them ill prepared to cope with a crisis 
of such magnitude.' 

The lovernment commission that investigated the 
accident concluded'that the world's worst nuclear 
accident was caused by a bungled test at Chernobyl's 
unit 4 reactor, but Soviet media and reporting both 
indicate that more basic problems with reactor safety 
were also partly to blame. The top leaders were' 
informed of the accident almost immediately and 
members of a government commission were on the 
scene within a few hours, but they apparently failed to 

, live a high priority to prompt evacuation or the 
rel~se of accurate information that could have 
stemmed rumors or facilitated more rapid publi<; 
health precautions, like those taken in Poland. 

The delay and uncertainty that characterized the 
regime's initial response can be explained in part by 
the magnitude of the Chernobyl' disaster, which 
would have been difficult for any government to 

• In 1984. Academician ValeriY leeasov. a member of the presidi
um of the USSR Academy or Sciences and first deputy director or 
the prestieious Kurehatov Atomic Enern Institute. published an 
economic analysis on the acceptable level of risk in nuclear enern, 
He concluded that plants are desiened and constructed so that there 
is no risk to human health not only during normal operation but 
even in an the event of a catastrophe. such as an earthquake or an 
aircraft crashine into the reactor. legasov was one of the first to 
visit the scene ,-,the disaster as a member of the eovcmment 
commission entrusted with the investillation of the Chernobyl" 
accident. He was clearly amazed by the scope or the devastotion as 
were most specialists worldwide. "Frankly speakinlt:· he said in a 
later interview,"1 could never imaeine that I would.witncss such::, 
accident which wu believed to be quite improbable by sp.:cialists in 
nuclear engineering: 

(; II I 

handle. The leadership quickly recovered from this 
brief period of hesitation and effectively responded to 
control the radiation release, to evacuate and resettle 
135,000 persons, to decontaminate most of the Cher
nobyl' environs sufficiently to permit workers to con
tinue the recovery operations, and to reduce the public 
relations damage. The break in Gorbachev's political 
momentum appears to have been temporary, and, by 
laying the blame on local authorities, Gorbachev has 
avoided any personal acoountability. . 

Formation of Dedslonmaking Bodies 
Moscow officials were at the scene of the accident r
within hours after the explosion occurred, acoording 
to nuclear physicist Boris Semenov, the Soviet dele
gate to the International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA) board of governors. Semenov told IAEA-" 
board members in late May that Gorbachev an-d other 
members of the. top leadership learned of the accident 
at Chernobyl' early in the morning of 26 April. A 
group within the Politburo under the direction of 
Nikolay Ryzhkov. chairman of the USSR Council of 
Ministers, was formed to deal with the accident. In 
addition. a special government commission headed by 
Boris Shcherbina, deputy chairman of the Council of 
Ministers, was formed that morning to investigate the 
causes of the accident." This commission immediately 
took over direction of the emergency response and 
recovery effort. 

Maj. Gen. Vladimir P. Pikalov, chief of-the chemical 
troops of the USSR Defense Ministr~ and a decorated 
Hero of Soviet Union for his work at Chernobyl', told 
Pravda in December 1986 that he was summoned to 
the General Staff headquarters in the early morning 
hours and ordered by General Staff Chief Sergey 

"/or 
Jhe on-site head or the commission rot~ted every two 

weeks 5tartinll 9 May 19~6. with various deputy premiers servinll 
their turn as its director. These included Ivan Silayev. Yuriy 
Maslyukov. Lev Voronin. Vladimir Gusev. Genadiy Vedernikov. 
and Boris Shcherbina 



lAxity and Poor Design of tire Clrernohyl' Plant 

The report af the investfgation presented to the 
Central Committee afthe CPSU stressed the Cherno
by/' accident was caused by a "one-in-a-million" 
chain af events. but Western experts-maintain that an 
accident was possible because af dangerous design 
characteristics that make the RBMK-<1 graphite
moderated reactor- vulnerable to accidents. Be
cause many afthese deficiencies cannot quickly and 
cheaply be remedied. the RBMK will continue to be 
considerably less sale than other type reactors. and 
planned safety enhancements will not raiu these 
reactors to Western safety standards .. 

Construction af Soviet nuclear plants has been ham
pered by IndJicient design bureaucracies. bottlenecks 
in component manWacturing. and overambitious plarr 
ning that resulted in some substandard construction. 
The chief design engineer for the ventilation system af 

the Kursk and Chernoby/' nuclear power stations/rom 
197-1 to 1980 gave a good example af industry s use af 
Inferior components . .The Chernobyl' and Kursk venti
lation systems were built from ungalvanized sheet 
steel to reduce cost. Similar problems with construc
tion and workmanship halted work projects at the 
Rostov nuclear plant in April 1986. indicating tho' 
these conditiq,ns are widespread in the industry . 

On the eve af the accident. a Pripyat' resident. in an 
article published by the Ukrainian literary weekly 
Literatuma Ukraina, attempted to draw attention to 
problems at Chernoby/'s unIt 5-then under con
struction-lncluding shortages af skilled labor. infe
rior materials. unsafe shortcuts. and unrealistic 
building programs. Further revelations af precarious 
safety conditions prevailing at the plant were provid
ed in a report/rom the trial afthose responsible/or 
the accident at Chernoby/'. At the July trial the 
technical commission af experts charged the experi
ment that commenced bdore the accident was a 
continuation af a series af simllar and unsuccesiful 
research projects. including a near mishap during a 
similar experiment in 1985. The Soviets told a 
Japanese visitor this September that the experiment 
was Initially proposed at the Leningrad and Irkutsk 
nuclear power plants but was rl'r"-red. It was then 
done at the Chernoby/' plant. , _ 

Soviet Account of Accident to tire IAEA in Vienna 

The official Soviet version of the accident. as report
ed to the International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA) in Vienna on 25-29 August -1986. is largely 
accepted in the West. Based on the conclusions afthe 
Soviet Government commission Investigating the acci
dent. the wor/d's worst nuclear accident was caused 
by a bungled attempt to test a minor part af the 
sqfety system af unIt 4 af the Chernobyl' nuclear 
power plant. The experiment involved a scheme to use 
the rotational inertia af the turbogenerators to gener
ate electricity to bridge a one-half minute gap be
tween the loss af normal power and the beginnIng af 
auxiliary power supply in the event af the loss af 
normal supplies af electricity. The operators were 
unJer pressure to carry out the test. since another 
opportll"ity would not present Itself until the next 
year. -

According to the Soviet account at the IAEA meet
ing. the experiment was never afficially approved and 
was not executed according to plan. The operators 
allowed the reactor to reach a highly unstable condi
tion as a result af deliberately disabling some sqfety 
systems and a series af delays and mishaps. When the 
exp.~riment began. the rate af cooling-water flow 
decreased. leading to increasing water temperature in 
the core and increased steam formation. Because af a . 
design characteristic af the Chernobyl'-type reactors. 
the increased steam content in the core caused a 
power increase that quickly ran out af control. The 
power excursion ruptured /uel channels. and the 
pressure af the escaping steam blew apart the reac
tor's core and caused severe damage to the reactor 
building. Eyewitnesses report hearing a loud explo
sion and seeing sparks and burning chunks flying 
high into the night sky above unit -I at 0113 hours on 
26 April. The burning chunks fell back onto the r()("f
af surrounding buildings and started several fires. , 

Akhromeyev and Minister of Defense Sergey Sokolov 
to go to Chernobyl' and take charge of the chemical 
troops there. Within minutes of his meetin~ with these 
officials and less than two hours after the accident 
occurred. Pikalov alerted the mobilized military units 
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in Kiev. He and the first brigade of chemicallroops 
arrived in Kiev just over 12 hours after the explosion 
and, soon after, set up headquarters in the city of 
Ghernobyl', IS kilometers from the burning reactor. 
By the evening of 26 April the chemical troops were 
conducting radiological reconnaissance and continu
ous monitoring of radiation levels and weather data in 
the area surrounding the devastated Chernobyl' plant. 
According to General Pikalov, the health situation in 
Pripyat' had sharply deteriorated through the night of 
the 26th, and by 1000 hours on 27 April the planning 
to evacuate 47,000 persons from Pripyat'had begun. 

Pikalov's account confirms Boris Shcherbina's state
ment at the 5 May press conference that he and other 
members of the commission were on the scene literally 
"within a few hours" of the explosion. This scenario 
strongly suggests that the leadership had the informa
tion channels it needed to evaluate the situatien, 
despite the persistent Soviet line that "internal com
munication difficulties" had been the cause of the 
initial problems in dealing with the diSaster. It also 
suggests that, while the decision makers began to react 
to the crisis by at least the afternoon of the 26th, 
safeguarding the population was not their first 
priority. 

E,acaatioa an(l>econtamlnation . 
The Soviets initially responded to the accident as if it 
was a local emergencY confined to unit 4 of the 
Ch.ernobyl' nuclear power plant. Even after it was 
known that high levels of radioactivity were present, 
the accident was handled at first as a site emergency. 
Thousands of plant workers and their families in the 
city of Pripyat" located only 10 kilometers from the 
stricken plant. were neither'informed about the acci
dent. nor instructed to take precautions against radia
tion fallout. Evacuation was initiated 36 hours after 
the accident. Apparently there were no off-site emer
gency evacuation plans, and additional evacuation 
within the established 30-kilometer contamination 
zone continued for two weeks. The 2.5 million people 
livin, in Kiev, located less than 103 kilometers south 
of the reactor, were not warned publicly about the 
hazard until nine days later 
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Tire Evacuation qf Pripyat' 

The actual evacuation af the city af Pripyat' took 
place 36 hours q/ier the initial release af radiation. 
What we know af Pripyat's evacuation is based 
entirely on Soviet retrospective accounts, since no 
television pictures or photographs af Pripyat' just 
before or q/ier the dramatic evacuation have been 
released. (! 

In later months. the press described the exodus as an 
orderly and efficient process. A caravan af more than 

. 1,100 buses. mostly from Kiev. got under way on 
Sunday q/iernoon, carrying the townspeople in a line 
that stretched for almost 19 kilometers. The com
plete operation took less than three hours, a s.triking-
Iy short time to move so many people. '" 

Despite this impressive achievement. firsthand ac
counts af local Q/Jicials directly involved in the 
evacuation present a picture af disorganization, sup
porting speculation there were no evacuationpld"nsfor 
an event such as the one u"'olding at Chernobyl'. The 
Soviet press details how Q/Jicia/s hastily decided on 
where to move such a large number af people; how to 
assemble the transportation,' and .what resources to 
tap to shelter. feed. and provide medical services for 
such.Q large number af evacuees. One Kiev Obkom 
Q/Jicial said that shortly before the evacuation an 
i"'ormatlon group composed af oblast party Q/Jicials. 
militiamen. and voluntary police (druzhinniki) went 
from house to house i"'orming the residents af the 
evacuation. The people were given less than an hour's 
advance warning. and no additional i"'ormation was 
providedfor fear af creating a panic. >-

~ ~WM 
visited the Chernobyl' site. the current Chernobyl' 
plant director said that q/ier the accident people 
reacted "very emotionally •.. because they had no 
previous emergency exercises about what to do q/ier 
an accident and stressed the need for such a public 
education program for people liVing around nuclear 
plants. 

Bee .... 
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The official figure on the number of people eventually 
evacuated from the Ukraine and Belorussia was 
\35.000. but the total number of those who left the 
area is probably much higher. In addition. some 
400.000 children were evacuated from Kiev. and 
another 100.000 from points in Rdorussia to Pioneer 
camps and summer resorts .. 

Initially. confusion seemed to reign among the offi
cials on the spot. who seemed totally unprepared to 
deal with a catastrophe of such ma2nitude. In a later 
effort to explain the delay in the evacuation of 
Pripyat" Valeriy Legasov. presidium member of the 
USSR Academy of Sciences and the first deputy 
director of the prestigious Kurchatov Atomic Energy 
Institute, told a US visiting nuclear delegation that it 
was an appropriate precaution taken to protect the 

,people because the radioactive plume had traveled 
over the likely evacuation route. Information released 
at the trial of the Chemobyl' plant managers this 
July. however. revealed that no effort was made by 
plant officials to check the radiation levels in the city 
in the immediate aftermath and that the nuclear plant 
had no off-site measuring capabilities. Court testimo
ny also showed that the staff at the plant was ordered 
by plant officials to keep quiet about radiation levels 
and that they reported to their superiors lower levels 
of radiation than actually measured. As noted. the 
first comprehensive readings of radiation levels in 
Pripyat' were made on the evening of 26 April by the 
chemical troops who arrived earlier that day. As a 
result.. schools and shops stayed open on 26 Aoril and 
residents went about their business as usual 

The Soviets responded relatively quickly to dis~atch 
medical tearns to surrounding areas to screen the 
population. According to the vice president of the 
Academy of Medical Sciences. there were 1.300 
health care personnel involved. grouped into 230 
medical tearns, mostly from the Ukrainian and Belo
russian medical services. with support from military 
mobile medical teams. Nevertheless. there were short
a2CS of medical personnel. mediCllI ~"prlie.< ~n<i 

radiation-detection equipment. [ .:1 
r .. ..::lAs a result, the evacuees were loreea to wait 
long periods of time to be processed at relocation 
centers, where they receive<l " _·..l:~ .. 1 examination. a 
shower. and clean clothing. 

'. 

Firem~n s EjJort to Contain Catastroph~ 

When th~ Pripyat 'firemen r~spond~d to the fire at 
the nuclear power plant only minutes after the explo
sion released a radioactiv~ cloud, th~y did not know 
the full extent of the accident. Th~ chid' of a MVD 
directorate, Maj. Gen. V. M. Korniychuk told Litera
turna Ukraina in May that th~ musag~ alerting the 
firemen indicated only that ther~ was afire in the 
plant. When the firem~n arrived on the scene of the 
burning reactor, within minutes of the accident, they 
found that th~ roo/ over the control room was burning 
and part of it had already collapsed. Fires had 
broken our at di/ferent levels of the liS-foot high 
structure hOUSing the reactor and were threatening to 
spread to the other reactor. The firemen had no 

, special equipment except for the face mask, breathing 
apparatus, and heavy heat-resistant outer clothing 
standard in afiremen's uniform. I 

The first shift of firelighters fought for two and a half 
hours bdore reeTlforcements camefrom nearby towns. 
Col. uVI,id P. Telyatnikov, the plant's fire chid and 
the only survivor of the group of firelighters who first 
scaled the roo/ to put out the fire, said that they 
worked until they weakened and collapsed from 
radiation exposure burns, although at that time he 
thought it wasfrom physical exhaustion.. Many of the 
firemen had received a lethal dose ofradiation by the 
time the fire was extinguished at 06S3 hours. All six 
firl!men working alongside Telyatnikov died, giving 
their lives to contain afire that, left unchecked, could 
havl! spread the nucil!ar di.taster to the other reactors 
in the Chernobyl' plant. 

Ground Forces units from the three military districts 
in the immediate vicinity of the accident-the Kiev 
Military District (MD). the Belorussian MD, and the 
Carpathian MD-played a key role in the evacuation. 
Military personnel performed traffic control, provided 
extensive medical support. assisted with transporta
tion. and food distribution. Curiously, the Soviet civil 
defense. which is responsible for rescue and recovery 
from peacetime disasters in addition to its wartime 
responsibility. did not playa major role in the evacua
tion. 
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[n the evacuation, some decisions may have uninten
tionally aggravated the potentially dangerous health 
situation, while others indicated that protection of its 
citizens was not always the top priority. For example: 

• [n the Pripyat' countryside, where another 20,000 
persons lived, cattle and horses from the state and 
collective farms surrounding the city were evacuat
ed first, beginning a day after the city WaS evacuat
ed. People followed in buses about 24 hour.; later. 
According to the Kiev Oblast deputy chairman for 
agriculture. the animals were moved first because 
people were needed to load the 51,000 head of 
cattle. 

.c. 
indicate tllat people from some villag~ located 
3 to 4 kilometers from the city of Pripyat' were not 
moved until 6 May, 10 days after the accident. 

The 30-kilometer evacuation/zone, established within 
the first 24 hours after the accident, was chosen 
because it encompassed the general population living 
around the reactor and did not necessarily correspond 
to the actual areas of high radioactivity. Legasov 
admitt~ to Western scientists that later radiation 
calculations showed a need to adjust the zone to make 
it correspond more closely to the actual distribution of 
radiation. Eleven villages in Polesskiy Rayon in 
Ukraine-where many of the Pripyat' people were 
initially evacuated-were forced to reevacuate after 
radiation levels were reassessed to be unsafe. Later, 
Moscow News criticized local officials for rushing to 
resettle these villages inside the zone to give an 
appearance of normalcy without proper consideration 
for the safety of the inhabitants. 

Despite continuing concerns amon!! scientist~. no fur
ther evacuations were authorized. C. 

..J,a 
confidential report intended for Gorbachev estab
lished that some inhabitants of the Chernobyl' region 
were actually resettled in contaminated areas outside 
the 30-kilometer zone. The report was an attempt by 
Soviet scientists to alert Gorbachev to their discovery 
that the prevailing wind deposited radioactive parti
cles from the radioactive plume in an irregular 
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pattern. According to the source, isolated hot spots 
could be found 65 kilometers to the east of the power 
plant where many inhabitants of the Chernobyl' 
region were resettled (see figure I) 

Altbough C ..J they consid
ered a second evacuation; ~ovlet authorities did not 
exercise this option, probably because they wanted to 
avoid further dislocations. While some selective evac
uation beyond the 30-kilometer zone was observed 
near Gomel' and Chernigov starting 9 May, a decision 
to expand the evacuation zone to 50 kilometers would 
have displaced an additional 75,000 civilians in south
ern Belorussia alone, at a time when the designated 
receiving areas were overflowing with Chernobyl' 
evacuees. 

Moreover, the Soviets did no preventive evacuation, 
with the exception of the extensive evacuation of 
children in the broader region.' For example, although 
Mogilev Oblast in Belorussia, 320 kilometers north-... 
west of Chernobyl', received sufficient radiation la'u
out from heavy rains on 27 and 28 April to prompt 
officials to close many wells, scrape and remove layers 
of contaminated soil, and ban sale and consumption of 
local milk and meat and vegetables, only the children 
were evacuated. Tens of thousands of people in the 
contaminated villages were not evacuated and re
ceived minimal information about the dangers of 
radiation, according to the rayon chiefphysiciani 

."". . ...... ;~ 

The evacuation of the nearby town of Chernobyl' and 
its environs-with a population of some 44,OOO--was 
begun only after radiation levels began to rise rapidly 
there on 3 May. Delaying the evacuation until then 
also allowed May Day festivities to take place in 
Chernobyl', as well as in Kiev. as if nothing unusual 
had happened. C. ;l the 500 
buses and 200 trucks that came to evacuate Cherno
byl' on 3 and 4 May were the same buses' that came 

, Startin& 8 May. school-age children went to Pioneer camps, 
children between the ages of 3 and 6 were evacuated with the 
kinder2~rten teachers and medical workers. while children under 3 
were evacuated with their mothers to vacation areas. .. 

iauat 



Figure I 
Evacuated and Repopulated Sites Surrounding Chemobyl" 
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from Kiev a v.:cek earlier to evacuate Pripyat'. They 
had been decontaminated and returned to Kiev in 
time for the two-day May Day celebration there. 
After the festivities were over, the buses returned to 
Chernobyl' to continue with the evacuation. ". 

Trauma Q/ Relocation. L _ ..land some 
newspaper articles have admitted numerous foul-ups, 
suggesting the evacuation was far less orderly than 
the media first reported. An initial attempt to keep 
records was quickly abandoned, and later it ~as 
difficult for families to find each other because they 
were scattered to the farflung villages in the sur
rounding area. One Soviet documentary called it "a 
nightmarish situation," where children became sepa
rated from their parents and families were divided. 
For weeks some people did not know whero family 
members were or how long they would have to stay in 
their new surroundings. Some officials complained in 
the press that they could not always tell the parents 
where their children were going because some camps 
were refusing to take the children from the Cherno
byl' area. 

Some individuals were even left behind in the confu
sion. According to a Soviet account, two elderly 
women were discovered in their house in Pripyat' two 
months later, apparently living on what was left in the 
house. They reportedly stayed because they did not 
want to abandon their domestic animals, which were 
not evacuated. 

The dispersion of the Chernobyl' evacuees spread fear 
and rumors in a ripple effect far beyond the borders of 
the Ukraine and Belorussia to areas as far away as 
Siberia, Kirghiziya, Uzbekistan, and the Baltic repub
lics. Many people resented the Chernobyl' refugees 
because they took scarce housing from local families 
and factories were compelled to take workers for 
whom there were no jobs. An engineer from the 
Chernobyl' plant spoke of the callousness and indif
ference he encountered while looking for a job after 
resettlement. Jokes circulating in the Siberian city 
of Omsk-where a large number of evacuees were 
resettled-reflected the resentment local people felt 
toward the refugees who exacerbated the chronic 
housing shortage there. For example, "Oh, Your 
apartment was taken from you? Do not worry, the 
resettlers have a high mortality rate.' 
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Many in the general population feared the Chernobyl' 
evacuees because of.the widespread belief that radia
tion was contagious and that the evacuees could infect 
the healthy population. In Estonia, a rumor was 
spread that the normal death rate rose in Tallinn on 
the arrival of 3,000 Ukrainian and Belorussian evacu
ees. t .. ..J an elderly 
couple who arrived by train from K.lev In early May 
having trouble getting their Moscow relatives to take 
them in, ev.:n 'after they were checked by a dosimeter 
at the station. A letter from one Chernobyl' displaced 
person, which appeared in the press, perhaps best 
summarizes the feelings of the evacuated population: 
"In an instant, we lost our homes, our jo~, friends, 
surroundings, our whole microworld. ,. -

Reservists Shoulder the Burden Q/ Decontamination. 
The recovery for~ at Chernobyl' consisted of tens of 
thousands of people. Most were military reservists and 
regular military and civil defense troops. Despite the 
high public profile that the Soviet media accorded-the 
Chernobyl' volunteers, evidence c.. . ~"'"~ 

..Jindicates that a Widespread callup of 
military reservists for a period of two to six months 
provided the main work force in the contaminated 
area 

In addftion to the evacuees, these recovery workers 
have been exposed to relatively high levels of radia
tion. According to their own statement, the Soviets 
initially permitted the workers to be exposed to 25 
roentgen equivalent man (rem). According to the 
international guidelines for permissible levels for 
workers, a 25-rem dose is appropriate only for a very 
small number of people and, preferably, volunteers. 
Soviet nuclear officials told a r:.. "" -j' 
visiting the zone in June 1987 that some 20,000 
persons were still working in the zone, half of them 
military personnel. More recent guidelines indicate 
that these men are now being limited to a total dose of 
5 rem-the internationally accepted doso-before be
ing transfered.' 

• The rem is a measure or radiation's effect on humans. Medical 
experts say that blood chanecs beein at a dose of about 25 rem. 
Sickness usually starts at 100 rem and severe sickness at 200 rem. 
with death coming (or nearly everyone who has absorbed 1,000 
rem. The 2S-rem exposures are almost twice the averaee exposure 
of the civilian evacuees, hence these recovery workers will face a 
higher risle l", 
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A Soviet reporter who wrote five unusually candid 
articles in the Estonian Komsomol newspaper Noorte 
Haa/ described the treatment of reservists from Esto
nian as brutal and their working conditions as danger
ous and harsh. The articles stated that several workers 
became sick from high levels of radiation, and some 
men voluntarily exposed themselves to high levels to 
receive an early discharge (see figure 2).' 

According to an account in a Stockholm daily, some 
Estonian conscripts avoided decontamination duties in 
the Ukraine by paying a bribe of 500 rubles to a high
ranking military official in Estonia, who has since 
been arrested. (Reportedly, this same official extract
ed twice that to escape duty in Afghanistan.) Al
though the claim that he has been arrestc:? and 
executed has been denied by TASS, he had already 
been publicly named in the Soviet media for abuse of 
office, 

Handling of Information 
The Kremlin's silence of almost three days embar
rassed the Soviet leaders at a time when they were 
just beginning'to proclaim Gorbachev's new policy of 
openness. The official Soviet news agency TASS 
made the first brief announcement at 2100 hours, 
28 April, and only after angrY demands for informa
tion from Sweden, the first country to announce 
fallout detected from the stricken Chernobyl' plant. 
In many ways, Moscow's initial response to the 
Chernobyl' nuclear accident was similar to that in the 
KAL shootdown in 1983, when an information black
out was imposed until international pressure forced a 
grudging admission of the event, followed by a propa
ganda counterattack 

In the initial period after the explosion, there were 
indications that differences among top Soviet leaders 
about how much information to provide the public 
may have contributed to delays and missteps L. 

..:IGorbachev-a;'some un
specified time early in the crisis-reportedly met 
resistance from all Politburo members except KGB 
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chief Chebrikov and Russian premier Vorotnikov, in 
his attempt to persuade the Politburo to release 
information quickly. Close Gorbachev allies-like 
Moscow party boss Boris Yel'tsin-were defensive 
about the initial delay. Party Secretary Dobrynin 
gave the impressior 
that the Politburo haa been divided over how much to 
reveal and that Gorbachev was overruled when he 
recommended prompt airing of the news '-

It is possible that rumors of tension within, the " 
leadership were orchestrated to minimize Gorbachev's 
personal responsibility. Reportedly, the Ukrainian 
party boss Vladimir Shcherbitskiy-a ful' Politburo 
member-had contacted Gorbachev withir. ;, '1 h<3,ur of 
the accident asking for instructions and wa" directed 
to say nothing. In public, at least, Soviet officials have 
justified the delay on grounds that it was necessary to 
avoid public alarm. Thus, for example, the deputy 
director of the Institute of Power Engineering, Ivan 
Va. Yemel'yanov, who was later fired for his promi
nent role in the RBMK reactor design, told the Italian 
Communist Party paper Un/ta in late May that it was 
not in the public interest to release critical informa
tion to the people. He told the interviewer the regime 
opted for selective release of information to prevent a 
tide of panic because "we could not cause terror in 
Kiev." 

This logic was apparently prevalent am~ng those on 
the scene. Some local officials, such as the health 
officers at the Pripyat' hospital, were alerted to the 
dangerous situation soon after the explosion, when the 
hospital began to receive the first casualties from the 
burning reactor C- -:l the 
health officers began monitoring the radiation levels 
at the hospital but failed 'to inform the city popula
tion. Pripyat' residents appearing in a Soviet docu
mentary said these same health officers even denied 
that an accident had occurred when questioned by 
some citizens. 



Tire CMI Ddense Role in Clrernobyl' 

The Chernobyl' accident provided the first opportuni
ty to study the performance af the Soviet civil defense 
program when confronted with a large-scale nuclear 
accident. The civil defense program, a nationwide 
program under military control, Is responsible for 
rescue and recovery from peacetime disasters in 
addition to its wartime responsibilities. On the basis 
af Soviet unclassified writing t.. . .. . .. ;J 
the program, we expect,.d civil delense staffs and 
military civil defense UJ,tS to playa leading role in 
the evacuation and cleanup afChernoby/'. These 
stQ/fs and units, however, did not respond as we had 
anticipated. Although military civil defense units 
were active throughout the cleanup dIort, theyap- ) 
peared to perform support functions, while chemical 
defense stQ/fs, MVD units, and various party and 
governmental organizations played the key roles. 
Ovil defense units assisted in decontaminating, con
trolling traffic, coordinating logistics, and monitoring 
radiation levels; we do not think, however, that they 
were involved in the evacuation. More surprising is 
the lack af visibility af civilian civil defense stQ/fs at 
the plant and in surrounding rayons. Although some 
civil defense pirsonnei assisted in the cleanup.. the 
stQ/fs did not participate on the whole 

Thefact that civil defense did not playa prominent 
role was rt1lected in Soviet media coverage af the 
accident. We expected the Soviets to use the accident 
as an opportunity to stress the importance af the 
program to the general population. The press has 
madefew rderences to the actions afthe civil defense 
forces. One article published in June 1987 revealed 
public criticism afthe local civil defense authorities 

An attempt was made to keep Kiev, with its 2.5 
million population, completely in the dark. Beginning 
30 April, travel ~s cut off to the city for US and .., 
other diplomats L -I 
radiation-monitoring equipment was confiscated by 
the KGB from Kiev area institutes and laboratories, 
allegedly to control information and to keep the city 
population calm t:.... .:::J immediately 
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for their part in the response. At the same time, civil 
defense has not received outright criticism from the 
leadership and civil defense personnel have not been 
publicly charged with criminal action. Although we 
think that the replacement afthe Chief afthe USSR 
Civil Defense StQ/f a few months after the accident 
was part afGorbachev's plans to revitalize liie Minis
try af Defense, the timing, as noted, was reportedly 
related to dlspieasure with the performance af civil 
defenseforces in the cleanup. .<. . 

We have not yet been able to resolve the various 
explanations for the limited civil defense participa
tion. One theory Is that civil ddense personnel may 
have made serious errors In the initial slage af the 
accident, thereby requiring the military to take com
plete control. The immediate involvement af General 
Pikalov and the lack af criticism in the press, howev
er, does not support this explanation. A second theory 
;s that civil defenseforces may not have been Involved 
more because other assets were more readily avail
able. Qvil defenseforces have responded to other 
peacetime disasters, but the scope af the Chernoby/' 
accident may have been beyond reasonable expecta
tions af peacetime activity by the civil defense units. 
A third theory is that our expectations may have been 
inflated by incorrectly interpreting Soviet civil de
fense writing as describing the current civil defense 
mission Instead af long-term, not yet realized goals.-

• AnalysiS Q{ rh~ civil dcf~nse role In Ch~rnobv[, Is continuing and 
will ap~ar In a /orrhcomlng SOVA pope' 

after the accident was announced, administrators of 
the I nstitute of Cybernetics, where the source worked, 
stopped colleagues from posting radiation levels say
ing such information was "secret." Such actions, 
however, only reinforced public concern, and the 
dosimeters and other equipment were returned in 
about two weeks, c.. -.-J 
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A deliberate show of normalcy prevailed under 
Shcherbitskiy, who was not an ardent exponent of 
glasnost at that time. The republic central newspaper 
on 28 April carried only the brief TASS announce
ment on the accident. Not even rudimentary informa
tion about the accident and the potential health 
hazards was made available to Kiev residents until 
several days later. The Ukrainian Health Minister 
Anatoliy Romanenko gave the first public health 
warnings to the citizens of the republic on 5 May
more tha~ a week after the accident. In Belorussia 
such warnings were provided even later. 

Some sources suggest that fuller information on the 
accident was available to loca.I party and government 
officials, despite the initial reassuring tone of the 
media. For example, a former Russian journalist told 
a Western interviewer that his editorial office re
Ceived a steady flow of alarming reports on the second 
day of the accident but was forbidden to print the 
information. Consequently, the office released only 
the official TASS reports. 

Propaganda Counterattack 
Once the Soviets realized they could not conceal the 
accident, they launched a public relations effort that 
bore tlJe imprint-of Gorbachev's glasnost policy. In 
addition to releasing a large amount of information 
about the Chernobyl' accident, Moscow employed 
several other tactics designed to minimize its responsi
bility for what happened, restore popular confidence. 
in the regime, regain credibility abroad, and shift 
blame to the West for exploiting Soviet problems. The 
authorities have: 
• Alleged that the reactor safety problems-until the 

Chernobyl' accident-have been more common and 
serious in the West. 

• Depicted the rnishap as a failure of a handful of 
people rathehhan of the system and highlighted the 
courage and self-sacrifice of the Soviet people in 
dealing with it (see figure 3). 

• Denounced Western media for making political 
capital from Soviet misfortune and used the nuclear 
mishap to push Soviet arms control proposals (see 
figure 4). 

• Played down in media accounts the long-term 
health risks and emphasized progress in decontami
nation and recovery operations 

II 

Figtlre J. Cn~rlUJbyr Victims as H~rou: 
Tn~ Sovi~1 press consciously ~xplolted In~ Cher
nobyr disasur 10 marsnal cillun support for 
regime policiu. II was full Q{ sloriu Q{ sacrifice 
and h~roism Q{workus engaged in Ihe cleanup Q{ 
Ch~rnobyr. comparing Ihtir wark wilh Ihe naoic 
duds Q{ World War /I soldi~rs. Thou ..,no died 
in Ih~ accidenl "'er~ given n~roes 'fuMrals and 
"'~r~ paslhumously awardtd Ih~ tille Q{ "H~ro Q{ 
In~ Sovlel Union." This photo, which ap~ared in 
Pravda Ukrainy on -I July 1986, depicts a monumtnl
eruud allh~ Ch~rkassy Tuhnical School for 
fium~n in Iht Ukraine ..,hut some Q{lht firemen 
..,ho d~~d wat trained 

Gorbachev himself remained silent until 14 May, 
almost three weeks after the accident. By lowering his 
own profile and allowing others to take the heat, he 
probably hoped to be associated with recovery rather 
than disaster and thus avoid blame. When he at last 
spoke on 14 May, he used the opportunity to present 
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1"._" lilt: MQY tylSO ISSUt: QJ the SOVlel 
journal Ollonyok carried this caricature Q[ the 
West under the caption "Irradlatlon by Ues." 
The teeth spell out '"gloatlng owr other's misfor
tune "; the signs read :"anti-$ovlet agitation . .• and 
"anti-$ovlet falsehoods and fabrications . .. 

to Western observers the compassionate, humane face 
of the Soviet Government during a tragic accident 
and to promote himself as a peacemaker. A recurrent 
theme has been that the accident demonstrates the 
need for removal of the nuclear weapons from Europe, 
where a conflict could unleash the radiation equiva
lent of dozens of Chernobyl's. He also used the 
occasion to amiounce an extension of the Soviet 
nuclear test moratorium. 

Offering Up Scapegoats 
To minimize its responsibility for what happened, the 
regime blamed lower level officials for mishandling 
the situation in order to insulate top leaders from 
criticism. Minister for Power and Electrification Ana
toliy Mayorets, the official directly responsible for the 
power plant., was sharply reprimanded. Several other 
senior officials were fired outright for their incompe~ 
tent performance, including the Chairman of the 
State Committee for Safety in the Nuclear Power 
Industry, Yevgeniy Kulov, for "failing to ensure 
compliance with safety regulations." Several local 
functionaries were also removed for being inattentive 
to the needs of the evacuees (see table) 

Meanwhile, plant officials have been tried for their 
involvement. At the Chernobyl' trial in July 1987-
initially open to international press and subsequently 
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conducted behind closed doors-the former director 
of the Chernobyl' nuclear plant, Victor Bryukhanov, 
his chief and deputy chief engineers-Nikolay Fomin 
and Anatoliy Dyatlov--and three 'Iess senior manag
ers were convicted of safety regulations violations that 
led to loss of life. They received sentences in labor 
camps, ranging from two to 10 years. As a further 
admonition to bureaucrats that they will be held 
accountable for their actions, the regime reportedly 
plans to bring to trial the peOple responsible for the 
design flaws in the reactor -,--.. "~ 

The easing out in 1986 of three Central Committee 
members, rumored to share some blame for the 
accident, suggests Gorbachev also used the nuclear 
disaster to eliminate some elderly holdovers from the 
Brezhnev era: 

• President of the USSR Academy of Sciences Ana
toliy Aleksandrov-who reportedly had a part in the 
reactor's design-retired October 1986. Although 
he was well above retirement age and rumors about 
his prospective retirement circulated for some time, 
he publicly criticized his own performance and 
hinted that mistakes he made regarding Chernobyl' 
helped prompt his retirement. 

• The 88-year-old Minister for Medium Machine 
Building Yefim Slavskiy, whose organization is 
responsible for the military nuclear program and for 
handling nuclear fuel for civilian reactors, also 
retired in November 1986, several months after his 
first deputy was fired because of the accident. 

• Deputy Defense Minister responsible for civil de
fense Aleksandr Altunin-whose organization ap. 
parently was ill equipped to deal with the crisis-:
retired sometime during summer 1986. 

Despite Gorbachev's interest in using the accident 
against the old guard, one top Brezhnev protege
Ukrainian party leader Vladimir Shcherbitskiy-has 
so far managed to survive, despite rumors that Gorba
chev wanted to use Chernobyl' against him c:.. 

..J Shcherbitskiy was able to escape 
blame for the accident, and we have no evidence that 
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Political FaUout From Chemobyl' (continued) 

the mishandling of the evacuation has been laid at his 
doorstep I:.. ~ 

.J he was treating Gorbachev's re
ported instructions to keep quiet after the accident, 
which came in a cable, as insurance against an 
attempt by the General Secretary to force him into 
retirement c..... ..::1 Shcher
bitskiy had refused to sign an approval for activating 
the Chernobyi' nuclear plant at its completion, re
questin2 instead that the permit be signed by Mos
cow. This maneuvering may have helped Shcherbits
kiy avoid blame for the catastrophe. Gorbachev could 
still use the accident as one point in a bill of indict
ment, should he decide to move against Shcherbitskiy 
or other officials linked to Chernobyl', but this be
comes pr02r~ively less likely as more time passes. 

The Costs of Chemobyl' 

In terms of domestic public opinion, the regime 
clearly paid a price for the accident. Its handling of 
the event, at least initially, created a credibility gap 
for the leadership and has heightened public appre
hension about the safety of nuclear power, public 
health, and the environment. It also gave new impetus" 
to environmental groups, highlighting the strong envi
ronmentalist bent of intellectuals who constitute .a 
growing lobby. Moscow's callup of mostly non
Russian reservists to clean up Chernobyl' sparked 
some nationalist dissent. Although the economic dis
ruption is expected to be only short term, the cost of 
cleaning up and safety modifications will have a 
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minor adverse effect on Gorbachev's economic mod
ernization effort and will make it harder for the 
regime to deliver on its promises of beller health care, 
more housing, and safer work conditions, fl· 

Daml'ge to Regime Credibility and Reputation 
In the short term, Moscow's failure to disclose infor
mation about the Chernobyl' nuClear accident to its 
citizens, thousands of whom have been affected in 
some way, exacerbated fears, created widespread 
alarm, and s\lrted ;~e rumor mill churning. A Kiev 
resident toldj...) - 1 in September that 
she was outraged at the authorities for withholding 
timely information and accused officials of deliberate
ly postponing public announcement of the disaster 
until after the May Day celebration to show happy 
Kievans dancing in the streets. A joke circulating in 
the city some time later shows that public opinion 
reflected this citizen's feelings to\vard the authorities: 
"On May Day, the faces of demonstrators in Kiev 
were radiating." Residents also cite the international 
annual bicycle race-which was permitted to take 
place through the city streets one day after the May 
Day celebration, despite the possible health hazards 
and withdrawals of some foreign competitors-as an 
example of leadership callousness. A radiologist in 
Kiev sent hts wife and children to Moscow because he 
believed the authorities would issue false radiation 
levels. 

Soviet citizens received no immediate instructions on 
how to protect themselves against radiation, but 
neighboring countries such as Poland and Finland 
were warning their people. Residents of Kiev and 
other Soviet citizens found this particularly reprehen
sible. Many in Kiev heard that Poland, for example, 
had dispensed iodine pills for children under 16 in its 
northwestern provinces to protect them from ra~ioac
tive iodine-l 3 1. The Kievansreportedly resorted to 
their own version of an iodine-wine, and vodka 
cocktail-according to rumor. 

Public resentments were probably further fueled by 
rumors that the narty elite was taking special precau
tions. t. 

..1 Ukrainian party boss Shcherbitskiy had 
ordered the evacuation of members of the ruling 
strata and their families before any of the ordinary 
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"Warning'~ A Documentary Film 

One of the most extraordinary examples of Gorba
chev's glasnost policy to date came from two Soviet 
journalists assigned to cover the accident at Cherno
by/'. Lev Nikolayev and Aleksandr Krutov reported 
on the accident almost from the very beginning and 
subsequently produced a documentary film from the 
daily c(>verage of the immediate ciftermath called 
"Warning . .. The film, which was shown to Soviet 
citizens on the first anniversary af the accident, 
captures in honest and unsparing detail the "unthink
able" catastrophe. 

The documentary opens with a panoramic shot from 
a helicopter af the destroyed reactor; the red glow 
from the burning graphite Is still clearly visible on 
the morning af the 28th af April. In one of the 
sequences, thefilni shows the clinic at Pripyat', which 
received the first casualties su./Jering from radiation 
sickness and burns. The com';'entator asks the chief- .. J 

physician why he did not warn the people of Pripyat', 
"It was not my sphere af action. " the doctor replied. 
A Pripyat' health worker is seen telling the commen
tator that local afficials covered up the accident and 
turned away people who offered their assistance, 
saying that nothing had happened. She also said that 
the "management" had emergency plans available, 
yet, they did not even tell us to close the windows and 
doors, and allowed our children go to school. " 

citizens in Kiev heard about the disaster. Many city 
residents said that they realized that something very 
serious occurred at Chernobyl' when families of party 
members suddenly left for "vacation" on 28 April. e... ~ 

--'that party members were the firSt to be 
evacuated 

Faced with the initial information blackout, some 
Soviet citizens turned to Western radiobroadcasts, 
others relied on connections to party and government 
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officials who had more complete information or per
sonal contacts with foreigners to tell them what was 
h~p'~ning. r 

Gorbachev's subsequent openness and domestic re
form measures have deflected public attention from 
Ch_ernobyl' to a considerable extent, and the heavy 
play given to alleged foreign overreaction to the 
catastrophe had some success in shifting public anger 
to the West. Many citizens accepted Soviet propagan
da that the West was responsible for the panic and 
hysteria surrounding Chernobyl' and that the acci
dent presented less public danger than the Three Mile 
Island accident or the Bhopal toxic gas leak that 
killed more than 2,000 persons -

Although many Soviet citizens not directly affected 
by the accident ap~r to have accepted the regime's 
explanation, those in the affected regions continue to 
fault top officials for initially concealing the Cherno
byl' accident. and some think the regime's response to 
the disaster showed the insincerity of the new open
ness policy. A strongly worded indictment of incompe
tence, which appeared in the June 1987 monthly 
Yunost'in the form of public letters, accused local 
officials at Pripyat' and Kie~'-of criminal irresponsibil
ity for their role in the cove~up. The fire chief, Leonid 
Telyatnikov, who risked his life putting out the fire at 
the plant on the night of the explosion, was quoted by 
the Soviet magazine Smena as saying he was ashamed 

--
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of local Communist party officials who failed to use 
their power to protect the population after the 
disaster. 

Some Soviet,intellectuals were angry with the regime 
for failing to be honest. However, they blamed the 
technocrats for the accident, 'believing that the tradi
tional arrogant attitude of nuclear bureaucracies
willingness to take risks for the sake of scientific 
progress at the expense of the people-has been the 
root cause of the Chernobyl' disaster. Some ordinary 
citizens share this point of view with the intellectuals. 
Because they believe that this attitude is pervasive 
among the Soviet technocrats, the public is reluctant 
to accept the regime's assurances that the safety of 
the Soviet nuclear plants has been improved in the 
anermath of Chernobyl' 

Health Problems 
Despite Gorbachev's success in overcoming the initial 
embarrassment and, even to some extent. turning the 
issue to his favor, there have been real long-term 
human costs, particularly in, the affected region. The 
chaotic nature of the evacuation alienated a number 
of the evacuees and stirred fear and resentment 
among the general population, thus broadening the 
psychological impact of the accident. The handling of 
the evacuation has contributed to public anxiety about 
health issues, which the regime has been unable to 
allay fully. Moscow's concern that public fears will 
have serious economic consequences including resis
tance to transfers of workers to the region, inability to 
sell products from the region, and increased demand 
for medical services by fearful people have already 
been borne out 

Although the final human toll from the effects of 
radiation will be difficult for scientists to predict, 
many of the 135,000 evacuees from the 30-kilometer 
zone have been exposed to sufficiently high levels of 
radiation to increase their risk of long-term health 
problems. The regime apparently acknowledged this 
fact when it blamed local party leaders and ministry 
officials at the recent trial of Chernobyl' plant manag
ers for failing to properly protect the population from 
the effects of radiation fallout and for delaying the 
evacuation 
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As preoccupation with the massive evacuation eases, 
attention has turned to the impact of Chernobyl' on 
the long-term health of the general populace. Some 
Western estimates claim that over the next 70 years 
Chernobyl' could be responsibl~ for up to 10,000 
additional cancer deaths in the Soviet Union. The 
Soviets have publicly assessed a much lower figure 
and have assured their citizens that the radioactive 
fallout from Chernobyl' will not significantly add to 
the normal incidence of cancer. Although most offi
cial Western estimates agree with the Soviet figures, 
the public remains skeptical, and anxiety over health 
issues persists. In an open letter to Pravda addressed 
to Gorbachev, a resident of Pripyat'-the father of 
three-protested the slow evacuation from the city 
and blamed the authorities for jeopardizing his 
family's health. 

Given the psychological reaction to the disaster of 
many Soviets who probably have not suffered measur
able health effects of radiation, the accident's full 
impact on social attitudes has been out of proportion 
to th,' actual risk. Despite evidence to the contrary, a 
large segment of the Soviet pOpulation believes there 
will be dire health consequences from the accident 
and continues to link its poor health to the Chernobyl' 
radiation fallout. 

Articles in the Soviet press indicate that anxiety about 
radiation fallout has not completely subsided in the 
general popUlation, and the rumor mill is still churn
ing. In December 1986, letters to the Belorussian 
daily Sovetskaya Belorussiya criticized the behavior 
of the authorities following the accident for failure to 
inform the population about the risk to which they 
were exposed, and demanded to know why children 
were not evacuated from towns in Belorussia just 
within the 30-kilometer zone.;' 

The psychological consequences of the Chernobyl' 
accident are likely to be long term, for the public will 
continue to link even unrelated.cancers, genetic ab
normalities, and other illnesses to the disaster: 

• A year after the accident, doctors from the new 
Center for Radiation Medicine in Kiev reported 
that much of the population is affected by a syn
drome of radiophobia, ant. 'hat many of those who 
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Rumor Mill 

In the absence af /actuallnformation, some Western 
reporters estimated the immediate death toll in the 
thousands, with thousands more soon t%llow. They 
also speculated that the water supplies serving the 2.5 
million people in Kiev were contaminated. Stories 
filtering back into the USSR via Western radiobroad
casts were matched by those spread by the Soviet 
citizens themselves. A good example is the well
publicized story by a former Soviet dissident who 
lived in Kiev at the time af the nuclear accident. He 
insisted that Soviet authorities covered up the deaths 
in Kiev hospitals af some 15,000 persons from the 
town af Pripyat' who died shortly after the accident 
from radiation sickness. Rumors circulated that: 
• Kiev was being.evacuated to Moscow, and all the 

roads leading from Chernobyl' were clogged with 
refugees fieeing the explosion. 

• The streets of Chernobyl' were full 0/ dead bodies 
and animal carcasses. _ .. J 

• There was no/ood or water in the Ukraine. 
• Many people died before they could be evacuated 

and had been thrown into common graves and 
buried by bulldozers. . 

took part in the cleanup show clinical changes 
described as situation neurosis unconnected with 
radiation. 

• Kiev physicians have come up against the psycho
logical consequences of the Chernobyl' accident. 
Kiev radio announced on 21 April 1987 that., in the 
span of several days, more than 25,000 city resi
dents requested complete medical checkups at 
Kiev's clinics. 

. (. ,.J a famous Soviet 
athlete recently pressured the RSFSR sports com
mittee to transfer his daughter, an Olympic medal
ist from Kiev, to another city. She had a child who 
was sick, and she believed that her son would not get 
better as long as they remained in Kiev in the 
"radiation-polluted atmosphere." 
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• Citizens as far away as Leningrad worried about 
whooping cough and diphtheria among the children 
last winter because they feared that their resistance 
may have been lowered due to the radioactive 
fallout from Chernobyl'. 

• A doctor told C 
..:1 who was diagnosed as having a malignant 

brain tumor in August 1986-that her cancer might 
be related to the effects of radiation from Cherno
byl'. The diagnosis-medically unlikely, even 
though there are fast-growing brain tumors-indi
cates that trained professionals may be subject to 
the same overreaction. 

Local officials appear to be aware of the public 
mistrust but have been unable to stem it. In an 
inte'rview with Western journalists last December, 
Ukrainian Health Minister Romanenko said some 
people in the ChernobYI'-Kiev area are asking for a 
blood test every 10 days, "three times more often than 
recommended." (fhe blood test measures changes in 
the bone due to radiation exp)sure.) Although au
thorities brush aside such public concern as rumor 
and ignorance, they admit that, even a year later, the 
population remains skeptical and refuses to be reas
sured by officials. Romanenko expressed his frustra
tion during a press cdnference on Chernobyl's first 
anniversary, saying that many still continue to stay 
indoors as much as possible, refuse to open windows, 
and avoid eating many foods, despite assu~ances that 
there is no longer a need for such precautions 

Responding to continued popular anxiety and discon
tent, Pravda Ukrainy on 23 November 1986 an
nounced the formation of special centers in Kiev and 
Chernigov Oblasts as well as the major health care 
centers in the city of Kiev to handle the questions 
about health risks from radiation. The creation of 
such centers eight months after the accident indicated 
regime recognition that public trust has eroded. 

Moscow is sensitive to the credibility gap created by 
public anxiety about health issues and has tried to 
counter by vigilant monitoring of information released 
to the public. Although Moscow has admitted 31 
deaths-all within the first three months of the 
incident-grounds for public doubt remain. When the 

Estimates of Chernobyl's Impact on Health 

According to a draft report from a US Government 
task force presented at a meeting oJ the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) on 6 February 1987 • 
the release oJ radiation/rom the Chernoby/' explo
sion and /ire may cause up to 4.000 cancer deaths in 
Europe and 10,000 additional unanticipated cancer 
deaths in the Soviet Union during the next 70 years. 
The interagency government taskforce, chaired by 
Harold R. Denton oJ the NRC. also estimated that 
the accident may eventually cause mental retardation 
in up to 300 newborn babies in the Soviet Union. 
These were irtfants born o/women who were pregnant 
at the time 0/ the accident and who lived within 30 
kilometers 0/ the nuclear reactor. NRC Q/licials said 
thai the figures represent the US Government's best 
assessment at that time oJ the long-term health toll 
from the disaster. 

A more recent unQ/Jicial study claims 39.000 may die 
oJ cancer in the nex; 50 years, most oJ them outside 
the Soviet Union. According to our experts, this study 
does not use reliable or complete data, but may 
further contribute to public uncertainty in the USSR 
and Western Europe." The Soviets are estimating an 
increase oJ J ,000 to 3,000 cancer deaths over the next 
50 years in the Soviet Union or less than 0.4 percent 
oj the natural death rate. 

• This iriformation is from th~ monthly Journal Science. 8 May 
1987. "Recalculating the CMt Q[Chernoby/".·· pp. 9.58-.59. Th~ 
chid" author Q[ th~ r~port is Marvin Goldman Q[ the Univuslty Q[ 
California at Davij 

Soviet weekly journal Nedelya disclosed in its May 
1987 edition the death of the filmmaker Vladimir 
Shevchenko from radiation exposure received while 
making a documentary "Chernobyl': A Chronicle of 
Difficult Weeks," the regime reacted quickly.' Leonid 
I1'in, vice president of the USSR Medical Academy, 

'Shevchenko died sometime in March 1987 but has not been 
included in this official toll. The regime maintains that there have 
been no additional deaths from the accident since June·1986 when 
the official death toll was put at 31. and that only the 237 members 
of the initial group of plant workers and firemen had radiation 
sicknc.li~ 
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'''lId the Ukrainian republic newspaper that Shev
chenko suffered from a fatal illness before his involve
ment in filming cleanup operations between May and 
August 1986. lI'in also denied Nedelya's statement 
that some of Shevchenko's cameramen are now in the 
hospital with radiation sickness. '1\"'>' 

Clearly, Moscow is concerned that revelations such as 
the filmmaker's death will reinforce suspicion among 
the Soviet popul2tion that the regime is not being 
candid in its tre<>.tment of the health risks. Fear is 
probably high among the families of the tens of 
thousands of military and civilian personnel who were 
ordered to the zone for decontamination work and the 
evacuees. Health problems among the reservists, most 
of whom are non-Russians, could increase social 
tension and anti-Russian sentiments. I. 
AlfXiety Over Food and Water. In addition to concerns 
about overall health risks, there is evidence that 
considerable fear of contaminated food and water is 
likely to continue. The effects of this concern were 
still being felt in the farmers' markets as recently as 
this summer. According to the USSR Ministry of 
Health, all produce on sale until August 1987 had to 
have a stamp certifying the product had passed 
inspection'for radiation. Shoppers reportedly 'continue 
to suspiciously question the vendors about the origin 
of the food and frequently ask to see the vendor's 
passport to be certain the produce was grown outside 
the Chernobyl' region. 

Fear of radiation-contaminated food was not limited 
to the affected regions. People reportedly avoided 
eating meat and drinking milk as far away as Lenin
grad. A resident of the city traveling abroad said, 
although meat was abundant in Leningrad during the 
summer of 1986, people were afraid to buy it. Similar
ly, powdered milk became scarce because people were 
buying it instead of fresh milk. The source also 
reported it was necessary to call in soldiers from a 
nearby military division to butcher livestock in a 
Leningrad meat factory because the workers refused 

"Our jud,mcnt thatRlost of the rc.<.ervi<ts at Chernobvi" were non· 
Russians is basc.d Ol.e.. ~ . __ . ....lby the 
Identity of the operational units mobilized ror the cleanup effort. 
They came from throu,hout the Soviet Union-includin£ Ukraine, 
Belorussia, Estonia, Kir~hiziy., and Siberia 
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ChernoiJyl' Area Kolkhoz Markets 

The official banning Q[ anything grown in the Cherno
byf'region has given way (0 rumors (hat Chernobyl's 
irradiated vegetable gardens and orchards produce 
apples and tomatoes Q[ unusual size. Many jokes 
capture the citizens' continued fears and skepticism 
regarding official reassurances Q[ the safety Q[ the 
food they eat. One particularly cynical joke making 
the rounds is a good illustration: An old woman at a 
MOSCQw collective/arm market shouts; "Apples from 
Chernoby/', apples from Chernoby/'/" A visitor asks 
her aghast, "Who would buy such appl~s'!" She 
replies, "They are very popular-some buy them/or 
their wives, mothers-in-law. . . . .. ;-,~ 

Belorussian kolkhoz markets were also affected. 
Shoppers reportedly avoided buying plums from Be
lorussia./earing the/ruit came/rom the Ukraine. 
C. 

J 1 I percent Q[ a total Qj 170,000 food ... 
samples taken this May in southern Belorussia con
tained radioactive matter s::. 

:1~ radia-
tion-related illnesses have been reported in Belorus
sia since the accident. t.. .. __ 

..::J the massive banning of foodstuffs-the 
second most important pathway Q[ exposure to cesi
um, the first being ground deposits-probably re
duced the overall level Q[ exposure by a/actor Q[ 10 
to 10 ->' 

to do the work, believing the livestock to be contami-
nated with radioactive material. -,-

Despite repeated official assurances by the Health 
Ministry and the Medical Academy that the food
stuffs and water are carefully checked for radiation 
and are completely safe, renewed fear gripped the 
Chernobyl' region during the 1987 spring floods. 
People worried that the runoff from the melting snow 
could threaten to contaminate the water supply with 
radiation. r:. ...:l Kiev in 
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Protecting Water Supplies 

The marshy portion af Poles'ye region west afCher
nobyl', which received the highest level 01 radioactive 
contamination, is not a major agricultural area, but 
it contains the headwaters af Pripyat' River, which 
flows into the Kiev Reservoir. The reservoir, also 
supplied by the Dnepr Rivet;,:provides water to some 
32 million people.' :, 

The Soviet report to the International Atomic Energy 
Agency in August 1986 conceded that high levels af 
cesium-137 are expected to be relatively persistent in 
the marshes af Belorussia and the Ukrail .! in the 
next lew years. As long as the radioactivity remains 
in the marsh s plants and soil, (he water'supplies are 
in'danger af contamination, 

To protect water resources against contamination, in 
September 1986 the Soviets began to install nonover
flow dams, filtering dikes with a fill af a special 
material to prevent the possibility af radionuclides 
being washed into the river in hazardous quantities. 
Pravda said at the end af October 1986 that a 29-
kilometer network af such barriers had been built 
around the Chernobyl' nuclear power plant water 
supplies at a cost or II million rubles. .: 

March 1987 reported that rumors circulated about a 
reevacuation of area children, and bottled water 
stocks were wiped out all across the region as people 
stocked up for the perceived emergency 

In November 1986. t 
.Jthat a new water supply pipeline was being 

constructed for the inhabitants of Kiev. Although 
Kiev's existing water supply from the Dnepr River 
was found to be safe from contamination, Concern by 
the government regarding the possibility of residual 
contamination led to the construction of an alternati"e 
water source from the Desna River C 

;lthis assessment was not made public for fear of 
causing a further bout of panic among the local 
population. Since then. the water supply from the 

Dnepr has been resumed, and conlinued reports con
firmed that the water in the Kiev Reservoir remains 
safe. 

Strain on Health Care System. Medical resources 
diverted to treat the Chernobyl'-related medical prob
lems are likely to further strain the Soviet health care 
delivery system and intensify public frustration. Sovi
et health care even 'before Chernobyl' was inadequate 
to deal with many medical problems associated with 
contemporary industrial society and has been the 
object of recent criticism from top leaders, including 
Gorbachev. 

The medical costs of monitoring and treating as many 
as 500,000 people-an official Soviet figure-for 
radiation effects will burden the health care system. A 
t~m of Soviet physicians visiting the United States in 
October 1987 told an audience of American physi
cians that the medical cost of treating the Chernobyl' 
victims and screening the population has reached 16 
billion dollars (see figure 5).0: .. 

The accident exposed widespread shortages in medical 
supplies and equipment. To fill the gap, the Soviets 
have been relying heavily on Western medical equip
ment. Much of this Western medical technology will 
be used in the new Kiev Center on Radiation Effect 
on Humans.·· .. 

This new All-Union Scientific Center for Radiation 
Medicine of the USSR Academy of Sciences
established in Kiev-has set up an all-union registry 
to monitor the radiation effects and cancer develop
ment in the 135,000 evacuees and other people under 
medical supervision exposed to radiation, but by early _ 
1987 it had not yet been allocated enough money to 
carry out the program I:. 1 
" Boris Shcherbina. head of the eovernment oommission. told a 
Western newspaper on 28 April 1987 that all the people who were 
in the contamination zone are under medical supervision and eave 
the total number of 500.000. The breakdown of this fieure was 
provided by the Ukrainian Minister of Health this September. 
20.000 in hospitals. more than 200.000 adults and almost 100.000 
children. 
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t"illlUe 5. Radiation burns on a c.;Jrernobyl /lU-
man. one qfthe 500.000 persons now being 
monitored for long-tum d[ects qf radiation. 

v't ~jt is not clear which organization is 
handling llie program, what data the Soviets have 
collected, or what they are planning to do. This 
suggests that i .ne program has little direction from 
Soviet leadersliip, and that the prospects for adCquate 
long-term care for the Soviet citizens who were put at 
risk by the nuclear accident-mostly Ukrainians and 
Belorussians-are not guaranteed. 

The cost of the nuclear accident is likely to be 
reflected not only in impaired health of evacuees but 
also in poorer health care provided to areas losing 
health care personnel as a result of the exodus of 
people from the Chernobyl' area. Although the initial 
transfer of Ukrainian and Belorussian medical teams 
to deal with Chernobyl'-related patients had only a 
short-term impact on the health delivery systems. the 
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loss of health professionals to permanent relocation 
has created shortages in this sector in the Ukraine and 
Belorussia, according to the Kiev Oblast officials. 

Opposition in the Republics 
The most significant long-term cost of the accident 
may be the exacerbation of longstanding tensions and 
resentments among the non-Russian minorities. This 
is particularly true in western non-Russian republics 
of the USSR-the Baltic, Belorussia, and the 
Ukraine. 

Tk Bilitic. Moscow's requisitioning of food, housing, 
and summer places for the Chernobyl' evacuees and 
the conscription of reservists for decontamination 
aroused great resentment among ethnic nationals in 
the Baltic republics and led to active protests: 

. C ;J some 300 Estonian 
conscripts, who were sent to help decontamina~ the 
Chernobyl' 30-lcilometer zone, conducted a work 
stoppage when they were told in lune 1986 that 
their tour had been extended from two to six 
months. c.. ,:::l a demonstration was 
held in Tallinn in support of the work stoppage and 
to protest the forcible use of military reservists for 
decontamination work. 

c . ~_il demonstration 
ala Soviet military base in' Estonia over perceived 
ethnic discrimination in the conscription of non
Russians for military duty at Chernobyl'. 

• In Latvia and Estonia, where ethnic populations 
constitute only a bare majority, citizenS reportedly 
protested the resettlement of Ukrainian and Belo
russian Chernobyl' refugees because they viewed 
these Slavic "immigrants" as further evidence "f 
Moscow's desire to dilute Baltic nationalities. 

• In LithuaniaC 'L _ J reported active demon-
strations in lune 1986 against the construction there 
of another reactor similar to the one at Chernobyl'. 
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;J workers went on strike for three days in an 

optics factory in June 1986, demanding that food in 
the cafeterias be checked for radioactivity and that 
wages be raised. 

The widely held belief that many Baltic conscripts 
were sent to Chernobyl' against their will is bolstered 
by persistent-though contradictory-rumors of 
soldiers being shot by the Soviets for refusing to do 
decontamination work. Even if untrue, the rumors 
still merit attention as an indication of the intense fear 
felt by those engaged in the cleanup of Chernobyl' 
and the degree of opposition to the regime's handling 
of the crisis. For example: 

• , The Chairman of the Estonian Refugees Committee 
of Solidarity in Sweden reported that 12 Estonians 
were executed in June 1986 for refusing to take part 
in decontamination. 

Jhis employees reported that 10 Soviet 
soldiers had been executed for trying to run away 
from the decontamination site. 

'c. _ ...,lthere had been 
resentment among the Estonians over the use of 
reservists for this activity, but was told that it was 
not true that people had been shot. 

lklonlSS;lIl1nd tire Ukrlline. The accident does not 
appear to have fueled as much antiregime or anti
Russian protest in the Ukrain~ or Belorussia as it did 
in the Baltic, but some groups have expressed strong 
dissatisfaction with the regime regarding Chernobyl': 

C. 'L -=>re-
ported that chemical plant workers in that city held 
a sitdown strike in May 19f:'i over mandatory pay 
deduction for the Chernobyl' Aid Fund. The work
ers reportedly shouted that they were in no less 
danger (from chemical contamination in this Case) 
than the people of Chernobyl'. 

• Citing unidentified Soviet sources, a Western news
paper reported hundreds of residents in Kiev used 
the first anniversary of the the accident for a public 
demonstration to demand compensation for dam
ages they had allegedly suffered. "" 

Some Christian believers in the Ukraine expressed 
fear over the nuclear contamination of the 800-year
old Ukrainian town of Chernobyl', viewing the un
precedented event in religious terms." A widely circu
lated rumor, reportedly started by Ukrainian Baptists, 
reached the West through samizdat sources, linking 
the events at Chernobyl' to the apocalyptic tale of a 
star by the same name chernobyl--"wormwood"
which heralds the end of the world in the Book of 
Revdation . 

Ukrainian officials are probably concerned with the 
religious dimension because of the continuing prob
lems with the Protestant sects and the outlawed 
Ukrainian Catholic ChurchY In a religious connec
tion with Chernobyl', people have been flocking to a 
small Ulcrainian villagc-some 530 kilometers south
west of Chernobyl'-where a schoolgirl reportedly 
saw a vision of the Virgin Mary on the anniversary of 
the Chemobyl' nuclear disaster. According to an 
August 1987 article in Llteraturnaya gazeta, more 
than 100,000 people converged on the village in the 
first month after the sighting. Since then, authorities 
have locked up the church where the vision reportedly 
appeared in an effort to discourage visitors. Despite 
that, the paper revealed that some 40,000 to 45,000 
faithful visit the site daily, and even a Soviet journal
ist covering the story admitted seeing the vision (see 
figure 6) 

" Chernobyl' was founded in 1160 as a princedom and has existed 
since then, thus occupying an important place in the national 
historical oonsciousness ", 
" Mosoow displayed sensitivity to the religious issue when it 
allowed Mother Teresa. the Nobel laureate and Roman Catholic 
nun, to visit the Chernobyl' area this AU2ust. She requested to set 
up a charity mission. Their granting' of her request would represent 
a significant shift in the official atiitude toward reli&ious activity in 
the Soviet Union 
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Figur~ 6. "Mlracl~ In Grusir~o"~h~ 'Wt>urnUkralnlan vii/art 
In L 'YOY Oblasl wh~rt a young gitl rtporudly saw a vision at I ht 
Virgin Mar.von Iht /irsl annivusary at Iht Chtrnobyl'lICC'ldml. In 
Augusl /987. Lileralurnaya gazela rtf'Orltd doll,· rr~wds at 
40.000 10 45.000 pusons convtrgtd on Iht silt. (. 

Although evidence of popular demonstrations and 
protest in the Ukraine and Belorussia is generally 
lacking, the accident fueled strong criticism among 
intellectuals, who were already upset about the siting 
of so many nuclear reactors in the region. At a recent 
writer's conference sponsored by the literary journal 
Druzhba narodov, Ukrainian writer and poet Vladi
mir Yavorovskiy implicitly blamed Moscow by noting 
that his people paid the price for the accident at 
Chernobyl': "There is a dead slice of Ukrainian and 
Belorussian land from which the people have depar
ted." The Belorussian writer Ales' Adamovich-who 
has been a strong proponent of more openness and 
public control over the nuclear power decisions, told 
an audience attending a film festival in Berlin that a 
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2,OOO-megawalt nuclear plant under construction 
near Minsk had been converted to a thermoelectric 
plant because of public protest. The large Minsk 
nuclear. heat and power plant, which is scheduled for 
completion in 1992. is a particularly sensitive public 
issue because it is situated close to the city with a 
population of 1.5 million. Legasov confirmed in No
vember 1987 that the Minsk nuclear plant has been 
shelved because of public opposition." I 
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Chernobyl' has even been invoked by the Russian 
nationalist group Pamyat' as part of its anti-Semitic 
arsenal to "cleanse" Jewish influence from the Soviet 
Union. They blamed the accident on the Zionists. 
Such sentiments show Chernobyi's continuing poten
tial to inflame ethnic and social tensions that hinder 
Gorbachev's efforts to unite public opinion behind his 
domestic reform program. 

Antinuclear Sentiment 
The accident has further raised public consciousness 
about environmental issues that have received promi
nent media attention under Gorbachev. Environmen
tal concerns have contributed to a climate of public 
activism that could contest Moscow's plans for accel
erated nuclear power expansion in the next decade. 
The Ukraine, for instance, is still scheduled to in
cr~ the number of plants in the 1990s from four
one of which is Chernobyl'-to 10, each with multiple 
units. Many of these will be built n~r cities of a 
million or more, including Kiev, Khmelnitskiy, Khar
kov, Odessa. Rovno, and Zaporozhye 

Concern among scientists about the impact of nuclear 
plants in the Ukraine existed even before Chernobyl'. 
A week before the accident, the president of the 
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, BonsPaton, 
publicly called for II! review on siting and distribution 
of reactors in the republic and recommended the 
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences coordinate environ
mental protection programs in the republic. Since the 
accident. Paton has expressed his view that large 
industrial complexes should be held accountable for 
ecological disasters and th~t they should be required 
to maintain stringent safety measures ensuring 
"absolute reliability" of their technology. 

On the first anniversary of the Chernobyl' accident. 
Vitaliy Chumak, head of the Radiological Ecological 
Center at the Institute of Nuclear Research of the 
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, criticized the Soviet 
nuclear industry in the English language weekly 
Moscow News for contiuuing to base their decisions 
on where to build nuclear plants mostly on logistical 
considerations--existing roads, labor resources, water 
resources-without fully considering public safety or 
the environment. Chumak's .rencern about siting sev
eral nuclear power stations dose together near heavily 
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populated areas had been raised by Soviet scientists as 
early as 1979. In June 1987, the popular literary 
weekly Literaturnaya gazeta published an article by 
the Ukrainian poet Boris Oleynik, specifically blam
ing the planners and designers of Chernobyl' for not 
heeding the warnings of scientists and economists and 
siting the giant nuclear power plant on a river flowing 
into a major water supply reservoir and in a flood 
plain of the Poles'ye region. More recently, a Western 
press account reported that an unofficial club called 
Svetlitza was gathering signatures in Kiev protesting 
the presence of nuclear power plants in heavily popu~." 
lated areas. Another example was provided by! .", 

~ a petition, re
portedly circulating in Moscow, calling for the shut
ting down the Chernobyl' nuclear plant. halting con
struction of other nuclear plants, and changing the 
policy of siting nuclear plants near large cities. Re
portedly, the petitioners are particularly disturbed 
with the construction now in progress on the nuclear 
power plant in Crimea, a popular ·and widely used 
resort area. 

In the Caucasus, where the republic elites are not 
enthusiastic about nuclear energy, the Chernobyl' 
accident revived hopes among proponents of small
scale hydroelectric power plants (GES). Such plants 
powered the Soviet Union in the reconstruction years 
(1945-65), but in the last 15 years have been overshad
owed by large thermal plants. According to recent 
press reports, Georgia, which has fought having a 
nuclear plant on its land, is also arguing strongly for 
more small-scale nydroelectric plants. These reports 
confirm the republic's commitment to pursue this 
option. This October, some 2,000 Armenians demon
strated in Yerevan for the closure of the nuclear 
power plant and a chemical factory that they say has -
polluted the area for 40 years 

While Soviet citizens-in contrast to their counter
parts ill the West-have not mounted a major protest 
against the development of nuclear power, antinuclear 
sentiment is growing as noted by the Armenian 
demonstration and the formation of the Svetliza 
group. Nuclear energy·has also become more of a 
public issue after the regime's attempts to minimize 
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the effects of the nuclear accident. Local Soviet press 
indicates that concern is particularly high in areas 
with Chernobyl'-type reactors (RBMKs) like Kursk, 
Leningrad, Smolensk, and Ignalina in Lithuania. The 
Leningrad nuclear plant is located in Sosnovyy Bor, 
70 kilometers northwest of Leningrad, near Estonia, 
and residenlf;of both Leningrad and Estonia are 
worried about the safety of the plant. Recently, an 
unofficial environmental group, formed in opposition 
to the nuclear plant in Sosnovyy Bor, has asked to join 
a Leningrad coordinating organization for various 
environmental groups. The citizens of Sosnovyy Bor 
may have already won certian concessions from their 
city executive party committee (gor/spo/korn) regard. 
ing the ecology-sensitive project. According to 
Pravda, a promise was extracted from city officials to 
consider public opinion and environmental factors in 
future city planning. ' 

c. ; . ..Jmore 
emphasis has been placed on reactor safety in the 
USSR since the Chernobyl' accident, probably as a 
result of public concern. However, Soviet citizens are 
apparently reluctant to trust official assurances that 
safety alterations in the other Soviet nuclear facilities 
have been made or that existing safety rules will be 
enforced. They worry that a greater demand for 
energy to .nake up the loss caused by Chernobyl' will 
increase pressure on the nuclear sector to place 
growth above safety. Throughout the summer of 
1986, officials found it necessary to assure the public 
that the' repairs on all remaining 14 graphite-moder
ated reactors have not been waived to overcome 
electricity shortfalls and that extensive safety checks 
were carried out even in a nongraphite nuclear reactor 
like the one in Armenia. 

While it is unlikely that public opinion will alter the 
Soviet commitment to nuclear power, debate on the 
location and safety in the nuclear industry should 
continue to grow, particularly in the present atmo· 
sphere of greater openness. For example, in April 
1987, some 60 members of the Ukrainian Academy of 
Sciences signed a petition opposing the completion of 
units 5 and 6 at Chernobyt'. Reportedly, the petition 
was about to be published by Lileralurnaya gaula 
when Moscow decided to shelve the expansion plans, 
conceivably in part as a response to public opposition. 
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Environmentalists have also successfully protested 
against the construction of new nuclear power plants. 
In November, the head of the government commission 
investigating the accident, Valeriy Legasov, told the 
Western press that public pressure caused the cancel
lation of the Minsk and Odessa a.:tclear power plants, 
and 'other reporting indicates the Soviets have sus
pended plans to operate the Gorkiy nuclear plant for 
the same reason. ',', 

Consumer Dissatisfactioo 
While the most serious costs have been to regime 
credibility, the need to divert state funds into contain
ing the disaster may result in some readjustments to 
Gorbachev's initiatives for social programs, including 
better housing and health care, and may undermine s. 
the regime's ability to deliver on its promises. t. 

Moscow announced in December 1986 that a total of 
800 million rubles were budgeted for direct compen
sation in housing and short-term subsidies for the 
Chernobyl' victims. The rest of the cleanup oP.Q'a! 
tion~ntombing the damaged fourth reactor, decon
taminating the remaining reactors and plant environ
ment, and protecting the water and soil from 
contamination-was initially projected to cost 
2 billion rubles,5l.r 0.2 percent of GNP for 1986, ~ut 
Gorbachev told L.:... 

..Jin DecembCr that this estimate was too conserva
tive. A Soviet engineer attached to the Chernobyl' 
government investigation commission estimated the 
cost of cleanup to be 25 billion rubles, or more than 2 
percent of GNP for 1986.' 

The evacuation has aggravated housing shortages in 
some areas. A large number of those who were 
evacuated to cities far away from the republic, such as 
Frunze in Kirghiziya, stayed there. Housing was built 
for them and they were integrated into the work 

.. Disruption to the Soviet nuclear powr.r industry throuih 1990 will 
be relatively minor and will not delay Soviet intentions to increase 
relia.nce on this enenlY sourer C 

.. ..lOt Rcscarcll Pap.;.. SOV87~«)()J2>' C. " 
..:l June 1987, n, Sovtd N"cI~ar P~r./'r:oiririit~AfI~r ,"~ 

C"~~~?byrAmd~,.. . .' 
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Incidents in Soviet Nuclear Power Plants 

Accidents In Soviet nuclear power plants were rarely 
discussed before Chernobyl'. The Soviets have consis
tently denied that such accidents had occurred. In 
part. this is a problem of the Soviet definition of a 
nuclear accident, which is so narrow that even the 
Chernobyl' accident may not qualify. However, the 
Soviets do report "incidents involving the nuclear 
plants" to the International Atomic Energy Agency. 
Some of ihe incidents reported include: 
• A leak of primary-cooling water through the 

pressure-vessel-heat /lange seal in unit 3 of the 
Kola nuclear reactor in 1983. 

• Damage to one of the main circulation pumps In 
unit I of South Ukraine nuclear plant in 1983. 

• Co"osion-erosion damage caused steam-generator 
, tubes to leak in unit 3 of Novovoronezh nuclear 

power plant in 1983. 
• Corrosion-erosion damage sWfered by the reactor 

vessel at Kolskaya nuclear power plant in 1983. 
• Shutdown of Kalinin's unit I because of malfunc

tion of pilot-operated relief valve of the pressurizer 
in 1985. 

• A primary coolant leak into a steam generator at 
the Rovno nuclear power plant in 1982, which 
damaged the uf1ltss steam generator and shut down 
the plant. ' 

Reportedly these incidents did not involve the reactor 
core nor caused any radiation damage: 

There have been more serious accidents at Soviet 
nuclear powerplants, according to Pyotr Neporozh
nyy, the former Minister of Power and Electrifica
tion, including an explosion and a radiation leak. He 
said to a US Congressman in 1987 that one accident 

force. Soviet sources say some 120,000 persons have 
been completely and permanently rehoused (see figure 
7). In addition, many fled on their own from nearhv 
cities such as Kiev. Chernigov, and Gome~ . 

. ..J A samlzdat letterfrom the 
Ukraine, which appeared in the Paris emigre paper 
Russkaya Mys!', puts the number of those who left 
Kiev on their own at 150,000. Housing asshzned to the 

involved a rupturing of a coolant line, and another an 
explosion that spread radioactive steam to other 
parts of the unit. 

Other sources have reported /ires and other accidents 
'at plant facilities: 

• c.... ..lthere was afir~ In 
the Armenian nuclear power plant in 1980-8;. 

• In a series offictional short stories, which appeared 
In the November 1986 monthly Journal Neva-but 
reportedly were based on the personal experience of 
Grigori} Medvedev, a senior engineer at a Soviet 

I nuclear facility-the author describes slipshod 
sa/ety practices, dangerous cleanup techniques, and 
a reactor power surge, similar to the one that 
actually happened at the Chernobyl' plant, result
ing in several deaths,t:.., 

, e/ 

Medvedev admonished the planners against p~ 
the Chernobyi' plant near Kiev more than a decade 
ago, 

On II September 1987, Sotsialisticheskaya Industriya 
gave a list of 368 accidents in Soviet nuclear and 
conventional plants that happened between 1981 and 
1984. They we~e all caused by plant operator error. 
according to the paper. It did not say how many 
accidents of the total took place In a nuclear plant 
and how many 'in a conventional plant, or list other 
nonoperator-caused accidents. 

Chemobyl refugees have added to the chronic short
ages in Kiev, Chernigov, and other cities. The former 
Premier Aleksandr Lyashko said that upward of 
13,000 apartments will be needed to be replaced in 
the city of Kiev alone 
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Fi,l«N 7. Thousands or CWiCiituwtrt rtsdtltd 
In or Mar KIn'. many In hastily buill stttltmtnts 
likt tht ant dtpictt</ bthlnd a dlsplactd Chuna
byi"woman. '. 

The sudden loss of hundreds of thousands of people 
from the affected area is already having repercussions 
in social services and the aericultural labor force. 
Kiev Oblast party boss Revenko last DeCember said 
the area faces serious shortaees of specialists for state 
farms, schools, stores, and hospitals because most of 
the people who left the area after the accident have 
not returned and may never return. In addition, 
people are apparently reluctant to work in the con
taminated zone where Chernobyl' nuclear plant units 
I, 2, and 3 are now in operation. The new director of 
the plant and other experts expressed concern about 
shortages of workers-now at about half the preacci
dent strength. 
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Moscow eased part of the pinch on its coffers by 
forcing the population to bear some of the costs of the 
cleanup. Decontamination duty was assigned wher
ever possible to the military, whose wage costs are less 
because civilian cleanup workers received double 
wages. The regime also defrayed costs through so
called voluntary contributions made to a special Cher
nobyl' Aid Fund~ The 530 million rubles, collected 
from the deduction of one day's wages from every 
Soviet worker, offset about one-fourth of tI,e lowest 
official estimate but, as noted, cost was probably 
much higher. Many Soviet citizens toMt: 

..:1' that the contri~utions 
were mandatory and were demanded even from re
tired elderly people on meager pensions. While many 
'Soviets-possibly even a majority-welcomed an op- ,~ 
portunity to help, the (", :' ·:to compulsory nature of 
the contributions probabi} ge.lerated some resent-
ment. 

.r 

Other involuntary costs imposed by the governme~t 
were also unpopular. The cost for the apartments 
"borrowed," presumably on a temporary basis, from 
various enterprises and local soviets in different re
publics to house the evacuees was mostly borne by 
these enterprises. Some of the cost for the evacuation 
of large numbers of children and their mothers to 
Pioneer camps and vacation resorts was borne by 
various trade unions and local soviets, but the greatest 
cost was shouldered by individual families. Through
out the Soviet Union, parents had to find alternate 
summer places for their children and ways to finance 
them. Many regular planned vacations in Soviet 
resorts were canceled. The Black Sea coast was 
reportedly completely closed to all bUl Chernobyl'
area evacuees. 

Implications for Regime Policy 

Gorbachev's drive for increased open criticism of 
shortcomings in Soviet society and his announcement 
of domestic reform, glasnost, and democratization has 
already begun to divert domestic and foreign attention 
from Chernobyl'. Despite this, however, the Cherno
byl' accident continues to pose several longer term 



Relocation 

Moscow announced Ihe evacualion af I JJ,OOO per
sons: approximately JO,ooofrom Belorussia's Gomel' 
Oblast and the remaining JOJ,ooofrom the Ukraine. 
Reportedly, thousands more left the nearby cities on 
their own. By Ihe end af the summer af 1986. il was 
clear that most af the evacuated population would 
not be returning for the wlr.:~.'" and more permanent 
resettlement was needed. Belorussia resettled 10.000 
families in hastily constructed prefabricated houses 
In Gomel's northern rayons. 

The Ukraine resettled upward af 27,000 people in the 
56 new villages built just outside af the JO-kllometer 
zone. Many evacuees are still living In very crowded I 

conditions, however. AC!,ordlng to Kiev Oblast aIIi
cials. there are plans to build another 3,000 homes. 
and 1,500 apartments to alleviate the crowding. 

The new homes have modern facilities, are complete
ly furnished, and constitute a great Improvement over 
the overwhelming majority af the housing stock left 
behind in the Chernobyl' countryside, according to 
local officials. Still. some evacuees refused to resettle 
there. Local allicials say it is because af the remote
ness af the are~. but the real reason for their 
reluctance may be the nearness af the new settlements 
to the contamination zone. 

problems. The public's confidence in the nuclear 
system has been shaken, and there is skepticism about 
the leaderships's commitment to guarantee safety. 
The growing popular resentment and concern about 
environmental protection and individual safety is forc
ing the regime to ~ve a higher priority to these issues. 
putting pressure on the nuclear ministries and depart
ments and ultimately on national resources. 

Cberaobyl' and the Glasnost Debate 
Gorbachev successfully exploited adverse Western 
publicity to the accident to extend his domestic 
glasnost campaign-which was only in its infancy 
when the accident occurred. The disaster spurred 
Oorbachev's move to open up discussion of social and 

"Ste ... 

Only 300 evacuees from the Ukraine have been 
permitted to return to two af the decontaminated 
villages In the zone. Further north af the site In 
Belorussia, the Inhabitants af 10 villages-about 
1,.500 persons-have gone back to their dwellings. 
The rest have been permanently resettled elsewhere 
with their possessions and livestock. 

Plant operators have been allocated 8,000 apartments 
In Kiev and Chernigov and another 6,000 apartments 
In other rayons and towns af Kiev Oblast. About 
3,000 online operators at the recently restarted reac
tor units I and 2 shuttle between Kiev and Zelenyy 
Mys-the partly completed settleme .. ! (.', the banks 
afthe Dnepr River--ln a two-week ,;:'ta:.v.-

In October 1986, plans for the construction af a new 
city called Slavutlch were advanced by the Central 
Committee af the Communist Party. Slavutich will 
be located In Chernlgov Oblast and will house 20,000 
power engineers and plant operators at Its completion 
In two years. according to Soviet press (see figure I). 

economic problems. C. .:) 
Gorbachev hoped Chernobyl' would shake up the 
party establishment so that it will henceforth cOmply 
with his deman~ for more openness and honesty in 
internal party communications. The initial public 
relations debacle strengthened the argument for 
greater media openness in discussing domestic short
comings. Several articles in Pravda. for example, 
pointed out that a lack of complete information had 
encouraged harmful rumors. Supporters of Gorba
chev's glasnost policy. like the noted journalist Fedor 
Burlatskiy. criticized the domestic m .... i'l.·s earlv si- ., 
lence as costing the regime credibilitl L... "!" 
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)Gorbachev said the precise means that can 

protect the party from errors in politics are openness, 
criticism, and self-criticism. "The price of these errors 
is known to all of us," he added, which no doubt in 
large part, applied to the Chernobyl' information 
coverup. 

Since April 1986, on several occasions the Soviet 
media have promptly reported on accidents causing 
loss of life and publicized punitive measures taken 
against the officials responsible. Soviet media treat
ment of the sinking of the Admiral Nakhimov passen
a:er liner in August 1986 because of a:ross negli
gencc--apparently drunkenncss-and the firing of 
the responsible minister and prosecution of its captain 
and his deputy is a strikina: example. Other disasters, 
such as a collision of two passenger trains that Jdlled 
40 persons because one of the engine drivers was 
asleep, the spectacular methane coal mine explosion 
in the Ukraine late last year, and the more recent one 
in Chaykino mine in Donetsk have been reported 
immediately. 

A year after the accident, however, there are signs 
that the Soviets are again beina: less direct about 
Chernobyl' and that the openness in the months 
Collowing the accident may have found its limits. 
Despite signs oC popular concern, the regime has not 
taken steps to give the public more of a say on these 
issues. The major bureaucracies are resisting public 
pressure, and there are some signs of backtracking on 
glasnost: 

• Two Soviet journalists complained this April in the 
Soviet weekly Moscow News that information on 
Chcmobyl' is being withheld and is increasingly 
difficult to obtain, noting that information reported 
to the International Atomic Energy Agency is not 
beina: given to the public. 

• The official Soviet report presented to the IAEA at 
the August, 1986 meeting in Vienna, and made 
widely available to the West, was never released to 
the Soviet pUblic. A 20-page summary was eventu
ally published in the November issue of Atomnaya 
Energ{ya, and Elektrlcheskiye stantsfi, both highly 
technical journals with a limited distribution. 
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• Despite pledges of cOOperation at the outset, the 
Soviets have been reluctant to share the research on 
radiation data they have collected since the acci
dent, according to the US Department of Energy 
and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. In addi
tion to the traditional reluctance of the Soviet Union 
to disclose information, the Soviets may fear new 
data will disagree with the information they have 
already made public or will prove embarrassing if 
future casualties appear among those being moni
tored, since they have claimed the health effect will 
be insignificant. 

The Moscow News article suggests the traditional 
argument that public opinion has no role-in the 
scientific and technical sphere is still being used to 
justify the restrictions. Ml'.f in the'affected bureau
cracies, and even some senior Ic:..Jers, have a vested
interest in ensuring the consequences of Chcmobyl' 
disappear from public view. They wouid like to avoid 
a real debate on the direction of the Soviet nuclear 
energy policy and on the location and safetypf 
existing and Cuture nuclear plants. Such a debate is 
troublesome to a regime Cormally committed to 
nuclear energy 'and the economic benefits of building 
nuclear plants ncar highly populated areas. Moreover, 
continued publicity will leave the regime open to 
criticism if it is unwilling to allocate Curther resources 
to deal withlong-tcrm envir.onmental and heal~h 
consequences. 

The news blackout during the three-week trial of 
plant officials in July was further indication that 
authorities are tightly controlling information on 
Chernobyl'. Shortly before the trial, Soviet Foreign 
Ministry officials described it as open and indicated 
Western reporters could attend. On the second day of 
the proceedings, however, foreign reporters were 
barred from the courtroom, and the trial continued 
behind closed doors. The decision to conduct the trial 
in secret, possibly in an effort to avoi<l revealing 
technical testimony that addressed reactor design 
flaws, demonstrates Moscow's sensitivity to issues 
that Cll.n feed the 2fOwing domestic concerns about 
the safety of the Soviet nuclear industry 
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Criticism of official suppression of open discussion on 
Chernobyl' was voiced at the April All-Union Wri
ter's Plenum by the Ukrainian poet Boris Oleynik. In 
his speeCh, he expressed his frustration with the 
central press, saying he has been denied access to the 
media to publish his reservations about the completion 
of units 5 and 6 at Chernobyl'. He told Uteraturnaya 
gazeta he repeatedly tried to speak out but was not 
permitted to do so. Another prominent Soviet literary 
figure, Yevgeniy Yevtushenko, told /zvestlya there 
were attempts by unspecified ministries and depart
ments to suppress the production of the Chernobyl' 
documentary, "Kolokol Chernobyl'ya," because the 
film was critical of nuclear technocrats. 

Nuclear Energy Policy 
V r~i! : popular support for nuclear power in the Ws:st 
L.:.lI h,~,. o:roded further by the Chernobyl' disaster, 
Moscow's formally stated nuclear energy goals re
main unchanged, despite signs of public anxiety. 
However, it is attempting to be responsive on the 
safety issue, creating an internal tension in regime 
policy.' . 

The nuclear energy bureaucrats remain firm in their 
determination to rely more heavily on nuclear power. 
Minister of ,(\tomic Energy Nikolay Lukonin an
nounced in April 1987 that Moscow's. plans to double 
electricity output at nuclear power stations by 1990, 
as compared with the 1985 level, and more than treble 
it by 1995 remain unshaken. According to Andronik 
Petros'yants, the recently retired head of the State 
Committee for Utilization of Atomic Energy, after 
the RBMKs already under construction are complet
ed, the iraphite-moderated reactor will be phased out 
in the Soviet Union, and future construction of nucle
ar plants will be based on water-cooled,water-inoder
ated reactors. This change has not gone far enough to 
satisfy those among the Soviet environmentalists who 
demanded the closing of all Chernobyl'-type reactors, 
but energy needs and high cost apparently rule out 
this option. 

The regime has meanwhile publicized new measures 
to ensure reactor safety, including a new decree on 
nuclear safety by the USSR Council of Ministers in 
July. In the same month, the Politburo passed a 
resolution for the development of automated systems 

at nuclear power stations. What impact on safety 
these changes will have is not yet clear. The new 
decree designed to strengthen safety inspection regu
lations for the State Committee for Safety in the 
Atomic Energy Industry focuses primarily on new 
nuclear power stations. And more rigorous operator 
training and a few hardware modifications proposed 
by the Ministry of Atomic Energy will do little to 
improve the existing RBMKs reactors and the earlier 
pressurized water reactors (VVERs), which have sig
nificant safety problems. Decommissioning or extend
ed shutdowns of these reactors may be the only safe 
solution, but not one that the Safety Committee is 
now capable of executing. 

Since the accident, the nuclear energy industry has 
undergone an extensive reorganization designed, 
among other things, to make it more responsive to the 
public concerns of safety. The reference at the Cher
nobyl' trial to the secrecy of nuclear engineering is an 
implicit criticism of the industry's wholly technocratic 
approach, which had traditionally given little weight .... . J 

to social concerns. There is also renewed discussion on 
the siting of future nuclear plants in more remote 
areas, stressing ecology as a major consideration. 
However, it is too early to judge ~hat actual changes 
these measures will bring. ' .. f 

Another Nuclear Accident? 
Western analysts agree that the RBMK reactors
nearly half of the Soviet nuclear power capacity
have fundamental deficiencies that no reasonable 
modification can eliminate and pose a continued 
safety hazard, remaining vulnerable to severe acci
dents." The Soviet Union now has more experi~nce 
and is better prepared to deal with a f!uclear power 
plant accident than any other country in the world. 
Still, another nuclear catastrophe would deliver a 
serious blow to Soviet nuclear policy and could pro
duce high-level political shakeup-including in the 
Central Commi~tee and ministries responsible for 

" Althoullh a serious accident in another Chernobyl··type reactor 
would pose considerable social and political repercussions for the 
Soviets and could mean the end o( RBMKs. a m~or accident in a 
VVER reactor would have far graver implications (or Soviet 
confidence in nuclear reactor design because the water·moderated 
reactor is slated to be the workhorse o( the 1990s. while the RBMK 
was being phased out even before Chernobyr . 
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Reorganization qfthe Nuclear Industry 

Since the accident. the nuclear energy sector has 
undergone an extensive reorganization designed to 
make It more responsive to the concerns of safety. 
Currently. the ministries and Soviet organizations 
responsiblefor nuclear power in the USSRare as 
follows: (a) the Ministry af Atomic Energy (newly 
formed since July 1986 and headed by Nikolay 
Lukonin) assumed responsibility for operating all 
nuclear power plants. taking over some authority 
from other ministries: (b) the State Committee for 
Safety in the Atomic Power Industry: (c and d) the 
Ministry af Power and Electrification and the State 
Committee for the Utilization af Atomic Energy
which earlier controlled some plants but now have 
diminished authority: (e) the Ministry af Heavy Pow
er and Transport Machine Building-which com
bined the responsibilities af the now defunct Minis
tries af Power Machine Building and af Heavy and 
Transport Machine Building: (I) the Ministry af 
Medium Machine Building: (g) and the Ministry of 
Health-which will follow up on the radiation risks. 

Out af the previously existing bodies. the State 
Cbmmitteefor Sa/ety in the Nuclear Power Industry 
has undergmle the most significant changes. It has a 
new director. Vadim Malyshev, and a larger number 
affield engineers to conduct inspections since Cherno
by/'. Its old director. Yevgeniy V. Kulov. was fired. 
The committee's power has been spelled out and 
includes the authority to stop an operation if a 
violation af regulations occurs. Whether this aut hor
ity will be exercised is still an open question 

nuclear industry, which have been given a mandate to 
bring the Soviet reactors to more stringent safety 
standards 

A segment of the Soviet population-including some 
members of the elite with some policy influence-has 
much less confidence in the regime's capacity to 
guarantee safety. Another nuclear mishap, even a 
comparatively minor one, could unleash a backlash 
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against nuclear energy and the regime that might be 
hard to ignore. Another accident would probably 
provoke public demonstrations of the sort increasingly 
used by independent groups as a platform for political 
and social issues. 

These demonstrations have already had some effect 
on regime policy and have sometimes taken on an 
anti-Russian cast. The actions of the growing environ
mental lobby-like the well-organized groups in Len
ingrad, which led a demonstration of 10,000 persons 
to successfully press for the closure of a chemical 
complex polluting the environment in Kirishi, or the 
public campaign in northern Georgia to halt the 
Trans-Caucasus railway planned to tunnel through 
the Caucasus Mountains-could serve as a model. 
The regime is not likely to maintain a business-as
usual attitude the second time around, and major 
changes in the nuclear industry would have to be 
considered, 

Outlook 

Certain factors point to the potential for public 
opinions playing a greater role on nuclear power 
decisions in the future: 

• J'he democratization campaign unveiled by Gorba
chev, Yakovlev, and other senior leaders presup
poses more sensitivity to public opinion if it is to be 
taken seriously. Some informal environmental 
groups have apparently been able to get their candi
dates on the ballot in Leningrad, and the new law on 
public review of legislation provid,es for discussion of 
the construction of new enterpris~presumably 
including nuclear power plants-and environmental 
issues . 

• The views of some of the critics of nuclear power, 
like Boris Paton, a full member of the Central 
Committee, and some prominent journalists proba
bly carry more clout under glasnost and have a 
better chance of keeping the pressure on the nuclear 
power industry. 



• Finally, the Gorbachev regime would be embar
rassed by a repeat of the Chernobyl' disaster, or 
even an accident on a much smaller scale, given the 
effort it has put into cultivating a positive image 
abroad. . 

In addition, the Gorbachev regime has issued a 
number of broader policy statements designed to curb 
pollution and improve health, and Gorbachev appears 
concerned about providing resources to support these 
policies. In July 1987, the CPSU Central Committee 
issued a sweeping resolution on ecology aimed at 

Although there is no guarantee that public resentment· ·.safety in the workplace and improving the quality of 
will translate into policy changes on nuclear power-:- .' air and water. A month later the Committee an
evidence now points in the opposite direction-it may nounced a crash program to improve the health care 
mean greater efforts to reassure the public and, system. The new Law on the Restructuring of Public 
perhaps, some rethinking of the strategy for siting Health stresses major reforms in the area of public 
nuclear power plants. health through prevention and may be implemented 

Chernobyl' has created a degree of public disillusion
ment in the regime's capacity to guarantee personal 
security and :ts commitment to provide for the public 
well-being. Under the greater latitude of public de-

. bate in the Gorbachev erl' ,)f glasnost-spurred in 
-part by Chemobyl'-the SoVI:t citizenry is challeng
ing national and regional authorities to solve long
standing societal problems, and there are signs of 
leadership support for giving a higher priority to these 
issues. Chernobyl' awakened public interest in the 
safety of industrial facilities and hightened public 
awareness of health and environmental issues. As 
noted. public demand to address some of these con
cerns has already led to specific action by the authori
ties, like halting.p>nstruction of a hydroelectric plant 
in Latvia this spring, after the public prott:Sted its 
harmful impact on the environment 

more rapidly than usual, given the growing concern 
about pollution and industrial safety. 

Accommodation to popular frustration carries a 
danger for the regime, however, and could make the 

I situation worse by exciting expectations. The popula
tion wi11 be more attentive to future regime perfor
mance in the area of nuclear safety, public health, and 
ecology. There is increased discussion of ~hese issues 
in the intellectual community, and social initiative 
groups are taking issues to the streets. These concerns 
are not likely to evaporate. As public dissatisfaction 
grows, the Chernobyl' accident may provide a focal 
point around which disgruntled citizens can organize, 
and Moscow may discover that Chernobyl' is a con
tinuing irritant with a potent;1\1 for social and ethnic 
tensions for years to come 
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USSR: Problems With Radioactive Waste 
at Defense Sites 

Summary 

Environmental problems caused by radioactive waste exist at the 
So.·iet plutoniwn production complexes at Chelyabinsk-40 and Tomsk. 
Complete disregard for the potential hazards of radioactive waste in the 
late 194 Os and continuing until the 1960s created contamination problems 
in extent and severity that are rivaled only by the Cherrwby/' disaster. At 
the plutoniwn production site at Krasnoyarsk, there is controversy over a 
plan to inject radioactive waste from a power reactor fuel reprocessing 
plant into the ground. 
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Background 

The Soviet Ministry of Nuclear Energy and Industry, which was established in the 
summer of 1989, controls the sites producing defense waste. Before the Ministry's 
formation, all aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle, all defense-related nuclear sites, and a 
few power reactors were under the Minisoy of Medium Machine Building (MSM). The 
remaining power reactors had been operated by the Ministry of Atomic Power since 
1986. Until then, when control was shifted in response to the Chemobyl' accident, the 
Ministry of Power and Electrification had owned and operated most Soviet power 
reactors. Although Yevgeniy P. Velikhov urged that the MSM name be retained for 
sentimental reasons, the expanded organization was renamed the Ministry of Nuclear 
Energy and Industry. Although the minisoy name change. occurred almost a year ago, 
discu~~ions in local papers and debates still refer to the defense nuclear sites as being run 
by the MSM. 

Problems with the handling and disposal of wastes at three defense sites currently 
are being debated. At Chelyabinsk-40, near Kyshtym, and at Tomsk, the problems are 
with stored defense waste from plutonium production. At the plutonium production site 
at Krasnoyarsk, the controversy is over a plan to inject radioactive waste from a power 
reactor fuel reprocessing plant into the ground. 

Chelyabinsk-40 

Chelyabinsk-40 is not marked on maps of the Soviet Union. Once the city bore 
the name of Beria. Today, the city, and the adjacent defense enterprise, the Mayak. 
(Banner) Chemical Combine, are usually called Chelyabinsk-40. It was at this site that 
Igor Vasilyevich Kurchatov, working under Beria, built the Soviet Union's first 
plutonium production reactor. Here also, Academician V. G. Khlopin and workers from 
the Radium Institute completed the first chemical plant for the separation of plutonium 
from irradiated uranium. ~ 

The first reactor, "A" reactor, was graphite moderated with 1,1158 channels. (In 
comparison, the first US plutonium production reactor, B-Reactor at Hanford., has 2,004 
channels.) "A" reactor, sometimes referred to as "Anna," began operation on 
19 June 1948. The reprocessing plant began operation later that year. The second 
reactor at Chelyabinsk-40 was heavy water moderated. Shortly after this reactor, which 
was designed by Academician AbrcUIl Alikhanov, began operation, the heavy water in the 
two heat exchangers froze. Yefrim Pavlovich Slavskiy, then complex chief engineer and 
later Minister of Medium Machine Building, claims he had to enter the radiation area and 
place his hand on one of the heat exchangers to convince the designers that the heavy 
water had frozen. 

A total of five graphite-moderated reactors were built at Chelyabinsk-40. The 
701 reactor. a small 65-megawatt (MW) reactor with 248 channels, began operation on 
22 December 1951. On 15 December 1952 the 501 reactor began operation; The "A" 
reactor and the 701 reactor were decommissioned in 1987. Two other larger graphite· 
moderated plutonium production reactors are located in a separate area of the complex. 
One of these reactors was decommissioned on 12 August 1989. That reactor, which has 
2,001 channels, is larger than the "A" reactor. 
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A nuclear fuel reprocessing and storage factory for power reactor fuel, submarine 
reactor fuel, and fuel from nuclear icebreakers also is located at the complex. 
Radioactive waste from this plant is converted into special glass, placed in stainless steel 
containers, and stored in cans in a special storage facility at the site. 

Discharge of Waste into the Techa River 

According to the official report, "During the fU"St years of the operation of the 
enterprise in this branch of industry there was no experience or scientific development of 
questions of protecting the health of the personnel or the environment. Therefore, during 
the fifties there was pollution of individual parts of the territory and around the 
enterprise." These bland words actually mean that from its beginning in 1948 through 
September 1951 all radioactive waste from the radiochemical plant that reprocessed 
irradiated fuel and recovered the plutonium was discharged directly into the Techa River. 

In 1951, after radioactivity was found as far away as the Arctic Ocean, a new 
solution was adopted. Instead of discharging the radioactive waste into the Techa River, 
the wastes were dumped into Karachay Lake. The Techa River and all its floodlands 
were excluded from use. The inhabitants of some settlements were evacuated, in other 
affected settlements, work was performed to supply people with water from other 
sources. A series of artificial reservoirs were created to isolate water from the most 
contaminated areas. The first reservoir was erected in 1951 and the fourth in 1964. 

Lake Karachay 

Beginning in 1951 "medium-level activity" waste, including nitrate and uranium 
salts, was discharged into this natural lake. The lake eventually accumulated 120 million 
curies of the long-lived radionuclides cesium-137 and strontium-90. In the 1960s it was 
discovered that radioactivity from the lake was entering the ground water. Effons to 
eliminate the reservoir began in 1967. The lake still exists, although its area has been 
reduced. Today, radioactivity in the ground water has migrated from 2 to 3 kilometers 
from the lake. On the lake shore in the region near the discharge line,. radioactivity is 
about 600 roentgens per hour. 

Waste Explosion in 1957 

For two years radioactive waste had been stored in 300--cubic-meter vessels were 
called "permanent storage containers." These containers had walls that were 1.5 meters 
thick and lined with stainless steel. The containers had a special ventilation and cooling 
system. The cooling failed in one of the containers, however, and the waste began to dry 
out. Nitrates and acetates in the waste precipitated. heated up, and, on 
29 September 1957, exploded. The meter-thick concrete lid was blown off. and 70 to 80 
tons of waste containing some 20 million curies of radioactivity were ejected. About 
90 percent fell out in the immediate vicinity of the vessel. The remaining 2 million 
curies formed a kilometer-high radioactive cloud that was carried through Chelyabinsk. 
Sverdlovsk, and Tumen Oblasts. About 23,000 square lcilometers were contaminated. 
Radiation levels within 100 meters of the crater exceeded 400 roentgens per hour. At a 
kilometer the levels were 20 roentgens per hour, and at 3 kilometers the levels were 
3 roentgens per hour. Guards received the largest reported dose, about 100 roentgens. 
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There were 217 towns and villages with a combined population of 270,000 inside 
the area contaminated to 0.1 Curie-pel-square-kilometeror greater (map). Virtually all 
water-supply sources were contaminated. Calculations indicated that the cumulative 
dose over the first month for the three most contaminated villages would range from 150 
to 200 roentgens. These villages, in which about 1,100 people lived, were evacuated, but 
evacuation was not completed until 10 days after the accident. 

The next wave of evacuations was conducted over a half year period beginning 
about one year after the accident, from areas where the slI'Ontium-90 contamination 
l;xceeded 4 Curies-per-square-kilometer. These people consumed contaminated foods for 
three to six months without restriction and continued to consume some contaminated 
food until their evacuation. Inhabitants of 19 populated areas, about 10,000 people, were 
evacuated. • 

The maximum average dose of radiation received before evacuation reached 
17 roentgen equivalent man (rems) from external radiation and 52 rems of equivalent 
effective dose. One-fifth of the people living in the area affected by the release showed 
reduced leucocytes in the blood, and, in rare cases, thrombocyte levels also were reduced. 
No deviations in the incidence of diseases of the blood and in the incidence of malignant 
tumors have been registered. 

1967 Contamination Event 

In 1967 wind dispersed radioactivity from the shores of Lake Karachay around 
the reactor site, creating strontium-90 levels of up to 10 curies per square kilometer. 

The Situation Today 

Parts of the site have a dose rate of up to 15 milliroentgens per hour. The average 
value for the remainder of the site is in the range of 10 to 30 microroentgens per hour. 
The Techa River is cordoned off with a wire fence and people are forbidden to catch fish, 
pick mushrooms or berries, or cut the hay. There are 450 million cubic meters of 
radioactive water in open reservoirs. 

The South Urals Project 

The South Urals Nuclear Power Station is, in the words of Selskaya Zhizin "in a 
bright birch grove, which guards the secret of the Ural [radioactive] trace." The nuclear 
station was being built by the Ministry of Medium Machine Building. Two 
BN-800-type liquid-metal-<:ooled, fast-breeder reactors were under construction and a 
third was planned. The nuclear power station was intended to provide employment for 
the skilled workers who have lost or will lose their jobs as plutonium-producing reactors 
are shut down. 

The production complex, by consuming contaminated water for its needs, 
regulates the water level in the lakes. With three reactors shut down and two others to 
close, a new danger was identified--overfilling the reservoirs with natural water and 
possibly even failure of the dams, sending contaminated water into the rivers of the Ob 
basin. The South Urals nuclear power station was to avert this sort of catastrophe by 
using radioactive water to cool turbine condensers, thus increasing evaporation. 
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Public protests and questions raised by Oblast officials have at least temporarily 
halted construction. although some critics claim that the real reason is that the Ministry 
ran out of funds. In the public mind, constructive dialog on the nuclear power station is 
impossible without learning the truth about the ecological impact of Mayak Chemical 
Combine. particularly the 1957 explosion. 

Tomsk 

The closed city of Tomsk-7 is the location of the Siberian Atomic Power Station. 
In 1955. at the International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, the Soviets 
described the reactors at this station as being solely for electric power generation. In 
1981. A. M. Petrosyants. then Chainnan of the State Committee for Utilization of Atomic 
Energy, admitted that these reactors served a dual purpose--plutonium production and 
power generation. Not until 4 May 1990 did the Soviets reveal that the reactors were at 
Tomsk. The reactors described in 1955 were graphite moderated. water cooled. and with 
2,101 channels. Thus, they are slightly larger than the reactor shut down in 1989 at the 
Chelyabinsk-40 complex. 

Problems with defense waste at Tomsk date back to the 1970s. At that time, a 
senior engineer for "monitoring stOCktaking and storage of special output" discovered a 
"vast quantity of radioactive output" at the plant. Izvestiya claims that his letter to the 
Central Committee and L. I. Brezhnev only resulted in his reprimand and threatened 
expt11sion from the party. Not until 18 April 1990, when Tomsk-7 radio warned that 
people had been contaminated. did the public learn of this problem. 

Izvestiya also reported that the radioactive waste burial site is poorly fenced and 
contaminated water areas are not fenced at all. Elk. hare. duck. and fish are 
contaminated. and 38 people were found to have higher than permissible levels of 
radioactive substances in their body. Of these 38. four adults and three children have 
been hospitaliz.ed. 

Krasnoyarsk 

In the early 1950s. Stalin authorized the building of a "radiochemical enterprise" 
for producing plutonium on the mountainous shores of the Yenisey River in the Siberian 
taiga. Thus was born the mining-chemical combine and. along with it, a closed city. 

Fifteen years ago it was resolved to add an irradiated fuel-storage facility and a 
reprocessing plant for l000-MW pressurized water reactor fuel (VVER-l000) and 
"other" reactors at this site. Controversy about the 1.5QO..metric-ton-per-year 
reprocessing plant, known as site 27, has resulted in the project being postponed. In 
1une 1989. Komsomo!skaya PraYda reported that some 60,000 people in Krasnoyarsk 
signed a protest. In part, they were angered by the revelation that the scientific study 
justifying the appropriateness of the site 'Was actually produced nine years after 
construction started. The site is about 30 percent complete and was originally scheduled 
to stan reprocessing in 1997. 
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A key feature of the site is the method of handling radioactive waste. According 
to Moscow Trud waste is 10 be injected between layers of clay at a depth of 700 meters. 
The injection location is some 20 kIn from the site of the reprocessing plant on the 
opposite side of the Yenisey River. Some 50 meters under the river, a tunnel has already 
been completed to carry the waste. It is the tunnel and the decision to inject liquid waste 
into the ground that is the focus of the controversy. 

) . 
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Ukraine: Who Will Manage 
Chernobyl? 

Summary 

A pressing challenge for leaders in the newly independent 

Ukraine will be to reconcile the public to the fact that, al
thoughtheO republic may now control its political destiny, it 
will have to continue to defer to Russia on Some economic 
and technical decisions. One such decision is the emotion
charged issue of the management of the Chernobyl nuclear 

power plant and the republic's overall nuclear energy indus

try. In the summer of 1991, the Ukrainian parliament 

passed a resolution asserting Kiev's right to exercise pri
mary authority over atomic installations in the republic, In

deed, when a sen'ous fire broke out at the Chemobyl nu
clear power station a few months later, Kiev took the lead 
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in dealing with the incident, rather than allow Moscow to 
handle the political and physical fallout as it had during 
the Chemobyl disaster in 1986. 

Although the magnitude of this recent incident was only a 
fraction of the earlier one (no radiation was released), the 
fire was nonetheless a close-call reminder that Ukraine by 
itself could not yet cope economically or technically with 
another serious accident, and that it might, therefore, be 
unwise-or impossible-for Kiev to sever in the near future 

all ties to central nuclear authorities. In signing the historic 
Commonwealth pact with Russia and Byelaros on 8 Decem
ber 1991, Ukrainian leaders openly acknowledged this in
terdependence by consenting to a separate clause calling 
for a "special agreement" on Chern obyl. We believe this 
clause will allow for Russian technical access to and con
trol of the plant while decontamination and containment 
operations continue, probably for years after the shutdown 
of the reactors, which is scheduled for 1993 ... 

Ukraine Tries to Take Control 

Ukraine has had de facto jurisdiction over its nuclear power facili
ties since at least mid-1991, when the republic's parliament, re
sponding to enormous political pressure stemming from the earlier 
Chernobyl accident, initially set a cJosure date of 1995 for the 
Chernobyl atomic energy station (AES). Ukraine has not yet ruled 
on the fate of four other nuclear power stations currently in opera
tion, but it has declared a moratorium on new plant construction. 

~ 
RepUblic leaders have postponed a decision on a proposal by the 
former USSR Ministry of Atomic Power and InduStry (MAPI)- the 
Moscow-based government agency that previously owned or over
sawall nuclear facilities-that would enable central authorities to 
retain some operational control. The proposal acknowledges repub-
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lic ownership of former MAPI nuclear plants but; vides for a 
centralized agency to service and run the power stations through a 
joint-stock state corporation. The arrangement would almost surely 
rankle Ukrainian sensitivities because it epitomizes the pervasive 
influenCe over the republic's nuclear sector exercised by Russia, 
where MAP! support facilities and know-how are concentrated. As 
the experience of the Baltic nations shows, that influence will 
probably continue for some time: even lithuania, which has 
achieved complete political independence, still relies on a contin~ 

gent of Russian personnel to run its Chemobyl-type reactor at Ig
nalina.'-

The importance of these jurisdictional issues was illustrated in the 
accident that occurred on 11 October 1991 at the Chemobyl AES. 
That evening, an electrical malfunction in an operating unit of the 
plant sparked a serious fire, which caused a large section of the 
roof to collapse into a main generator room. No radiation was re
leased because Ukrainian firemen, who were the first on the scene, 
extinguished the blaze in about three hours. Had the fire gone un
checked, however, it could have threatened the reactor itself, which 
would have required massive assistance that was beyond the repub
lic's capability .• 

~ticipating the political uproar this close call might generate. the 
republic government seized the lead by immediately appointing a 
14-member commission to investigate. Headed by veteran politi
cian Viktor GJadush, the team included government officials, fire~ 

men, engineers, public health officers, and expens from the 
Ukrainian Ecology and Nuclear Institutes. Ukrainians with consid
erable experience in nuclear maners-including followup issues 
from the Chernobyl accident five years ago-helped constitute a 
highly visible Ukrainian majority among those dealing with the af
termath of the flre.~ 

Moscow Plays it Down-But Not Out 

To minimize the public's perception of danger and to forestall 
charges of interference in republic affairs, the Moscow-based 
MAP! kept a low profile in dealing with the accident. Nonetheless. 
it fonned its awn commission of inquiry and quietly set up a cen~ 
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ter at the AES to manage the fire cleanup. The ~~hiCh has 
monitored incidents at all nuclear power stations throughout the 
former USSR, assigned a midlevel spokesman to issue information 
bulletins to reassure the public that there was no danger from ra
diation._ 

The Chernobyl FIres-Then and Now 

The October fire showed that some fundamental Jeadership and 
policy management changes have occurred since the Chemobyl dis
aster in 1986: 

• Authority to make technology-driven decisions that have strong 
political ramifications has shifted from central, industry-oriented 
organizations or indiyjduals to local political bodies. In 1986, the 
republic's leadership was powerless against the central nuclear 
bureaucracy. In October 1991 the populace targeted the Ukrain
ian Council of :Ministers and the parliament as the authorities 
best able to take action. 

• The public is now demanding and gening honest answers. Unlike 
central authorities who tried to clamp a news blackout on the 
1986 Chernobyl disaster, Ukrainian officials made a full disclo
sure to the public of circumstances contributing to the October 
accident, and they kept citizens infonned throughout regarding 
the extent of danger. The story broke internationally within a few 
hours, and even the cautious Moscow press reported it on na
tional television the moming of the 12th. 

• Now, environmentalists constitute a strong and vocal political 
force. At the time of the catastrophe in 1986, there was no active 
environmental movement, much less one with clout. People who 
are environmentally conscious are no longer on the outside look
ing in; they often hold policymaking offices. Capitalizing on the 
publicity surrounding the October fire, environmentalists secured 
the endorsement of officials from nearby West European coun
tries and neighboring Soviet republics and agitated for immediate 
closure of the station. On 29 October the Ukrainian parliament 
voted to shut down the station by 1993, instead of phasing it out 
gradually._ 
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Wllling, But Able? 

Much as Ukraine would like to decide the future of its nuclear in
dustry without having to consider its neighbors. we believe it is in
extricably 1inked to them by economic and technical bonds. 

Why They Cannot Go It Alone 

Numerous obstacles hinder Ukraine from gaining self-sufficiency in 
nuclear power or doing away with it altogether: 

Economic Constraints 

• One-fourth of Ukrainian elec
tricity is AES generated. 

• Remaining energy souras are in
digenous coal production (down 
one-third since J 990) and im
poru of Russian oil (expected /0 

rise in price). 

• UJ:.raine, in the past a significant 
uporter of eJectricity, has 

. slashed energy exports, and the 
CCWltry cu.rrently is unegotiating 
forei&n contracts to bring hard 
currency earnings under republic 
control and to cushion against oil 
price hikes. 

• To mett near-term energy 
netcls, republic leaders may com
mission thru nearly completed 
nuclear plaJUs that had bun put 
on held. 

Technical Factors 

• UJ:.raine lacb the trairud personnel, 
computer codes, and essential design 
information to sustain a nuclear in
du.stry. 

• Most scientists, engineers. and design
ers are Savitt trained and indocrri
naud in an industry culture biased 
toward centrali:ation of authority and 
expertise. 

• Technical documentation is in Rus
sian; tlu official lan8ua~ -for Al:,~-+ 
operations is Russian. 

• UJ:.raine has no significant nuclear 
manufacturing. Becau.se its reactors 
art Russian built, Russia is the loti
cal spart-paru supplier and equip
ment integra/or. 

• Tasb such as data collection an.d dis
semiT1O.tion on AES incidents and op
erations are rouud through Moscow. 
The top research irutitults are in 
Russia. 
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Ukrainians would prefer to seek technical assista ce for their nu
clear industry from the international community rather than from 
Moscow, and their chances of getting foreign help are good. West
ern firms are eager to deal with the republic, especially if they can 
help stabilize its nuclear industry. Notwithstanding the West's will
ingness to provide assistance, however, Kiev faces serious [mandaI 
constraints that limit its ability to pay for Western technology and 
equipment; the republic will therefore be forced to rely on ~n
tral-in effect Russian--e.x~rience and knowhow for the foresee
able future..., 
Ukrainian leaders must determine, therefore, how much interaction 
between the republic's nuclear industry and Moscow is politically 
palatable; one issue, for example, is whether the republic will join 
the joint-stock corporation proposed by MMI. Ukrainian concUf
ren~ is essential for the plan to be workable because the republic 
is second only to Russia in its number of nuclear power plants. 
Local leaders may resist signing on, however, because of over
whelming public sentiment that lJkraine control its own industrial 
facilities. Moreover, republic leaders have expressed how little they 
trust central authorities to run the nuclear power sector in the best 
commercial or environmental interests of Ukraine. Backing for the 
plan would most likely come from the republic's nuclear industry 
workers and officials, who would probably judge this measure of 
central control and coordination a necessary evil to reduce the 
chances of a severe nuclear accident or to cope with one, should it 
occur. Given these conflicting points of view, Ukrainian leaders 
will have to maintain a balancing act because joining the corpora
tion may provide their only access to the technical expertise they 
need until they develop their own nuclear infrastrUcture or obtain 
sufficient Western help._ 

Outlook: Reluctant Partners 

The landmark 8 December Commonwealth accord, signed by 
Ukraine, Russia, and Byelarus, contained a separate provision (Ar
ticle 8) on dealing jointly with the continuing effects of the 1986 
Chernobyl disaster. Ukrainian leaders thereby implicitly acknowl
edged that, unassisted, they are unable to cope with the residual 
effects of that first accident. We believe the recent Chemobyl fire 
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was a stark reminder to them that another majo 
overwhelm the fledgling nation and could threaten its economic 
and political viability, We expect Ukrainian leaders to incorporate 
the Article 8 arrangement into an ongoing gentlemen's agreement 
with vestigial central nuclear energy authorities to help protect 
against such a threat. We believe the agreement will be one in 
which the republic continues to work with existing organizations 
for as long as necessary (allowing for continued Russian technical 
access and control) but keeps the collaboration as unpublicized as 
possible. For at least the near term, Kiev must remain Moscow's 
cooperative-even if reluctant-nuclear partner ~ 
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Appendix A 
Players in the Aftermath of the Chernobyl Fire 

Described below are the most prominent players associated with 
the October IlI'e. Most are Ukrainian officials or public figures, but 
two Moscow MAPI officials who were responsible_ f~ power 
plant at the time of the accident are also include~ 

The Establishment 

The ranking Ukrainian official was State Minister for Industry, 
Transport, and Energy Vlktor D. Gladush. A longtime party offi
cial. he was named chairman of the republic commission investi
gating the fire. Gladush had served since June 1990 as head of a 
USSR Council of Ministers commission charged with taking the 
AES out of service by 1995. He had also coordinated regional reo 
sponses to previous emergency situations. including supervision of 
Ukrainian assistan~ to victims of the 1988 Armenian earthquake. ---.. . 

Gladush·s deputy on the investigation commission was Nikolay A. 
Shteynberg, chairman of the Ukrainian State Committee for Nu
clear Safety since its establishment in August 1991. Shteynberg 
V!as assigned to the Chernobyl AES in the mid-1980s, but he left 
just before the 1986 accident because of a personality conflict with 
the plant director. 'When the disaster occurred, he returned to the 
AES on his own initiative. assumed a position of authority, and 
participated in early cleanup operations. As a consequence, he was 
named deputy chairman of the USSR State Committee for Nuclear 
Safety, a title he held until assuming his current post~ 

The top MAP! official involved was Erik N. Pozdyshev, chairman 
of the Mlnistry's commission of inquiry into the causes of the flre 
and the measures needed for repair of the plant. He was the MAPI 
deputy minister in charge of all AES maintenance, operations, and 
accident coordination. Pozdysbev knows the Chemobyl station well; 
he was its director from right after the 1986 accident until prob
ably mid-1989, when he was named deputy minister. His MAPI 
colleague, Chernobyl AES chief engineer Nikolay A. Sorokio, 
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JIt heads the center set up on 12 October to manage the fire cleanup. 

Both men have exercised a low-key response to the potential haz
ards of the fIre, and both have stayed out of the spotlight focused 
on Ukrainian officials.~ 

The Greens 

Environmental activists Yuriy N. Shcherbak and Vladimir A_ 
Yavorlvskiy, on the other hand, have been vocal critics of the 
Chernobyl AES. Shcherbak is Ukraine's Minister for Environmental 
Issues and also chairman of Green World, the Ukrainian environ
mental group that played a large role in eliciting public demands 
that the station be closed. Although Shcherbak concedes that eco
nomic imperatives will probably keep the Chernobyl AES on line 
for a while longer, he has faulted Ukrainian power officials for 
failing to develop alternative energy sources. A physician for more 
than 30 years, he treated Chernobyl accident victims. Shcherbak 
published a series of articles and a documentary novel during the 
late 1980s d"escribing the medical and environmental effects of the 
Chernobyl disaster. He said he felt compelled to unveil what he 
believed to be a massive propaganda coverup of ChernobyJ's con
sequences. Shcherbak served as chairman of the Nuclear Ecology 
S.ubcommittee of the USSR Supreme Soviet during 1989-90~ 

Yavorivskiy is a well-knoYm Ukrainian novelist and poet who has 
focused his writing since 1987 on the nuclear accident at Cher
nobyl. He was one of a group of literati who founded the intensely 
nationalistic People's Movement of the Ukraine for Peresrroyka
known there as Rukh-in March 1988, and he later served as its 
chairman. He tried unsuccessfully to enter the Ukrainian presiden
tial race, but he could not get the required number of signatures to 
become a candidate. Yavorivskiy is chairman of the Ukrainian Su
preme Soviet standing commission on Chernobyl accident issues, 
and following the recent fire, he agitated for an immediate shut
down of the station.~ 
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